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PREFACE 
The work presented i n t h i s thesis was c a r r i e d out between 
1976 and 1979 while the author was a research student under the 
supervision of Dr. R Fong, i n the Physics Department at the University 
of Durham. 
Some of the research was carried out i n collaboration with 
Dr. R S E l l i s and Dr. Fong but the majority i s the author's own work. 
This work has not been submitted for any degree, diploma or other 
q u a l i f i c a t i o n a t any other university. 
Certain r e s u l t s have appeared i n the following paper : 
Shanks, T, 1979. Mon.Not.R.astr.Soc., 186, 583. 
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ABSTRACT 
STATISTICAL ANALYSES OF GALAXY CATALOGUES 
Galaxy catalogues, complete over a wide range of li m i t i n g magni-
tude, are s t a t i s t i c a l l y analysed to t e s t theories of formation of galaxies 
and c l u s t e r s of galaxies. 
S t a t i s t i c a l measures used i n the past to investigate the galaxy 
distribution i n these catalogues are reviewed and the re s u l t s therefrom 
summarised. 
From applying s t a t i s t i c a l techniques new to extra g a l a c t i c 
astronomy to shallower catalogues i t i s found that the evidence supporting 
the h i e r a r c h i c a l d i s t r i b u t i o n of galaxies at small scale lengths i s not as 
strong as previously believed. The r e s u l t s are more consistent with a 
model for galaxy d i s t r i b u t i o n where galaxies are found i n c l u s t e r s with 
power-law p r o f i l e s . The implications of t h i s r e s u l t for theories of galaxy 
formation are discussed. 
New, extensive catalogues, complete i n J and R to f a i n t l i m i t s are 
obtained from machine measurements of U.K. Schmidt photographs at the 
South Galactic Pole. The techniques required to produce these catalogues 
are described. Number magnitude counts and colour magnitude diagrams 
for these samples are presented and found to be consistent with the work 
of other authors. These r e s u l t s are used to investigate the selection 
e f f e c t s operating i n the samples. Tentative evidence for galaxy luminosity 
evolution i s discussed. 
The strength of galaxy clustering i n these deep catalogues i s 
s t a t i s t i c a l l y measured and compared with the r e s u l t s from shallower surveys. 
i i 
From t h i s comparison good evidence i s found for the homogeneity of the 
galaxy di s t r i b u t i o n over the large scales 50-700 h ^ Mpc. None of the 
discrepancies of previous studies are found. The p o s s i b i l i t y of testing 
t h e o r e t i c a l l y predicted c l u s t e r i n g growth rates with such data i s 
discussed. 
S t a t i s t i c a l analysis of galaxies i n the deep samples also shows 
evidence for a feature i n the 2-point galaxy correlation function l i k e 
that found i n the analysis of shallower catalogues. However, the position 
of the feature corresponds to a s p a t i a l separation of 3 h ^ Mpc instead of 
-1 
9 h Mpc as found l o c a l l y . The reasons for the discrepancy are discussed 
and the implications for galaxy formation theory described. 
F i n a l l y the f a i n t s t e l l a r catalogues produced alongside the deep 
galaxy catalogues are s t a t i s t i c a l l y analysed. Evidence i s found for two 
d i s t i n c t populations of s t e l l a r types a t the South Galactic Pole. The 
s p a t i a l d i s t r i b u t i o n of s t a r s within these populations i s investigated. 




I n the recent past great e f f o r t s have been made to discover the 
nature of the d i s t r i b u t i o n of galaxies. The underlying motivation for 
these e f f o r t s l i e s i n the hope that galaxies are good * tr a c e r s ' of the mass 
of the Universe. On t h i s assumption the study of the d i s t r i b u t i o n of 
galaxies becomes the study of the large scale d i s t r i b u t i o n of matter i t s e l f . 
Many cosmological theories have been developed which make predictions for 
t h i s d i s t r i b u t i o n . The broad aim of t h i s thesis i s to present o r i g i n a l 
observational r e s u l t s on the di s t r i b u t i o n of galaxies against which t e s t s 
of these predictions can be made. 
These observational r e s u l t s w i l l almost exclusively a r i s e from the 
s t a t i s t i c a l analyses of galaxy catalogues that are complete to some bright-
ness l i m i t . The s t a t i s t i c a l approach i s relevant here because we wish to 
make statements which apply generally ( i n some approximation) to most of 
the matter i n the universe and not j u s t to p a r t i c u l a r objects. The work 
presented here includes the r e s u l t s from s t a t i s t i c a l analyses applied to 
new and extensive galaxy catalogues measured from U.K. Schmidt plates by 
the COSMOS machine a t The Royal Observatory, Edinburgh. I t also contains 
the r e s u l t s of analysing shallower "eyeballed" catalogues by s t a t i s t i c a l 
techniques new to extragalactic astronomy. 
1.2 THEORIES AND PREDICTIONS FOR STATISTICAL TEST 
To motivate more p a r t i c u l a r l y the work that follows l e t us now 
concentrate on the two most popular theories of galaxy formation and 
clu s t e r i n g - what I s h a l l c a l l here the Isothermal and adiabatic theories, 
(see Jones, 1976a, for a review). Both these theories use gravitational 
1 
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i n s t a b i l i t y as the basic mechanism for the growth of structure. However, 
they make di f f e r e n t assumptions about conditions i n the pre-recombination 
universe and these lead to r a d i c a l l y d i f f e r e n t predictions for the way 
galaxies formed. Also, although both attempt to explain the well known 
tendency for galaxies to be found i n c l u s t e r s , they make d i s t i n c t predictions 
for the d i s t r i b u t i o n of galaxies within these c l u s t e r s . I n the isothermal 
theory galaxies form f i r s t and a t t r a c t each other under gravity to form 
c l u s t e r s with detailed substructures. This theory therefore predicts a 
present day galaxy d i s t r i b u t i o n consisting of c l u s t e r s of many s i z e s showing 
no "preferred s c a l e s " . The adiabatic theory, however, predicts that a 
preferred scale of clustering w i l l e x i s t . This i s because i n t h i s theory 
c l u s t e r sized masses are p r e f e r e n t i a l l y the f i r s t to grow with galaxies 
forming subsequently when these "protoclusters" collapse. Thus i f a preferred 
scale of galaxy c l u s t e r i n g were to be observed, t h i s would be taken as 
strong evidence for the adiabatic theory and against the isothermal theory. 
Thus one way to t e s t between the theories i s to devise s t a t i s t i c a l analyses 
which are s e n s i t i v e to preferred scales of cl u s t e r i n g . The d i f f i c u l t y here 
i s that the s t a t i s t i c s must r e t a i n t h e i r s e n s i t i v i t y i n applications to 
catalogues that, i n general, contain only 2-dimensional, projected galaxy 
positions, and that are complete to a brightness rather than a volume l i m i t . 
With the isothermal theory i t i s also r e l a t i v e l y simple to theoretic-
a l l y pradict the rate of growth of.clustering,(e.gJBOaaor,1957).This prediction 
has been checked using N-body calculations (Groth and Peebles, 1976, 
Efstathiou,1979) and has been found to be reasonably accurate. An 
observational t e s t of t h i s prediction i s possible through the s t a t i s t i c a l 
a n a l y s is of galaxy catalogues that are complete to f a i n t l i m i t s . Such deep 
catalogues contain information, not only on galaxies a t long distances but 
also on the galaxy d i s t r i b u t i o n a t e a r l i e r epochs (because of the "look-back" 
time associated with galaxies at large r e d s h i f t ) . The observed cl u s t e r i n g 
growth rate might therefore be found by comparing s t a t i s t i c a l measures 
of galaxy clustering for the deep samples with those measured l o c a l l y . 
The p o s s i b i l i t y of thus constraining the dynamical evolution of galaxy 
c l u s t e r s i s a strong motivation for obtaining deep galaxy catalogues. 
The production of such catalogues w i l l be a major objective of t h i s t h e s i s . 
Another motive for producing these catalogues i s to check the 
reproducibility of a feature found i n the correlation analysis of the Lick 
Catalogue (Groth and Peebles/ 1977) . This feature i s a prediction of both 
the isothermal and adiabatic theories though i t s interpretation i n each 
case i s d i f f e r e n t . I n the former theory the feature corresponds to the 
tr a n s i t i o n between l i n e a r and non-linear regiamar a£ clustering (Davis 
et a l , 1977) whereas i n the l a t t e r i t i s a r e l i c of the early preferred 
scale of clust e r i n g . Both theories make q Q dependent predictions for 
the position of t h i s feature. I n the Lick sample the estimation of the 
correlations a t large angle i s d i f f i c u l t because of plate to plate variations 
and the e f f e c t s of variable observation by our own galaxy. These d i f f i c u l -
t i e s make the r e a l i t y of the Groth and Peebles feature uncertain. I n the 
deep samples any such feature i s moved to smaller angular s c a l e because of 
projection e f f e c t s and so i t s estimation can be r e l i a b l y c a r r i e d out using 
only a single Schmidt plate. This forms a very good t e s t from an independ-
ent sample of the r e a l i t y of t h i s important feature. 
1.3 STATISTICAL MEASURES 
Many s t a t i s t i c a l investigations into the di s t r i b u t i o n of galaxies 
have been c a r r i e d out using a wide variety of s t a t i s t i c a l measures. I t 
i s of i n t e r e s t to see which i f any of these has a bearing on the questions 
raised above (e.g. do any indicate a preferred scale of cl u s t e r i n g ? ) . 
Also, the large number of s t a t i s t i c a l measures used often leads to confusion 
over how the di f f e r e n t r e s u l t s from each f i t into an o v e r a l l picture of 
galaxy c l u s t e r i n g . Therefore we begin i n Chapter 2 with an up-to-date 
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review of the s t a t i s t i c a l measures that have been used together with the 
main r e s u l t s obtained from t h e i r application. Foremost among these 
measures i s the 2-point galaxy covariance function, € ( r ) , which has been 
used i n many forms over the years but most successfully by P.J.E.Peebles 
and co-workers a t Princeton. 
I n Chapter 3 are presented the results, from applying some of these 
s t a t i s t i c s to computer simulated models of galaxy d i s t r i b u t i o n . These 
consist of a hierarchical model which has no preferred scales of clu s t e r i n g 
and a power-law c l u s t e r model which does. These are reasonable approxima-
tions to d i s t r i b u t i o n that may a r i s e i n the isothermal and adiabatic theories 
respectively. By comparing the s t a t i s t i c a l r e s u l t s from data and simula-
tions we can t e s t which model gives the best agreement with the actual 
galaxy d i s t r i b u t i o n . I s h a l l also apply the new s t a t i s t i c a l a n a l y s i s , 
Mead's Analysis, to both simulations and data. The r e s u l t s from t h i s 
analysis have some very important implications for whether a preferred 
c l u s t e r scale e x i s t s or not. These implications w i l l be discussed i n 
the conclusions for Chapter 3 where I s h a l l attempt to incorporate both 
these new r e s u l t s and the old into a simple picture of galaxy c l u s t e r i n g . 
1.4 DEEP GALAXY CATALOGUES 
Even using machines such as COSMOS (see Pratt et a l , 1975), many 
problems are encountered i n compiling deep galaxy samples for the purposes 
outlined above. These mainly a r i s e from the requirement to base 
s t a t i s t i c a l r e s u l t s on representative or " f a i r " samples of galaxies. This 
means that large samples are needed even a t deep depths. Here we s h a l l use 
the entire unvignetted area of U.K. Schmidt plates which corresponds to 
over 14 sq.cfeg. of sky. Over areas t h i s large there are problems i n 
detecting images consistently because of uneven s e n s i t i v i t y i n the emulsion 
of photographic plates and uneven absorption by ga l a c t i c and extragalactic 
clouds. 
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COSMOS'S high speed and on-line reduction makes the measurement 
of such large areas f e a s i b l e . This speed has to be paid for to some 
extent by l e s s accurate photometry but as we s h a l l see t h i s 
accuracy i s quite adequate for the s t a t i s t i c a l / s u r v e y work of i n t e r e s t 
here. The large areas required also lead to problems with automatic s t a r 
galaxy separation and d e t a i l s of how t h i s and other problems are overcome 
are given i n Chapter 4. 
1.5 ANALYSIS OF DEEP GALAXY CATALOGUES 
I n Chapter 5 we move on to the analysis of the galaxy sample© 
produced i n Chapter 4. Here the approach i s sim i l a r to that of E l l i s et 
a l (1977) and P h i l l i p p s (1979). To do the correlation evolution .test of 
the isothermal theory as outlined above,we need a knowledge of the selection 
effects that define our sample so that i t s average depth can be estimated. 
These se l e c t i o n e f f e c t s depend on the galaxy luminosity function, galaxy 
K-correction and galaxy luminosity evolution. Constraints on these 
parameters can be obtained through number-magnitude relati o n s from COSMOS 
data, supplemented from other sources. Other constraints can be obtained 
from colour-magnitude diagrams obtained from the J-R plate p a i r s . The 
power of correlation analysis to t e s t for c l u s t e r i n g evolution depends on 
how preci s e l y such considerations can define these selection e f f e c t s . Of 
course, topics such as luminosity evolution are of astronomical i n t e r e s t 
i n their own r i g h t and the implications of the present r e s u l t s for these 
parameters w i l l be f u l l y discussed i n Chapter 5. 
Almost as a by-product we have produced s t a r catalogues i n 2 colours 
as w e l l . These are of i n t e r e s t since they contain information on s t e l l a r 
populations and, of course, quasars. The number-magnitude and colour-
magnitude re l a t i o n s for these are also discussed i n Chapter 5.. 
I n Chapter 6 the correlation functions are computed for the deep 
samples. The small angle r e s u l t s are compared with those found i n the 
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shallower samples, using selection parameters obtained from the number 
count considerations of Chapter 5 (see also P h i l l i p p s et a l , 1978). This 
checks the a p p l i c a b i l i t y of a single model of galaxy c l u s t e r i n g out to 
large distances i n addition to testing for correlation evolution. The 
correlations at large angles are inspected to check for the existence of 
a feature and the r e s u l t s are compared with those of Groth and Peebles(1977). 
The significance of these r e s u l t s are discussed i n terms of galaxy formation 
theory. 
Chapter 6 concludes wirti the correlation r e s u l t s for s t e l l a r 
images,obtained:, from botir. the- complete samples and fronr colour sub— 
"samples. 
Chapter 7 contains a summary of the conclusions from the present 
r e s u l t s and also a discussion of prospects for future work. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
REVIEW OF STATISTICS USED TO INVESTIGATE GALAXY DISTRIBUTION 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Since galaxies were f i r s t discovered s t a t i s t i c a l methods have 
often been used to examine the properties of t h e i r s p a t i a l d i s t r i b u t i o n . 
These s t a t i s t i c a l investigations have played a large part i n forming our 
present day notions of galaxy clus t e r i n g . The purpose of t h i s chapter 
i s to provide a l i s t of the s t a t i s t i c s that have been employed i n these 
investigations and to give a review of t h e i r properties. Past reviews of 
t h i s type have been given by Abell (1962) and also by de Vaucouleurs (1971). 
I n reviewing each s t a t i s t i c ' s properties a major consideration 
w i l l be how much interpretation of i t s r e s u l t s i s affected by projection 
problems. At the moment inference about the 3-dimensional d i s t r i b u t i o n of 
galaxies i s largely made from only 2-dimensional angular positions on the 
sky. I t i s important, therefore, that the effects of projection on a 
pa r t i c u l a r s t a t i s t i c can be accounted for. Where possible an assess-
ment w i l l be given of each s t a t i s t i c ' s power to discriminate 
between various models of galaxy c l u s t e r i n g . The aim here w i l l not be 
to say that any one s t a t i s t i c i s more powerful than any other but to 
indicate what p a r t i c u l a r aspect of galaxy c l u s t e r i n g i s best highlighted 
by each. 
Some of the s t a t i s t i c a l problems encountered i n galaxy work are, 
of course, not unique to extragalactic astronomy. Galaxy c l u s t e r i n g can 
be looked on as a 3 -dimensional point process and therefore a sub-
si d i a r y aim of the review w i l l be to j o i n together, where possible, the 
notations of s t a t i s t i c a l astronomy to the conventional point process 
notation of s t a t i s t i c s . 
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Therefore Section 2.2 gives a b r i e f h i s t o r i c a l o u t l i n e . Since 
the basic m a t e r i a l f o r any s t a t i s t i c a l a n a l y s i s comes from a c o n s i s t e n t 
galaxy cataloguer Section 2.3 reviews the galaxy catalogues a t present 
a v a i l a b l e . Sections 2.4 t o 2.8 comprise the main body o f the review o f 
the s t a t i s t i c a l techniques. Section 2.9 gives a summary o f the r e s u l t s 
from t h e i r a p p l i c a t i o n . 
2.2 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
S t a t i s t i c a l methods were f i r s t used i n galaxy work i n the 1930's 
by Hubble, Bok, Zwicky and Mowbray. These e a r l y i n v e s t i g a t o r s , d e s p i t e 
being handicapped by poor catalogues, obtained good evidence t h a t the 
d i s t r i b u t i o n o f galaxies was non-random. 
I n the 1950's, w i t h more c o n s i s t e n t catalogues a v a i l a b l e , 
J. Neyman, E.L. S c o t t , O.N. Limber, G.O. A b e l l , D. Layser and F.Zwicky, 
among o t h e r s , l a i d t h e foundation f o r the modern techniques o f s t a t i s t i c a l 
astronomy. I n t h i s p e r i o d two general approaches were adopted. The 
approach pioneered by Neyman and Scott i n v o l v e d comparing complete s t o c h a s t i c 
models o f c l u s t e r i n g using v a r i o u s s t a t i s t i c a l t e s t s . T y p i c a l l y t h e models 
might have consisted o f a l l galaxies being members o f randomly placed 
c l u s t e r s w i t h Gaussian number d e n s i t y f a l l - o f f s . Limber and Layser, 
however, p r e f e r r e d another approach which consisted o f f i n d i n g o n l y the low 
order moments o f th e d i s t r i b u t i o n even though these could not uniquely 
d e f i n e a model. These low order moments were o f importance i n the t h e o r -
e t i c a l , s t a t i s t i c a l machine treatment o f galaxies as a "galaxy gas". This 
l a t t e r approach, though l i m i t i n g what could be learned, had the 
advantage o f p r o v i d i n g simple measures o f c l u s t e r i n g which subsequently could 
be "scaled" t o d i f f e r e n t catalogues* depths. This " s c a l i n g w i t h depth" was 
t o be a c r u c i a l t e s t o f whether the c l u s t e r i n g o f galaxies was i n t r i n s i c or 
merely induced by the presence o f foreground, obscuring m a t e r i a l . Since 
i n general, users o f t h i s second approach have u l t i m a t e l y i n t e r p r e t e d t h e i r 
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r e s u l t s as evidence f o r a p a r t i c u l a r s t o c h a s t i c model, the e f f e c t i v e 
d i f f e r e n c e between these two approaches i s s m a l l . 
With the advent o f high speed computing techniques the way was 
opened i n the e a r l y 1970's f o r the very thorough s t a t i s t i c a l analyses o f 
the newly completed Zwicky, L i c k and Jag e l I o n i a n catalogues by P.J.E.Peebles 
and h i s c o l l a b o r a t o r s a t Princeton. As we s h a l l see, i n t e r p r e t a t i o n o f 
these analyses s t i l l dominate t h i n k i n g on galaxy c l u s t e r i n g today. 
2.3 GALAXY CATALOGUES 
There are 3 p r i n c i p a l sources g i v i n g t h e p o s i t i o n s o f i n d i v i d u a l 
galaxies complete t o a s p e c i f i e d l i m i t i n g magnitude. These are the catalogue 
o f zwicky (1961-68), the L i c k Catalogue (Shane and Wirtanen, 1967, .but see 
Seldner e t a l (1977) f o r a new reduction) ,and the J a g e l l o n i a n Catalogue 
(Rudnicki e t al,1973). Table 2.1 gives d e t a i l s o f these and other catalogues. 
These three catalogues were a l l obtained by observers i n s p e c t i n g p l a t e s by 
eye and s e l e c t i n g galaxies f o r i n c l u s i o n by comparing t h e i r b f i g h t n e s s w i t h 
standard o b j e c t s . This procedure i s s u b j e c t t o in c o n s i s t e n c i e s such as 
d i f f e r e n c e s i n t h e s e l e c t i o n c r i t e r i a o f various observers. Although 
the g r e a t e s t p o s s i b l e care was taken by the observers t o minimise such 
e f f e c t s i t was r e a l i s e d t h a t t o o b t a i n galaxy samples t o even f a i n t e r 
l i m i t i n g magnitudes only machines would be able t o reach the r e q u i r e d l e v e l 
o f d e t e c t i o n consistency (see Chapter 4 ) . 
The presence o f g a l a c t i c or e x t r a g a l a c t i c o b s c u r r i n g m a t e r i a l i s 
always a problem f o r c o n s i s t e n t d e t e c t i o n i n any catalogue. The only 
s o l u t i o n i s t o avoid areas i n the catalogues t h a t have had obvious: 
absorption problems (e.g.by r e s t r i c t i n g samples f o r a n a l y s i s t o high 
g a l a c t i c l a t i t u d e ) . 
The other catalogues o f Table 2.1 give more i n f o r m a t i o n about each 
galaxy b u t are o n l y complete t o b r i g h t e r l i m i t i n g magnitudes. For inst a n c e , 












Area o f 
Sky Covered References 
Zwicky 14.9 0.57 «> 0° 
b > 40° ir 
Zwicky(1961-68) 
L i c k 18.6 53.0 
6> - 23° 
|b | > 40° 
1 IT 1 
Shane & Wirtanen 
(1967) 
J a g e l l o n i a n ^20.3 330.0 6 sq.deg. Rudnicki e t a l 
(1973) 
N i l s s o n 14.5 0.29 6> - 02° 30' N i l s s o n (1973) 
Shapley-Ames 13.2 - a l l sky Shapley & Ames 
(1932) 
Huchra 13.2 - a l l sky Huchra e t a l 
(1978) 
RCBG ^ 16 - a l l sky de Vaucouleurs e t a l 
(1976) 
A l l magnitudes are photographic magnitudes. 
d e c l i n a t i o n , 6, 6 > -02 30', and i s complete t o a l i m i t i n g magnitude, 
m , o f 14.5. As w e l l as i n f o r m a t i o n on the p o s i t i o n s , diameters, Hubble 
pg 
types and r a d i a l v e l o c i t i e s (incomplete) o f g a l a x i e s , i t also contains 
i n f o r m a t i o n on t h e i r shapes and o r i e n t a t i o n s . I t thus allows s t a t i s t i c a l 
analyses o f a complete sample o f e l l i p t i c a l g a l a x i e s , f o r example. 
The Reference Catalogue o f B r i g h t Galaxies (RCBG) (de Vaucouleurs 
e t a l , 1976) covers the whole sky and i s an updated v e r s i o n o f the o l d e r 
Shapley-Ames Catalogue (1932). I t c o n s i s t s o f 4364 galaxies mainly b r i g h t e r 
m 
than 16 and bigger than 0.5' i n diameter. I t contains incomplete 
i n f o r m a t i o n on g a l a x i e s ' p o s i t i o n s , magnitudes, diameters, colours and 
r e d s h i f t . 
Catalogues w i t h complete i n f o r m a t i o n on r e d s h i f t are important 
f o r 3-dimensional s t a t i s t i c a l s t udies o f galaxy c l u s t e r i n g . At present 
these are o n l y complete t o very b r i g h t l i m i t i n g magnitudes. For example,Huchra 
e t a l , ( i 9 7 9 ) w a s able t o produce a catalogue w i t h r e d s h i f t i n f o r m a t i o n 
on a l l g a laxies b r i g h t e r than 13.2 m . Redshift catalogues such as these 
are the s u b j e c t o f much present day e f f o r t and i t i s hoped there w i l l soon 
be published a catalogue complete ( i n t h e Northern Hemisphere) t o l i m i t i n g 
magnitude 14.5. 
Another class o f catalogue gives the p o s i t i o n s o f c l u s t e r s o f 
g a l a x i e s . The most famous example o f these i s the catalogue o f Abe11 (1958). 
This catalogue contains i n f o r m a t i o n on r i c h c l u s t e r s n o r t h o f 6 = -27° . 
A b e l l estimated f o r each o f h i s c l u s t e r s a distance (D = 1-*- 6) and a r i c h -
ness (R = 1 6) . The depth of h i s catalogue i s estimated t o be 6O0 Mpc 
( w i t h H = 50 km s 1 Mpc 1 ) . o 
The Zwicky catalogue (Zwicky 1961-68) also contains i n f o r m a t i o n 
on c l u s t e r s of galaxies t o 1 6 m . 
More r e c e n t l y Turner and Gott (1976) have produced a group 
catalogue ( f o r galaxies n o r t h o f b = 40°) wherein groups were detected 
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by t h e i r surface d e n s i t y c o n t r a s t on the sky and then "cleaned up" f o r 
p r o j e c t i o n e f f e c t s using incomplete v e l o c i t y i n f o r m a t i o n . Turner and 
Gott thus obtained a group catalogue complete t o 14 m w i t h an estimate of 
the r e d s h i f t f o r each group. This enabled them t o ca r r y out analyses o f 
the d i s t r i b u t i o n o f groups o f galaxies i n 3-dimensions. 
2.4 CORRELATION ANALYSIS 
We now move onto the review o f i n d i v i d u a l s t a t i s t i c s , the f i r s t 
o f which i s the c o r r e l a t i o n f u n c t i o n . This s t a t i s t i c . i s c a l l e d also by the 
name o f covariance a n a l y s i s , a u t o c o r r e l a t i o n a n a l y s i s and f l u c t u a t i o n theory. 
Broadly, i t i s a s t a t i s t i c which gives an idea o f the average degree o f 
Aarr«guiar£fcy as a f u n c t i o n o f scale. Because i t - i s the-most widely used o f 
the s t a t i s t i c s o f galaxy d i s t r i b u t i o n I s h a l l review i t i n s l i g h t l y more 
d e t a i l than some other s t a t i s t i c s . 
2.4.1 Theory 
Here we f o l l o w the treatment o f Datttcourt (1977). F i r s t l y , the 
i 
p r o b a b i l i t y d e n s i t y f u n c t i o n f N i s d e f i n e d such t h a t 
6 P = fN ^ V d*N (2.1) 
i s the p r o b a b i l i t y o f th e r e being a galaxy i n volume (x^,x^ + dx^) and 
also galaxies i n (x_ 2 # x_2 + dx_2) , ( x ^ , x^ + dx^) . (assuming N gal a x i e s 
are d i s t r i b u t e d i n a f i n i t e volume V). 
• 
From f„ ( ) the f u n c t i o n s f.. ( ) , f 0 ( ) . . . . 
N 1 e. 
are defined as 
E l ( x - l * = V fN ( — 1 " " '^N*d—2 . . d ^ (2.2) 
Vii'V •
 y 2 J f N ( v — % (2-3) 
e t c . 
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I t i s convenient here t o w r i t e 
f 2 ( x 1 , = f ^ x ^ ) f (x_2) + 5(x.L»x2) (2.4) 
Thus d i s t i n g u i s h i n g t h e separable and non-separable p a r t s o f f ^ . Making 
the assumptions o f homogeneity and i s o t r o p y means t h a t f ^ ( x ) i s 1 everywhere 
and £ i s only a f u n c t i o n o f r ( = |.x - x ^ ) . So 
i
2
{-l'-2) = 1 + 5 ( r ) (2.5) 
Equation (2.5) defines the 2-point covariance f u n c t i o n £(r) . This 
i s seen from eqn.(2.3) and eqn.(2.5) t o be e q u i v a l e n t t o another d e f i n i t i o n 
o f £(r) whereby 
^ = M(N-l) f 2 ( x ^ x ^ d J ^ d x 2 = n 2 (1 + C(r) )6x± dx_2 (2.6) 
and 6P 2 i s the p r o b a b i l i t y o f there being one o f the N galaxies i n 
(x^,x_^ + dx^) and another i n (x_2»x.2 + ^x-2^ " 
Higher order covariance f u n c t i o n s can be de f i n e d s i m i l a r l y (see 
Peebles and Groth, 1975). 
To form an estimator f o r E(r) i t i s necessary t o consider t h e 
secondary random v a r i a b l e p(x) where 
N 
P(x) = ^> 6 (x - x j (2.7) 
i = l 
and 6( ) i s t h e d e l t a f u n c t i o n . (Note t h a t the randomness o f P a r i s e s 
not through i t s argument JC but through the random x. 1 s) . 
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Thus 
<P (x) > (2.8) 
= n 
where n = N/V, the mean galaxy d e n s i t y . 
S i m i l a r l y 
<p(x) p(x')> - n (1 + £ (r ) ) + n 6(x - x') (2.9) 
A l l these equations can a l s o be obtained f o r the 2-dimensional, 
p r o j e c t e d d e n s i t y d i s t r i b u t i o n s . I f n(x) represents the p r o j e c t e d number 
d e n s i t y a t x, the angular separation o f two galaxies a t x. and x,', X, the 
average p r o j e c t e d number d e n s i t y a n d w ( d ) , the 2-point angular covariance 
f u n c t i o n then eqn. i s r e c a s t as 
<n(x) n(x')> = X 2 ( l + w ( 6 ) ) + X 6 ( x - x ' ) (2.10) 
Thus t h e expected number o f p a i r s o f p r o j e c t e d galaxies <M^> i n areas 
A and A Sl^ which are 8 apart i s thus given by 
<M > = <n(x) n(x')> A ft.A Q0 p — — 1 2 
= X 2 (1 +w(G.) ) A n L A fi2 (2.11) 
i f 6 4 o. 
This approximation forms t h e ba s i s f o r e s t i m a t i n g w ( 0 ) . (To r e l a t e 
t h i s n o t a t i o n t o the usual n o t a t i o n o f p o i n t processes (taken from Cox and 
13 
Lewis (1966). Their 
mf (T) = n (1 + 5(T) ) , 
Y + ( T ) = n 2 ? ( t ) 
and t h e i r AN^ -*•»• p (x) 
2.4.2 Estimators 
Since galaxy catalogues only cover p a r t s o f the universe, biases 
i n estimators o f w(8) can occur a t the edges o f samples. I n p r a c t i c e t h i s 
means t h a t estimators w i t h d i f f e r e n t edge c o r r e c t i o n s are r e q u i r e d i n 
d i f f e r e n t catalogues. Sharp (1979) gives an account of these. Three 
estimators making use o f eqn. (2.11) are summarised below. 
(a) The estimator w(8) used by P h i l l i p p s e t a l , 1978, was 
w(9) = — E - 1 (2 121 
Here N (6) i s t h e number o f galaxies counted i n a h a l f annulus b i n ^ 6 P 
away from other galaxies c a l l e d "centres" i n the sample. A galaxy i s a 
centre f o r a separation 6 i f i t occurs more than 6 away from t h e edge. 
N i s the number o f centres i n the sample and A i s the area o f t h e h a l f c 
a n n u l i . This i s a good estimator i f t h e only i n t e r e s t i s i n w(0) a t small 
e. 
(b) When the edges are more than j u s t simple boundaries (e.g. 
i f there are "holes" i n the sample- see Chapter 4) then another e s t i m a t o r 
can be defined as 
w<e> = - 1 (2.13) 
N p (9) 
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Here N (&) has the same meaning as N i n (a) above. N ( e) i s also t h e P P P 
same as N b u t computed f o r a random (Poisson) simulated d i s t r i b u t i o n w i t h 
P 
the same edges. This estimator works w e l l f o r a l l scales o f 8 b u t i s 
expensive i n computing time a t the l a r g e s t scales. This type o f estimator 
i s a l s o used t o estimate the 3-point f u n c t i o n (see Peebles and Groth, 1975) 
(c) Frequently galaxy p o s i t i o n s are given i n the form o f counts 
o f galaxies i n contiguous square b i n s . Here i t can be shown (e.g. Peebles 
1976) t h a t i f N and N J E T C random v a r i a b l e s r e p r e s e n t i n g the number o f 
i j 
gal a x i e s i n bins i and j then 
<N N > (2.14) 
w ( 8 ) : — = - 1 — - 1 
<N.><N.> i D 
0 i s now the • distance between b i n centres. 
The usual name given f o r t h i s e s t i m a t o r i s a s e r i a l c o r r e l a -
t i o n e s t i m a t o r o f w ( 8 ) . i t i s u s e f u l because even when d e a l i n g w i t h 
unbinned data i t i s sometimes computationally f a s t e r t o b i n and use t h i s 
e s t i m a t o r . 
2.4s.3 L i m i t a t i o n s o f Covariance Analysis 
A w e l l known problem o f i n t e r p r e t i n g covariance f u n c t i o n r e s u l t s 
i s t h a t the covariance f u n c t i o n estimate a t any p a r t i c u l a r scale l e n g t h i s 
a product o f c l u s t e r i n g on many d i f f e r e n t scales. (Blackman & Tukey, 1959, 
Peebles, 1973). For instance, a l a r g e scale g r a d i e n t i n galaxy counts 
due t o obscuration w i l l a f f e c t values o f t h e covariance f u n c t i o n even on 
scales much smaller than the obscuration scale l e n g t h . Therefore data must 
be p r e f i l t e r e d before e s t i m a t i o n o f w ( 6 ) i f such unphysical trends are 
suspected because once the covariance f u n c t i o n has been c a l c u l a t e d a d i f f i c u l t 
deconvolution i s needed t o separate out r e a l e f f e c t s from the t r e n d . 
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2.4.4 Simple Model P r e d i c t i o n s f o r g ( r ) 
I t i s p o s s i b l e t o p r e d i c t the behaviour o f £(r) f o r some simple 
c l u s t e r i n g models. 
A general class o f models have c l u s t e r centres randomly 
d i s t r i b u t e d ( w i t h d e n s i t y a ) w i t h c l u s t e r members d i s t r i b u t e d i n a 
secondary, "daughter" process around them. I f the p r o b a b i l i t y d i s t r i b u t i o n 
o f the distance between 2 a r b i t r a r y c l u s t e r members i s denoted by h ( r ) 
then we have t h a t 
n = a<N> (2.15) 
(where n, as usual, i s the average d e n s i t y and N i s the random number o f 
o b j e c t s per c l u s t e r ) 
and 
<N(N-1) > 
5(r) = — c £ ) h ( r ) ( 2 - 1 6 ) 
where C(r) = 2irr f o r a 2-d process 
2 
and C(r) = 4irr f o r a 3-d process (e.g. Ripley 1977) . 
For a daughter process c o n s i s t i n g o f p o i n t s being u n i f o r m l y d i s t r i b u t e d i n 
a 3-d sphere o f r a d i u s , a, 
Z 1 - 2a , \ 2 a 
h ( r ) 
0 r > 2 a 
T ( 2 + 2r)H- 0 < r « 2 . (2-17) 
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For a s i m i l a r process w i t h c i r c l e s i n 2-d 
h(6) = 
I 2a J 2a 
46 6/4a 0<9$2a cos 
ira 
0 >2a 
(Besag and Diggle,1977) 
(2.18) 
These are exact r e s u l t s . There also e x i s t s some approximate r e s u l t s very 
r e l e v a n t f o r galaxy c l u s t e r i n g . The f i r s t i s f o r the case where the 
daughter process i s a power-law number d e n s i t y f a l l - o f f from the c l u s t e r 
c e n t r e . I t has been shown (Peebles,1974a)that i n t h i s power-law c l u s t e r model 
(PLC Model) where the .number, d e n s i t y , g ( r ) , runs as 
g ( r ) a r e r $R 
(2.19) 
g ( r ) = 0 r >R 
then 
h ( r ) a I r ~ Y r « 2 R 
(2.20) 
r > 2R 
where y = 2e - 4 
Another r e s u l t due t o Soneira and Peebles (1977) i s t h a t f o r t h e 
h i e r a r c h i c a l model. I n t h i s model several l e v e l s o f nested sub-clusters 
are d i s t r i b u t e d around each c l u s t e r c e n t r e T h e - n u m b e r d e n s i t y o f o b j e c t s 
i n a l e v e l o f the h i e r a r c h y i s always a constant f a c t o r X . 
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bigger than i n the next lowest l e v e l . I f the expected number o f sub-
c l u s t e r s per c l u s t e r a t each l e v e l i s <n> then i t can be shown t h a t the 
t y p i c a l d e n s i t y , d ( r ) , i n s i d e c l u s t e r s o f s i z e i s 
-y 
d ( r ) a r (approximate) (2.21) 
where y = 3 - l o g <n> / l o g \ 
and t h e r e f o r e 
- Y 
C(r) a r (approximate) (2.22) 
These l a s t two models w i l l be f u r t h e r i n v e s t i g a t e d i n Chapter 3, 
2 .4 .5 p r o j e c t i o n P r o p e r t i e s 
The p r o j e c t i o n p r o p e r t i e s o f £(r) are w e l l known and given a 
form f o r 5(r) t h e form f o r w(6) can be p r e d i c t e d from Limber's formula 
(Limber 1953). 
w(6). A 4 J, ^ 
dx x <J> (x) dy 5 
2 2 2 ( x V + / ) dx x (f>(x) 
(2.23) 
where <J>(x) i s t h e s e l e c t i o n f u n c t i o n ( i . e . t h e p r o b a b i l i t y t h a t a galaxy a t 
a distance x w i l l be included i n the sample. 
A r e l a t i v i s t i c v e r s i o n o f t h i s formula was de r i v e d by P h i l l i p p s 
e t a l (1978) and Groth and Peebles (1977) and t h i s i s used f o r deep 
samples. 
Following d i r e c t l y from Limber's equation i s the r e s u l t t h a t i f 
£(r) a r -Y 
then w(6) a e 1 _ Y (Peebles, 1973) (2.24) 
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Also, I f the s e l e c t i o n f u n c t i o n s o f 2 samples are s i m i l a r and 
* 
d i f f e r o n l y i n c h a r a c t e r i s t i c depth D then, 
\ ' / 
(Peebles, 1973) 
This i s known as the simple s c a l i n g r e l a t i o n . 
F a l l and Tremaine (1977) give formulae which, when c e r t a i n 
c o n d i t i o n s h o l d , can d e p r o j e c t w(9) t o give £(r). 
2.4.6 Three P o i n t Function 
A l l the above procedures can be generalised t o the case o f 3 p o i n t 
and the higher order c o r r e l a t i o n f u n c t i o n s . The r e l e v a n t r e s u l t s are 
summarised below. 
Analagously t o eqn.2.6 the usual d e f i n i t i o n o f t h e 3 p o i n t f u n c t i o n 
comes from 
3 
<5P3 = n 1 + £(x) + £(x ) +E, (x. ^ +?^x,x x j dV ]dV 2dV 3 (2.26) 
where fip^ i s the j o i n t p r o b a b i l i t y o f f i n d i n g galaxies i n the 3 volumes dV^, 
dV 2 and dV^ and £ i s the 3 p o i n t covariance f u n c t i o n . 
• 1 1 
The angular 3-pt f u n c t i o n , Z(x,x ,x ) i s s i m i l a r l y d e f i n e d and thus 
3 / ' 1 1 ' ' ' \ 
< n ( x ) n ( x , ) n ( x ' ' ) > = n I I +w(x)+ w(x ) + w(x ) + Z(x,x ,x ) I (2.27) 
and i t i s on approximations t o t h i s eqn. t h a t estimators f o r Z are based, 
(see Peebles & Groth,. 1975) . 
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Usually the s p a t i a l 3 p o i n t f u n c t i o n i s reparamaterised so 
t h a t 
• 1 1 
5(x,x ,x ) s £(r,u,v) (2.28) 
i i i X x — x where r = x, u = — and V = 
x x 
• i i 
and x £ x £ x . 
Thus r i s a s i z e parameter, u measures t r i a n g l e e l o n g a t i o n and 
v ranges from 0 f o r an isosceles t r i a n g l e t o 1 f o r a s t r a i g h t l i n e . 
S i m i l a r l y the angular 3-point f u n c t i o n becomes z (8,.u,v) . 
There e x i s t r e s u l t s f o r t h e 3- p o i n t f u n c t i o n i n s p e c i a l cases 
o f c l u s t e r i n g models. 
For the PLC model o f sect i o n 2.4.4. i t can be shown (Peebles &.. Groth, 
1975) 
t h a t 
-(3e- 3) 
C(r)a r r « R . (2.29) 
a t f i x e d u,v and 
? ( u ) a u ~ e (2.30) 
a t f i x e d r and.v. 
For the h i e r a r c h i c a l model also o f s e c t i o n 2.4 i t can be shown 
t h a t 
C ( r i , r 2 ' r 3 ) = 2 ( S ( r i ) - ( r 2 ) + € ( r 2 ) 5 ( r 3 ) + £ ( r ^ 5 ( r ^ ) (2.31) 
where Q i s a constant. This r e s u l t i s due t o Soneira and Peebles (1977). 
F i n a l l y , a s i m i l a r r e l a t i o n s h i p t o Limber's formula can be obtained r e l a t i n g 
C to Z. This i s given i n Groth & Peebles, (1 9 7 7 ) . A consequence o f t h i s 
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formula I s t h a t i f £ has a power law form i . e . 
-0 
a r 
« » n z a e-<*-2> (2.32) 
and i f 5 a u ~ e (2.33) 
then Z a u^- E 
2.4.7 Other Related S t a t i s t i c s 
There are other s t a t i s t i c s derived d i r e c t l y from the covariance 
f u n c t i o n which I s h a l l note b r i e f l y here. 
(a) I t i s sometimes convenient (Groth-and Peebles., 1976, F a l l 
1978 and P h i l l i p p s e t a l , 1978) t o consider the i n t e g r a l covariance 
function,CJ ( r ) , where r ( r ) = 4irn J ds s 2 E, (s) (2.34) o 
This measure i s e q u i v a l e n t t o the K ( t ) measure o f Ripley (1977). 
(b) I f Ais now the number excess o f p a r t i c l e s i n a randomly 
• 
sampled volume, V , then i t i s sometimes u s e f u l t o consider the r.m.s. 
2 
r e l a t i v e d i s p e r s i o n i n A» a ( r ) . Thus 
2, . <A 2 > o ( r ) = — 
n V < 2 ' 3 5 > 
I t can be shown t h a t 
2, s , n a ( r ) = 1 + — 5(r) dx^ d x 2 
^ 1 + ^ ( r ) (Grorh * Peebles^ 1976, (2.36) 
* ^ F a l l , 1978). 
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The f i r s t expression a r i s e s by consi d e r i n g A as the sum o f 
elemental volumes and t h e l a s t approximation o n l y holds i f £(r) i s small 
i 
when r i s comparable t o the dimensions o f V . 
(c) 2 p o i n t covariance f u n c t i o n techniques can also be used t o 
cross c o r r e l a t e 2 separate data sets ( f o r instance L i c k galaxies and A b e l l 
c l u s t e r s , as i n Seldner and Peebles, 1977) . The s p a t i a l cross c o r r e l a t i o n 
f u n c t i o n , £ , f o r o b j e c t s o f types a and b i s defined by 
<5P . - n n (1 + £ . ( r ) dV dv (2.37) ab a D ab a b 
where <5P i s t h e j o i n t p r o b a b i l i t y o f f i n d i n g o b j e c t s o f types a and b 
c&JD 
r e s p e c t i v e l y i n the volumes dV and dVl deparated by distance r when the 
a b 
mean d e n s i t i e s are n^ and n^. I t can be shown t h a t 5 ^ i s equ i v a l e n t t o 
the number d e n s i t y run o f o b j e c t s o f type b around o b j e c t s o f type a. 
2.5 POWER SPECTRAL ANALYSIS 
A general p o i n t process has been shown t o be representable ; by a 
sum o f d e l t a f u n c t i o n s , P(x) (eqn. 2.7). I n t h i s form the p o i n t process 
resembles a conventional Time Series and so i t i s worthwhile t o see whether 
the methods o f Time Series Analysis can be o f any help i n the a n a l y s i s o f 
p o i n t processes. One o f the most powerful s t a t i s t i c s used i n Time Series 
a n a l y s i s i s the Power Spectrum. 
2.5.1 Background 
Power S p e c t r a l Analysis (P.S.A.) i n Time Series can be looked upon 
as the determination o f the F o u r i e r frequencies t h a t c o n t r i b u t e most t o 
the v a r i a t i o n o f a s t a t i o n a r y random v a r i a b l e w i t h time. Since i n p o i n t 
processes we are n o t i n t e r e s t e d i n d e t e c t i n g p e r i o d i c i t i e s , the i n t u i t i v e 
appeal o f PSA here i s not as s t r o n g . But because the power spectrum r e t a i n s 
some o f i t s powerful Time Series p r o p e r t i e s and also because i t a r i s e s 
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naturally In the physical theory through the solution of equations 
governing the growth of density perturbations, i t i s s t i l l a very useful 
function to t r y and estimate. B a r t l e t t (1964) f i r s t developed t h i s s t a t i s t i c ' s 
use i n point processes. Peebles (1973) f i r s t applied i t to galaxy c l u s t e r i n g . 
2.5.2 Theory 
For our purposes here we now assume that space i s divided into 
3 
large boxes each of volume V (= L ) with periodic boundary conditions. 
Now as i n eqn. (2.7) 
N 
p (x) = ^  6 (x. - j O 
i = l 
• so p(x) s Fourier Transform, 6 , i s given by 
-h • N,. ikx^ / 2irn 2irn 2irn 
\ = N 2 _ £ w i t h * = I -IT - - r ^ ' - r 1 ' ( 2 - 3 8 ) 
i = l ^ 
Since p(x) i s a random variable, so i s fi^. 
-1 
Define C(r) = N /x t ^ * * 3 (2.39) p(x) p(x + r) d x. 
C(r) i s a random number representing the number of p a i r s i n volume V 
separated by a distance r_. 
Thus 
C(» = V > .6 . 2 < 2' 4 0> 
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Now from equations (2.7)and (2.9) 
<C(r)> = n (1 + ^ ( r ) ) + 6(r) (2.41) 
Assuming that 
<|6 | 2> = 1 + P (k) (2.42) 
( P(k) i s defined here as the power spectrum ) 
then by taking expected values i n eqn(2.4o)and equating to <C(r)> in 
eqn. (2.41) i t i s seen that 
-1 S ~ L - -
£(r) = n V / P(k) e (2.43) 
k?*o 
Thus we have the important r e s u l t that the power spectrum P(k) i s 
the Fourier Transform of £ ( r ) . Thus no new information i s contained i n 
P(k) over that contained i n £; (r) . However, i t i s s t i l l worthwhile to 
measure the PS since, i n general, estimates of £(r) and P(k) w i l l not be 
equivalent. For the P.S. has the important advantage over £ (r) that a t a 
p a r t i c u l a r |k|o — , |6^| only depends on c l u s t e r i n g with a scale length A. 
Large scale gradients i n the data caused by obscuration, for instance, do not 
a f f e c t the values of the spectra a t small s c a l e s . This i s because the 
16 I"s are approximately orthogonal (see Blackman and Tukey, 1959, Peebles, 
i t 
1973). This r e s u l t s t i l l holds i n point processes as i t did i n Time S e r i e s . 
2.5.3 Point Process Spectra 
The spectra of i n t e r e s t i n point processes d i f f e r s from those of 
i n t e r e s t i n Time S e r i e s . When looking for periodic behaviour i n a Time 
Series the i n t e r e s t i n g features are peaks i n the spectrum. Here we 
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investigate the interpretable features of point process spectra. 
I t i s i n s t r u c t i v e to f i r s t r e s t r i c t attention to a 1-dimensional 
point process. Consider the data given as only n^ binned counts, n^ falong 
the x axis (see Figure 2.1). 
From the defn. of 6 (eqn. 2.318) 
-H ^ — ikx. 
5 k = N e 1 (2.44) 
i = l 
where x^ i s the position of the centre of each bin and N i s the t o t a l 
number of counts. 
ikx. 
Thus the r e a l and imaginary parts of e can be looked upon as 
weighting functions-for the n^'s. Typically these weights w i l l act l i k e 
• 
cosk'x (see Figure 2 . . This means for 6^ , that 
6k' = ( n i " V + { n 3 " V +**'+ ( V "lO 5 < 2 - 4 5 ) 
I f these brackets were replaced by moduli then 6 would provide a 
d i r e c t t e s t of cl u s t e r i n g because then the sum of differences would be large 
i f c l u s t e r s occurred on the scales of the bin s i z e (e.g. i n the shaded bins 
of Figure 2.1) and small otherwise. This procedure, i n fa c t , does form 
the basis for a d i f f e r e n t t e s t , Mead's Analysis, f u l l d e t a i l s of which are 
given i n Chapter 3. However, with the P.S. formulation the larger 
differences i n eqn. (2.45). tend to cancel out and so the d i r e c t t e s t i s not 
possible. 
A more i n d i r e c t t e s t of clu s t e r i n g can be formed by regarding the 
6^'s as a random walk with step ("^"^^^ • Using random walk theory i t 
can be shown (Webster 1976, Peebles &. YJx, 1970) that for an underlying 
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Figure 2.1 1 dimensional binned data. n,^  represents the number of 
points i n bin i . Shaded bins indicate a higher density of 






Figure 2.2 Predicted power sp e c t r a l analysis r e s u l t s for. a t y p i c a l 
s p a t i a l c l u s t e r i n g process. N i s the average number of 
points inside c l u s t e r s of diameter L_. 
random d i s t r i b u t i o n of points along the l i n e 
< \\\ 2> - i (2.46) 
and 
P * iM 
-x 
= e (2.47) 
I t can also be shown that i f the underlying d i s t r i b u t i o n consists 
of points uniformly distributed inside c l u s t e r s of scale length L c which 
are themselves randomly distributed along the l i n e then for —• >> L , 
JC C 
< l * k l " = N C (2.48) 
where N^,-! i s the number of points/cluster and 
-x 
2 v 
p r [|6J > x J = e (2.49) 
2ir 
For — « L c the points inside the c l u s t e r are resolved by the cosine 
f i t t i n g algorithm of spectral analysis and the r e s u l t s for a random 
dis t r i b u t i o n hold. 
For a point process such as t h i s the spectrum w i l l therefore look 
l i k e that given i n Figure 2.2. Thus i n point processes the features of 
i n t e r e s t are dips i n the spectrum, rather than peaks, for these can indicate 
a c h a r a c t e r i s t i c c l u s t e r i n g s i z e . Also the height of the spectrum before 
the dip allows an estimate of average c l u s t e r membership. 
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2.5.4 Useful Relationships 
(a) I t can be shown ( F a l l 1978) that 
P(k) : 1 + 0 ( * / k (2.50) 
where = i s as defined i n Section 2.4. 
Thus, again the value of <|6 | - 1 > i s shown to be approximately 
equal to the number of points i n excess of random within a radius i r / v of a 
random point 
2 
(b) There also e x i s t s a relationship between the quantity a (r) 
(defined i n Section 2.4.5) and the P.S. 
Peebles (1974b)showed that, approximately 
(c) I n the notation of Cox and Lewis (1966) , B a r t l e t t (1964), 
the power spectrum P(k) i s represented by g+(w). 
(d) I f the form £(r) i s a power law then i t can be shown that i f 
a (r) a > 2 ir i f k $ (2.51) 
5(r) a r 
then approximately 
3-Y 
P(k) o k (2.52) 
( F a l l , 1979) 
(e) The projection properties of the P.S. are as well known as the 
covariance function. These are derived i n f u l l i n Peebles (1973). 
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2.6 TESTS OF A POISSON NULL HYPOTHESIS 
Here we describe 2 te s t s which were more fashionable i n the early 
days of analysing galaxy c l u s t e r i n g when the major i n t e r e s t was i n whether 
galaxies were clustered rather than how they were clustered. F i r s t , however, 
I s h a l l show how the Poisson d i s t r i b u t i o n r e l a t e s to the probability density 
functions of Section 2.4. 
2.6.1 Poisson Distribution 
Assuming that a l l high order correlations are zero the probability 
density function, f of Section 2.4 becomes 
N 
fN ( * 1 V = ^ <2'53> 
Now l e t us calculate the probability, P(N^), that a volume 
contains j u s t N^ galaxies. 
From eqns (2.3) and (2.53) t h i s i s given by 
d x r . . d x ^ ^ *2* :. Jn ( 2 - 5 4 ) l + i 
V Vr:V 1 1 
Assuming V > : >V^ and N >>N^  t h i s gives 
_ N 1 
N exp (-N ) 
P(N X) = — - (2.55) 
N. ! 
where N^ i s the average number of points i n V^. 
This i s j u s t the d e f i n i t i o n of the Poisson probability density 
function and so a di s t r i b u t i o n i s Poisson i f a l l high order correlations 
are s e t to zero. 
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2.6.2 Chi-Sguare Test 
This t e s t i s used on data, say, on a square photographic plate 
from which galaxy counts have been obtained i n N T x square bins. I f 
N galaxies have been recorded then the average count for each bin i s 
N 
N = — r - . To t e s t i f the underlying d i s t r i b u t i o n of galaxies i s Poisson 
N T 2 the fraction of bins, P ( i ) , containing i counts out of the N^ , bins i s 
computed for i = 1,...,N. The frequency, P ( i ) , expected for a Poisson 
o 
2 
di s t r i b u t i o n with mean in t e n s i t y N i s also computed. A x - t e s t i s 
c a r r i e d out i n the usual manner to compare the observed P ( i ) with the 
expected P ( i ) o 
Thus 
2 - 2 -
i=o 
p ( i ) - P ( i ) 
o 
p ( i ) (2.56) o 
2 can be tested against a Y „ d i s t r i b u t i o n . I t can be shown that when the N-l 
2 
tested d i s t r i b u t i o n i s non-Poisson, the x s t a t i s t i c depends on a l l moments 
of the d i s t r i b u t i o n (DaUtcourt 1977). 
The same c r i t i c i s m can be made of t h i s s t a t i s t i c a l t e s t as applied 
to the covariance function i n Section 2.4. Since t h i s i s a "blanket" 
goodness-of-fit t e s t , deviations from the n u l l r e s u l t may be produced by 
eff e c t s not necessarily related to galaxy cluste r i n g , the most obvious of 
which i s obscuration. Therefore interpretation of the non-randomness found 
i n the early r e s u l t s from t h i s t e s t was not simple. Moreover, since the 
projection properties of the s t a t i s t i c s were unknown, i t was impossible to 
check for contamination by scaling the r e s u l t s to deeper and deeper samples. 
These are very serious drawbacks to the application of t h i s t e s t . 
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2.6.3 Dispersion - Subdivision Tests 
This t e s t i s known by other names including the Index of Dispersion 
Test ( Zwicky, 1957) and Binning Analysis (Webster, 1976). Again, t h i s was used 
oa the same binned galaxy counts as the chi square t e s t . H i s t o r i c a l l y i t pre-
dates the covariance function but as we s h a l l see the two contain: s i m i l a r kinds 
of information. I f N i s the count of galaxies i n one small square c e l l of s i z e 
6x0then the t e s t i s applied by comparing the usual estimate of variance of 
the counts, S, 
n 2 
o _ i (N.-<N>) where n = N 2 (2.57) 
i = l 
with the expected variance for a Poisson distribution,<N> 
Defining U as 
U - (2.58) 
then by the Central Limit Theorem, for large n, U i s a sum of approximately 
Gaussian distributed random var i a b l e s . Thus under the n u l l hypothesis 
2 
of a Poisson d i s t r i b u t i o n , U can be tested against a X d i s t r i b u t i o n with 
n-1 degrees of freedom. This i s tantamount to ca l c u l a t i n g the sample 
variance of the d i s t r i b u t i o n of P ( i ) and comparing i t with the variance of 
the relevant Poisson d i s t r i b u t i o n . This entire procedure i s to be repeated 
on scales of 2 x 2 and upwards of the o r i g i n a l 6.>x9 c e l l s and what i s usually 
looked for i s the maximum deviation from the n u l l hypothesis which i s 
sometimes suggested as a c h a r a c t e r i s t i c c l u s t e r s i z e . 
I t w i l l now be shown that there i s no new information contained i n 
t h i s s t a t i s t i c over that continued i n w(6). From Peebles (1975) i t can be 
shown by considering - a r b i t r a r i l y small elemental areas i n the o r i g i n a l 
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<N> + <N> + X w(9i.)dfi . dfi. D i j 
(2.59) 
c e l l 
H ereX and w are the average number density and the 2-point covariance 
function respectively. 6^ _. i s the distance between elemental areas 
dfi^ and dft.. and the integral i s done over the i n t e r i o r of each c e l l . 
From t h i s i t i s shown, assuming a -0.8 power law for w that 
<(N - < N>) > 
< N> 
- i =-<N> w (0.368) (2.60) 
Thus the f i r s t term on the R.H.S. i s the Dispersion s t a t i s t i c and 
contains no more information than w . 
The t e s t i s subject to the usual c r i t i c i s m (applying to w(8) also) 
that i t t e s t s only deviation from Poisson and takes no account of the source 
of these deviations. Also the significance t e s t s are i n v a l i d a t larger 
s c a l e s once cl u s t e r i n g has been found at a smaller scale, since the n u l l 
hypothesis can nevertheless hold. 
More complicated versions of t h i s t e s t do e x i s t to t e s t for various 
types of obscuration. Hfere<N. >is replaced by many individual row and column 
averages and the t e s t repeated, with care being taken over the degrees of 
2 
freedom allowed for the new x • 
2.7 NEAREST NEIGHBOUR ANALYSIS 
We now move further away from the object of fluctuation theory 
s t a t i s t i c s - the estimation of the low order moments - over to s t a t i s t i c s 
which may depend on many moments of a d i s t r i b u t i o n . These types of t e s t s 
are useful i n the c l u s t e r modelling approach providing means of comparing 
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an actual d i s t r i b u t i o n of galaxies and, for instance, a computer 
simulated model. 
2.7.1 Theory 
The nearest neighbour analysis consists of computing the histogram 
of the number of galaxies whose nearest neighbour l i e s a distance 6 away, 
for a l l 8. This i s then compared with the same histogram computed for a 
Poisson d i s t r i b u t i o n . 
Dautcourt (1977) gives a. derivation of the probability d i s t r i b u t i o n , 
D(6), of the nearest neighbour distances for various point processes i n 
terms of t h e i r moments. For a random di s t r i b u t i o n 
D(6) = 2ir s i n Qtf exp (-Q>0 (2.61) 
where SI = 2TT (1 -cose) 
For 2uX >>1 D(0j has a maximum at 6 = / /2nX. DaBtcourt 
also gives formulae assuming weak clu s t e r i n g and general formulae which 
involve moments of a l l orders. Formulae can also be derived for the 
d i s t r i b u t i o n of 2nd nearest neighbour distances which i s sometimes also 
of i n t e r e s t . 
2.7.2 Application 
Bogart and Wagoner (1973) found that the most se n s i t i v e way of 
applying NNA to d i s t r i b u t i o n s where obscuration was a problem was to 
randomly s p l i t the data into halves and use one h a l f as "sources", the 
other h a l f as "objects". The nearest neighbour of each source among the 
objects was found and the distance histograms computed. Random sets of 
sources are then produced and the procedure repeated. In t h i s way the 
mean separation and empirical standard error can be found for the random 
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case and this makes possible comparisons with the data. To guard against 
the usual d i f f i c u l t y of obscuration being the source of non-random r e s u l t s 
the random sets were sometimes produced by merely rotating the data sources 
i n g a l a c t i c longitude. Since there i s a relationship between obscuration 
and g a l a c t i c latitude t h i s provided a control experiment where obscuration 
was present and the r e a l i t y of the non-random r e s u l t s could be checked. 
2.7.3 C r i t i c i s m s 
Again t h i s i s a t e s t where non-random r e s u l t s can be caused by 
many e f f e c t s . Even when contaminating e f f e c t s are not present, NNA has a 
reputation of being good at testing for non-random distributions but l e s s 
good as a discriminator between models. I t can be shown that when the 
cl u s t e r i n g i s weak there i s not much more information i n NNA than- i n 
covariance function a n a l y s i s . Also the projection properties of NNA have 
never been properly derived. 
2.8 THE MULTIPLICITY FUNCTION 
2.8.1 Definition 
With t h i s s t a t i s t i c a surface density enhancement i s chosen and 
the corresponding number density contour i s drawn on the sky, using an 
algorithm such as that described by Turner and Gott (1976). Any objects . 
lyi n g within a closed, connected contour are defined as a group. The 
m u l t i p l i c i t y function, N(n ) , i s simply defined as the frequency histogram 
G 
of the number of members, n^, of each group. I t can be shown that t h i s 
function can be calculated i n the same amount of computational time i t 
takes to calculate w(9) and that t h i s function contains information on a l l 
moments of the surface di s t r i b u t i o n (see Gott and Turner (1977) ) . 
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2.8.2 Projection Problems 
The 3-dimensional m u l t i p l i c i t y function i s a s t a t i s t i c of great 
i n t e r e s t to cosmology for i t i s simply related to the mass d i s t r i b u t i o n of 
c l u s t e r s . But because of magnitude limited sampling and the shortage of 
r e d s h i f t data, a l l that can presently be observed i s a 2-dimensional 
m u l t i p l i c i t y function. The projection equations r e l a t i n g the 3-dimensional 
m u l t i p l i c i t y function to i t s 2-D equivalent are d i f f i c u l t to handle 
(Efstathiou et a l , 1979), and t h i s makes comparison of theoretical predic-
tions for the 3-dimensional mass spectrum with the observation very 
d i f f i c u l t . However, in common with other s t a t i s t i c s with bad projection 
properties, the simple M.F. can s t i l l be used on actual galaxy data as 
long as interpretation i s aided by comparison of r e s u l t s with simulated 
ski e s , (see Chapter 3). Also there i s the future p o s s i b i l i t y of reducing 
problems by use of new r e d s h i f t data but t h i s s t i l l leaves an awkward pro-
jection, prohleros in- the deconvolution of the galaxy luminosity .function. 
2. 8.3 Bha.vsar's S t a t i s t i c 
Another c r i t i c i s m of the m u l t i p l i c i t y function, even i n 3-dimension 
i s that i t t e l l s nothing about the internal structure of the groups i t 
detects. Thus for large values of n , N(n ) w i l l be very small and noisy 
G G 
although the contributing groups here w i l l contain large numbers of 
galaxies. 
A s t a t i s t i c which i s a close r e l a t i v e of the m u l t i p l i c i t y function 
and which does t e l l us something about the i n t e r n a l structure of c l u s t e r s 
was described by Bhavsar (1978). E s s e n t i a l l y i t consists of going through 
the procedure outlined above and f i t t i n g some arb i t r a r y functional form to 
the 2-dimensional m u l t i p l i c i t y function over a set range of s c a l e s . I f t h i s 
functional form say i s a power law then the amplitude of that power law can 
be plotted as a function of the density contrast used to define the multip-
l i c i t y function. However, t h i s s t a t i s t i c too has bad projection properties 
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2.9 RESULTS 
To conclude t h i s chapter I s h a l l summarise the r e s u l t s from 
applying these s t a t i s t i c s to present day galaxy catalogues. Interpretation 
of the r e s u l t s , though, w i l l be l e f t to Chapter 3. 
The major r e s u l t comes from the 2 point covariance function analyses 
of the Zwicky, Lick and Jagellonian catalogues (Groth and Peebles, 1977 
and references therein). I t was found that over a large range of separa-
tion w(6) had a smooth variation and was consistentwith a form for £(r) 
such that 
-1.77 
?( r ) = 15(hr) r * 9h~ Mpo (2.62) 
(see Figure 2.3) 
The magnitude of w( 8) scaled well between the catalogues indicating 
that this' r e s u l t was reasonably independent of obscuration e f f e c t s . This 
resu l t i s consistent with those obtained from power spectrum analyses of 
these catalogues (Peebles and Hauser, 1974). 
After e = 2.0° the w(g) from the Lick Catalogue f a l l s well below 
i t s small scale power law behaviour. This indicates some evidence for a 
feature i n £(r) at r = 9 h * Mpc whose consequences for cosmology would 
be large. However, t h i s r e s u l t depends to some extent on preliminary data 
smoothing and therefore t h i s r e s u l t i s l e s s well established. I n Chapter 
5 we investigate new evidence r e l a t i n g to t h i s feature i n £, from deep, 
machine measured samples. 
3-point covariance function analyses of these samples, also by 
Groth and Peebles (1977 and references therein) indicated that 5 too 
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Figure 2.3 2 point covariance function r e s u l t s from the ZwicJcy L i c k 
and Jagellonian catalogues (taken from Groth and Peebles 
1977). These can be represented by -0.75 power-laws i n 
separation,8. 
followed power law behaviour. For 6 $ 3 i t i s well represented by the 
model 
? (V r2' r3 } = Q 
with 
Q = 1.29 ± .21 
These 3-point function analyses showed l i t t l e or no evidence for 
l i n e a r features i n the galaxy d i s t r i b u t i o n . 
Nearest neighbour analysis was applied to the Abell Catalogue of 
Rich Clusters by Bogart and Wagoner (1973) to t e s t whether these c l u s t e r s 
were superclustered. This analysis produced good evidence that they were. 
This r e s u l t was confirmed by a 2-point covariance analysis of the same 
catalogue(Hauser and Peebies.,1973),and the angular•covariance function i s shown 
in-Fig, 2.4. . The corresponding s p a t i a l c l u s t e r c l u s t e r covariance 
function was found to be an order of magnitude larger than the galaxy-
galaxy covariance function. 
The cross-correlation function, K , was found between t h i s Abell 
cl u s t e r catalogue and the Lick catalogue. (Seldner and Peebles (197 ) and 
references therein). They found that the average galaxy number density 
run, g ( r ) , around Abell c l u s t e r centres was well f i t t e d by 
-2.4 
g(r) = 165 <n> (hr) 0.5 Mpc< hr$ 15 Mpc. (2.64) 
< n> here i s the o v e r a l l , mean galaxy number density. 
F i n a l l y the m u l t i p l i c i t y function was applied to the Turner and 
Gott (1976) group catalogue by Gott & Tjwp»»r- (1977) ." A smoothly varying 
m u l t i p l i c i t y function., was obtained. 
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Figure 2.4 2 point covariance function r e s u l t s for the Abell (1958) 
c l u s t e r catalogue. The asymptotic slope here i s -2.2 
CHAPTER THREE 
DISCRIMINATING BETWEEN MODELS OF GALAXY CLUSTERING 
USING STATISTICAL MEASURES 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
We continue now by checking., how" well these various -
s t a t i s t i c s discriminate between the d i f f e r e n t theories of galaxy c l u s t e r i n g . 
This w i l l be done by simulating two s t a t i c models of galaxy clustering 
and comparing s t a t i s t i c a l r e s u l t s from these with those obtained from the 
data. One of the models has no preferred scales of c l u s t e r i n g and i s 
often i d e n t i f i e d with isothermal theory. The other i s a model with one 
(large) preferred scale of clustering and could possibly be i d e n t i f i e d with 
adiabatic theory. 
We look f i r s t a t the usual theoretical interpretation of the 
s t a t i s t i c a l r e s u l t s summarised at the end of Chapter 2. The smooth behaviour 
of the best established r e s u l t , the 2-point covariance function, i s always taken 
as evidence supporting-the .isothermal theory, (Peebles 1974c)." This smoothness 
i s seen as the r e s u l t of "continuous" galaxy clustering with a l l sca l e s of 
c l u s t e r s contributing to form a 5(r) that f a l l s off slowly as a power law 
with r . The absence of features at small scales i s said to argue against 
the presence of a preferred scale and therefore also against the adiabatic 
theory. 
The v a l i d i t y of t h i s interpretation i s reinforced by s t a t i s t i c a l 
mechanic calculations where galaxies were treated l i k e gravitating gas 
p a r t i c l e s . Here an approximate solution for £(r) was found from the BBGKY 
equations (Montgomery, and Tidmah, 19,64),. . . Under the assumptions that 
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Q B l.o and that galaxies were i n i t i a l l y randomly distributed t h i s was 
found to agree with the observed -18 power-law small scale form for £(r), 
( Davis, et a l , 1977). N-body simulations provided a check 
on t h i s r e s u l t with a more d i r e c t approach to the problem (Aarseth, Gott and 
Turner (1979), Efstathiou, 1979). In these simulations the equations of 
notion of t y p i c a l l y 1000 point mass galaxies are numerically integrated 
taking into account the e f f e c t s of gravity and the Hubble expansion. 
£(r) was measured a f t e r c l u s t e r i n g had been allowed to develop and was 
again found to be i n rough agreement with observation. Moreover, the 
measurement of the three-point function for these simuleitions was also 
reasonably consistent with the data. Thus there seems l i t t l e doubt that 
isothermal theory can reasonably well explain the 2-and 3-point covariance 
functions associated with the actual d i s t r i b u t i o n of galaxies. 
The m u l t i p l i c i t y function of Gott and Turner (1977) also gave a 
smooth r e s u l t when applied to shallow samples. Theoretical predictions 
based on N-body simulations have been made for the 3-dimension.al form of 
the m u l t i p l i c i t y function expected in the isothermal picture (Efstathiou. 
et al.,. 19.79, Press and Schechter, 1974) I t i s d i f f i c u l t to relate 
these to the observed m u l t i p l i c i t y function because of the function's bad 
projection properties. However, the lack of features i s again usually 
taken as evidence for the absence of a preferred sc a l e of clu s t e r i n g . 
By a l l the above considerations i t was concluded that the observed 
d i s t r i b u t i o n of galaxies was good evidence for isothermal theory. We now 
go on to t e s t how strong t h i s evidence r e a l l y i s by applying the above 
s t a t i s t i c s to simulated models. This provides the most ef f e c t i v e t e s t 
of the s t a t i s t i c s ' performance since i t t e s t s how t h e i r power to d i s -
criminate between models i s affected by random fluctuations present i n the 
simulations. I t also provides a method of empirically determining, i n simple 
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situations, the 2-dimensional behaviour of s t a t i s t i c s with d i f f i c u l t 
projection properties. 
The favourite "continuous" model of galaxy c l u s t e r i n g and the 
one we identify i n the simulations here with isothermal theory i s the 
cl u s t e r i n g hierarchy (CH) model. This model has a long history of pop-
u l a r i t y i n the gr a v i t a t i o n a l i n s t a b i l i t y theory (Carpenter, 1938 , Layser 
1974, Kiang, 1967 , and Soneira and Peebles, 1977). I n i t , a l l galaxies 
are found inside many, large (but of f i n i t e dimensions) c l u s t e r s which 
contain a nested hierarchy of subclusters. Thus the galaxy isodensity 
contours inside the large c l u s t e r s look l i k e those shown i n Figure 3.1a. 
This di s t r i b u t i o n a r i s e s naturally in isothermal theory where galaxies form 
early, and are distributed almost randomly i n space. Mutual gravitational 
a t t r a c t i o n f i r s t of a l l brings pairs of galaxies together to become bound, 
v i r i a l i s e d groups. These groups then come together to form small bound 
c l u s t e r s and t h i s process repeats i t s e l f up to a maximum scale determined 
only by the age of the Universe. This i s the physical interpretation of 
the r e s u l t from the simple l i n e a r theory for the growth of density enhance-
ments i n an expanding universe that, in time, ever-larger masses condense 
out of the Hubble flow because of t h e i r gravitational i n s t a b i l i t y . The 
accuracy of t h i s interpretation i s borne out by t e s t s on the d i s t r i b u t i o n 
a r i s i n g from the N-body simulations which give r e s u l t s consistent with i t s 
c l u s t e r s having h i e r a r c h i c a l structure ( F a l l , 1978, Peebles, 1978 ) . AS 
we have seen i n Chapter 2 t h i s model shows smooth, power law behaviour on 
small scales for both i t s 2- and 3-point functions and therefore i s i n 
agreement with the BBGKY predictions as well as with the observations. 
The simulations of the Lick catalogue by Soneira and Peebles (1978) which 
used the h i e r a r c h i c a l model confirmed these r e s u l t s . Here we apply these and 
other s t a t i s t i c a l t e s t s to simulated CH models. 
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In contrast to the hierarchy, our other simulated model does have 
a very de f i n i t e , preferred scale of clustering. This i s the power law 
c l u s t e r (PLC) model and here models are distributed i n c l u s t e r s of a s i n g l e 
s i z e , each having a power law number density f a l l - o f f from the centre out to 
some fixed radius. The density contours for these c l u s t e r s are l i k e those 
given i n Figure 3.1b and are thus very d i f f e r e n t from the h i e r a r c h i c a l 
contours of Figure 3.1a. The connections of t h i s model to the adiabatic 
theory are much l e s s firm than those of the h i e r a r c h i c a l model to isothermal 
theory, since exact predictions i n t h i s case are more d i f f i c u l t . The main 
connection l i e s simply in identifying the model's single sized c l u s t e r s with 
the predicted preferred sc a l e . I t could also be argued that af t e r the 
collapse of the protocluster i n which galaxies formed, relaxation processes 
could lead to a power law c l u s t e r denity p r o f i l e (Binney, 1976). But even 
ignoring these theoretical considerations, i t i s s t i l l of great i n t e r e s t to 
see how strongly t h i s d e f i n i t e l y non-hierarchical model can be rejected by 
the s t a t i s t i c s usually quoted as evidence for the h i e r a r c h i c a l c l u s t e r i n g 
of galaxies. 
We know already that t h i s model gives r i s e to a power law w(8), 
(see Chapter 2). The covariance properties of t h i s model were f i r s t 
discussed by Peebles (1974a) with the point of investigating whether j u s t 
a few r i c h c l u s t e r s could produce the observed w(0) for the Zwicky catalogue. 
Two arguments against the PLC model were given i n t h i s paper discussion of 
which i s postponed to Section 3.4 when t h i s new version of the model w i l l 
have been described. A t h i r d argument proposed by Peebles and Groth (1975) 
was that the PLC model would give the wrong behaviour for the 3-point 
function, z(6, u,v). I t was argued that the power law f a l l - o f f of z with 0 
would be fa s t e r than i s observed (see Chapter 2 ) . Thus the PLC model, 
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properties i s supposedly distinguishable by i t s t h i r d moment properties. 
We check from the simulations how these and other arguments (e.g. the 
m u l t i p l i c i t y function) apply to the new version of the PLC model described 
i n Section 3.2. 
So i n Section 3.2 we describe the method of simulating the two 
model s k i e s . I n Section 3.3 we apply the 2- and 3-point analyses and 
the m u l t i p l i c i t y function to the simulations and data and i n Section 3.4 
we discuss the implications of the r e s u l t s . I n Section 3.5 we go on to 
describe a s t a t i s t i c a l analysis c a l l e d Mead's Analysis, which i s new to 
extragalactic astronomy. The r e s u l t s of applying t h i s analysis to various 
galaxy catalogues, s t a t i c simulations and N-body simulations, are presented 
i n Sections 3.6 and 3.7. F i n a l l y , i n Section 3.8 we try to incorporate the 
r e s u l t s from a l l the above analyses into a simple picture of galaxy c l u s t e r -
ing and discuss i t s implications for galaxy formation theory. 
3.2 METHOD OF SIMULATION 
The computer simulation of each three-dimensional c l u s t e r i n the 
CH models was done i n a s i m i l a r manner to Soneira and Peebles (1977) except 
that exactly two points were distributed at each l e v e l of the hierarchy 
instead of an average of two points per l e v e l . This means that around 
each c l u s t e r centre two points are distributed uniformly at random to form 
the f i r s t l e v e l . Another 2 points, the second l e v e l , are generated 
uniformly i n each of two spheres of radius R/1.76 around the points of the 
f i r s t l e v e l and t h i s process i s continued for say N l e v e l s . The parameters 
choices of R and N were determined by best f i t t i n g the observed w(6) ampli-
tude. 
The simulation of PLC c l u s t e r s was done using the d e f i n i t i o n given 
below : 
( i ) A l l galaxies are distributed i n c l u s t e r s . 
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( i i ) These c l u s t e r s are distributed uniformly at random 
throughout space. 
( i i i ) There i s a constant number of galaxies, m, inside each 
c l u s t e r , distributed s p h e r i c a l l y symmetrically with a power law 
number density f a l l off n(r) up to some constant cut-off radius R 
i . e . 
— £ 
n(r) = A r r £ R A,e constants 
n(r) = 0 r > R 
I t should be noted that i n t h i s version of the PLC model a l l 
galaxies are distributed i n c l u s t e r s and not j u s t some in a few r i c h 
c l u s t e r s . The values of A and e were determined empirically by f i t t i n g 
to the w(8) amplitude and slope. 
Apart from these di f f e r e n t i n t e r n a l structures of the c l u s t e r s 
the simulations were done i n a s i m i l a r manner for the CH and PLC models. 
I t was decided to simulate mainly a t the Zwicky l e v e l , m^ m^ = 15.0, since 
the 2- and 3-point functions are furthest above the noise i n the shallow 
samples. Cluster centres were generated randomly i n a cone i n three-
dimensional space corresponding to 2 45? Galaxies were then generated 
in the c l u s t e r according to either the h i e r a r c h i c a l or PLC prescriptions. 
Cluster centres were generated far enough out to ensure that the b^ £ 45° 
boundary or the magnitude l i m i t did not a f f e c t the sample. Galaxies were 
then assigned absolute luminosities using the Schechter luminosity function 
(Schechter, 1976). Schechter's parameter M was taken to be - 20.5 
(H q = 50 km s 1 Mpc 1 here and throughout) . Magnitudes were generated i n 
the range M ± 4.0 as i n the paper by E l l i s , et a l (1977). Reasonable 
* 
variations i n M and a did not a f f e c t the r e s u l t s . The absolute number 
density of galaxies was normalised to give the same number density as that 
of the Zwicky catalogue (m . = 15.0) i n the sky. This meant that the 
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absolute space density of c l u s t e r s was 4 x 10 Mpc . Within the errors 
involved, t h i s i s i n rough agreement with the estimated space density 
-7 -3 
of Abell c l u s t e r s ( ^  6 x 10 Mpc ) . Apparent magnitudes were then 
calculated for the galaxies. Galaxies fainter than m,. = 15.O were 
lim 
removed from the survey and the r e s t projected on to thei sky to give a 
data s e t l i k e the Zwicky catalogue. 
3.3 STATISTICAL COMPARISON OF SIMULATIONS AND DATA 
3.3.1 Correlation Analyses of Simulated PLC Model 
For reference purposes, uc present f i r s t as (1) i n Figure 3.2 
the recalculated w(6) r e s u l t s for the corrected l i s t of 3767 Zwicky 
catalogue galaxies with b^ 5 40°, 6 $ 0° and = 15.0 taking g a l a c t i c 
extinction into account i n the usual way (see Peebles and Hauser, 1974). 
The s t r a i g h t l i n e has a slope of -.74, the slope obtained by a l e a s t squares 
f i t to the w(8) calculated from the Lick catalogue (Groth and Peebles,1977). 
The possible suggestion i n Fig.3.2(1). of a break-away from power law 
behaviour at 8 ^  6° has been confirmed by t h i s w(8) a n a l y s i s of the Lick 
catalogue where a s i m i l a r reproducible future was found. 
The r e s u l t s for the 2-point covariance analysis on the PLC 
simulations are presented as (2) i n Figure 3.2. These are the averaged 
r e s u l t s from an ensemble of four simulations with R = 25 Mpc, e = 2.3 and 
m = 525. These were the parameter choices which gave best agreement i n 
(2) with the data. The density f a l l - o f f parameter e has been s l i g h t l y 
affected by the cut-off at R = 25 Mpc. Since the w(6) slope i s determined 
over scales i n 8 that correspond to R, the lack of pa i r s at r > R 
steepens the w(8j slope at large 6. whereas e = 2.4 i s needed with very 
large values of R to produce roughly the observed slope (see Chapter 2) 
e = 2.3 i s found by t r i a l and error to be a suitable power for the radius 






Figure 3.2 (1) w(P), 0 $ 12°, for Zwicky catalogue, 6 $ 0°, b n >, 40°, 
m.. «= 15.0. lira 
(2) ensemble average w(9) for four power-law c l u s t e r simul-
ations with R = 25 Mpc, E = 2.3, n = 525. 
(3) ensemble average w(e) for four h i e r a r c h i c a l simulations 
with R = 25 Mpc and 9 l e v e l s . 
The hardest feature to f i t was the apparent break i n the observed 
w(8) at 0 ^ 6°. The r e s u l t s from t h i s and a variety of other simulations 
show that only at R = 25 Mpc do the c l u s t e r s consistently keep w(0) a power 
law as far as i s observed. Superclustering of smaller R = 9 Mpc c l u s t e r s 
was t r i e d to see i f that would also keep w(0) high long enough, but i t did 
not. The only conclusion i s that for a model of t h i s type to work the 
cl u s t e r s must be of conventional supercluster s i z e . The l i n e f i t t e d by 
eye i n Figure 3.2(2) corresponds to the observed -0.74 power law. The 
power-law amplitude too corresponds to the observed amplitude. Therefore 
th i s PLC model reproduces well the observed w(0). 
Considering now the galaxy 3-point covariance function z(0,u,v), 
U4present f i r s t for comparison as the closed c i r c l e s in Figure 3.3 the 
r e s u l t s for the s t a t i s t i c applied to the Zwicky catalogue. This was computed 
for exactly the same sample of galaxies as above. I t was computed i n a 
sim i l a r manner to Peebles and Groth (1975) except that due to computer time 
limitations I could only ca l c u l a t e i t up to a maximum separation of 3°. 
Also, here the bins are l i n e a r i n 8 and u. Table 3.1 gives the range of 
u and v for each graph i n Figure 3.3. B r i e f l y 8 i s a parameter defining 
the s i z e of a p a r t i c u l a r galaxy triangle whose shape i s defined by u and v. 
A f u l l description of these and of the computational d e t a i l s are set out 
c l e a r l y i n Peebles and Groth (1975). The known -1.6 power-law v a r i a t i o n 
of Z with 8 while u and v are held constant i s shown i n Figure 3.3 
in agreement with Peebles and Groth. The f i t t e d amplitude of t h i s power 
law would be a factor of 2 higher than that reported by the above authors 
but agrees with the corrected amplitude i n Groth and Peebles (1977) . 
The r e s u l t s for the 3-point covariance function for the PLC model 
are presented as the open c i r c l e s i n Figure 3.3. The r e s u l t s shown are 
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z(0,u,v) v. 9 for u, v bins as i n Table3-1. F i l l e d c i r c l 
are the z(9,u,v) for the Zwicky catalogue galaxies, 6 * 
bjj 5 40°, = 15.0, open c i r c l e s are the z(6 ,u,v) for 
the power-law c l u s t e r simulation (R = 25 Mpc, e =2.3, 
n - 525). 
TABLE 3.1 
u, v bins for z(6,u fv) i n Figure 3.3 
u 











0.0-0.5 (1) (3) (5) (7) (9) 
v 
O.5-1.0 (2) (4) (6) (8) (10) 
the simulated d i s t r i b u t i o n (one of the ensemble of four whose w(8)'s were 
presented e a r l i e r ) gives a reasonable approximation to the observed 
z(0,u,v). The observed slopes here are -1.77 ± 0.05 (in reasonable 
agreement with the predicted -1.9 for very large R c l u s t e r s ) and not 
s i g n i f i c a n t l y different from the observations. I f i t were required the 
agreement could be made exact by making the model s l i g h t l y more s o p h i s t i -
cated. For instance, we could adopt a model with a core-halo c l u s t e r 
structure with the core reverting to a marginally f l a t t e r power law f a l l - o f f . 
This would, make the z variation with 9 exactly -1.6 and not a f f e c t the 
w(9) slope too much since i t i s determined over a larger range of s c a l e s . 
This modification would mean an increase i n the number of parameters 
involved i n the model but t h i s i n i t s e l f i s not too serious since such 
f a l l - o f f s are observed i n the cores of individual c l u s t e r s . Also 
h i e r a r c h i c a l simulations need s i m i l a r modifications before f u l l agreement 
with the correlations i s obtained. With even our simple model showing 
such reasonable agreement i t seems c l e a r that the 3-point function may not 
be as strong evidence against the PLC model as had previously been believed. 
3.3.2 2-Point Results for Crude Hierarchy 
The parameters which best gave the 2-point function amplitude for 
t h i s model with the Schechter luminosity function were R = 25 Mpc and N = 9. 
This means that i n 3-dimensions there are always 512 galaxies per R = 25 MPC 
c l u s t e r . The average w(8), 0 < 12°, i s shown for an ensemble of four 
such h i e r a r c h i c a l models as (3) i n Figure 3.2. w(0),0 $ 3 0, i s shown for 
one of the ensemble in Figure 3.4. A drop off at e ^ 0.1° i s immediately 
v i s i b l e . The drop off, caused by the simple hierarchy was noted by Soneira 
and Peebles (1977) and i s not removed by introducing probability d i s t r i b u -
tions into the numbers per l e v e l . I f the drop-off i s removed to accept-
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Figure 3.4 w(0 ) , 8 { 3 , for a h i e r a r c h i c a l simulation, R =. 25 Mpc and 
9 l e v e l s . 
model 2-point covariance function disagrees with the observed amplitude by 
a factor of 2. However, the drop-off can probably be removed by introduc-
ing varying numbers of l e v e l s for c l u s t e r (Groth et a l , 1977) with a small 
percentage of clusters having 11 or 12 l e v e l s which hopefully can f i l l out 
t h i s drop-off without disturbing the amplitude of w(6) too much. The 
varying numbers of l e v e l s i s also required to produce the correct amplitude 
for the 3-point covariance function. These d i f f i c u l t i e s a l l mean that the 
h i e r a r c h i c a l models needs at l e a s t as many parameters to f u l f i l the 2- and 
3-point function c r i t e r i a as the PLC model. 
3.3.3 M u l t i p l i c i t y Function Results for Hierarchical and 
PLC Models 
The r e s u l t s for the m u l t i p l i c i t y function applied to the Zwicky 
catalogue are presented as the crosses i n Figure 3.5. The surface density 
contrast used here to define the groups i s which corresponds roughly to a 
3-dimensional density contrast of 10% (see Gott and Turner, 1977). These 
broadly reproduce the r e s u l t s of the analysis of the 14 m limited sample of 
Gott and Turner i n that the f r a c t i o n , f, of mass associated with groups 
seems to vary smoothly with n, the group-size. This i s the smooth va r i a t i o n 
without features at any scale which has been interpreted as evidence for the 
galaxies being continuously distributed in a hierarchy. However, marked as the 
closed c i r c l e s i n Figure 3.5 are the average r e s u l t s for the m u l t i p l i c i t y 
function applied to the 4 PLC simulations which were presented e a r l i e r . 
I n 3-dimensions t h i s model would give a 3-dimensional m u l t i p l i c i t y function 
as a delta function at the constant membership s i z e of the c l u s t e r . However, 
i t can be seen that i n projection i t produces a m u l t i p l i c i t y function as 
smooth as the observed. The reason for t h i s i s that the magnitude l i m i t 
makes more distant c l u s t e r s look smaller since, at large distances, only 
the brighter end of the luminosity function i s being sampled. This smooths 
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Figure 3.5 The m u l t i p l i c i t y function r e s u l t for the Zwicky catalogue 
and ensemble average r e s u l t s of 4 PLC and 4 CH simulations. 
Here f i s the fract i o n of galaxies involved i n c l u s t e r s of 
s i z e n, with a 10% density contrast. 
any features caused by the preferred s c a l e . Thus the smoothness of a 
projected m u l t i p l i c i t y function i s not straightforward to interpret. 
This fact i s emphasised by the open c i r c l e s in Fig.3-5. These represent 
the average m u l t i p l i c i t y function from 4 simple h i e r a r c h i c a l simulations. 
Again a smooth variation 6f mass fraction, f, with number, n, i s seen 
s i m i l a r to the observed. But t h i s model, constructed to give "no 
preferred scales", shows i n 2-dimensions, l e s s power at small scales than 
a model which i n 3-dimensions has a l l i t s power at large s c a l e s . 
Going on now to a s t r a i g h t comparison of the 2 models with the 
data indicates that both models give reasonable f i t s to the data. At 
intermediate scales the h i e r a r c h i c a l model possibly better f i t s the data 
whilst at larger scales possibly the PLC does better. The important point 
i s that i t can hardly be said that the PLC model i s being more firmly 
rejected by m u l t i p l i c i t y function analysis than the h i e r a r c h i c a l model. 
Thus s i m i l a r l y to the 2-and 3-point functions the m u l t i p l i c i t y 
function does not seem to provide as much evidence for the h i e r a r c h i c a l 
model as i s generally believed. Again t h i s throws open the question of 
whether a preferred scale of c l u s t e r i n g e x i s t s or not. 
3.3.4 Visual Impression 
Another n o n - s t a t i s t i c a l and more subjective j u s t i f i c a t i o n for 
h i e r a r c h i c a l galaxy clustering i s the claim that many scales of galaxy 
cl u s t e r i n g are apparent when pictures of galaxy distributions are inspected 
by eye (see Soneira and Peebles 1978). This i s c e r t a i n l y confirmed by 
Figure 3.6a, where dots depict the positions of Zwicky catalogue galaxies, 
o o mA . = 15.0, Jl > 40 , 5 > 0 . However, Figure 3.6b shows that i n a £im ir 
s i m i l a r dot plot of a t y p i c a l PLC simulation many scales of c l u s t e r i n g are 
also apparent, although i n t h i s case we know that, i n 3-dimensions, only 
one large scale of clustering e x i s t s . The 2-dimensional projection and 
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F i g u r e 3 - 6 (a) E q u a l a r e a p r o j e c t i o n of g a l a x i e s i n Zwicky ca t a l o g u e 
•6 5 0°, b n >, 40°, = 15.0. Mead's a n a l y s i s was c a r r i e d 
out on g a l a x i e s i n s i d e the square. 
i 
• 





Figure 3.6 (c) Distribution of g a l a x i s s from a t y p i c a l CH simulation. 
magnitude l i m i t have combined to produce a v i s u a l impression that a l l 
scales of c l u s t e r e x i s t . F i n a l l y , a dot plot produced by a h i e r a r c h i c a l 
simulation i s presented i n Figure 3.6c. Comparisons between the simula-
tions and the Zwicky catalogue show that i t i s d i f f i c u l t to v i s u a l l y r e j e c t 
either of the models even though the structure of c l u s t e r s i n each i s 
e n t i r e l y d i f f e r e n t . 
3.4 DISCUSSION 
3.4.1 Other Arguments Concerning Power Law Model 
As mentioned i n Section 2.1 there were offered i n Peebles (1974a) 
two "serious arguments" against the o r i g i n a l PLC model, where a few r i c h 
c l u s t e r s were giving r i s e to the power-law w(0). The f i r s t point was that 
since superclustering i s an observed phenomenon (Hauser and Peebles, 1973) 
why did i t not produce a feature i n w(6)? I t was suggested that super-
clustering was not a feature of only one preferred scale but that i t c a r r i e d 
on continuously down to small s c a l e s . This continuity f i l l e d out w(6) i n 
a smooth way.. ( I t was also argued (Peebles, 1974c) that t h i s lack of 
features was surprising i f " adiabatic theory. was-: relevant since 
no preferred scale was being picked out). However, the subsequent 
discovery of the break i n the galaxy w(8) from the analysis of the high 
resolution Lick counts (Groth and Peebles, 1977) solves both these problems 
at once. The suggestion i s that t h i s break i s the required feature 
produced by preferred scale of supercluster s i z e . The smoothness of w(6) 
before the break point comes from the "on the average" smooth supercluster 
power-law density f a l l - o f f . The v a l i d i t y of t h i s interpretation i s borne 
out by the simulations. 
The second argument i n Peebles (1974a) does not r e a l l y apply to 
t h i s new version of power-law clus t e r i n g . I t concerned the observation 
that c l u s t e r s that blatantly exhibit power-law number density f a l l - o f f s 
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(and that might be considered examples of the "few r i c h c l u s t e r s " discussed 
i n Peebles (1974 a) e.g. Coma, do i n f a c t display deviations from power-law 
behaviour by flattening off at up to 200 kpc from the centre. This e f f e c t 
was modelled i n the PLC simulations, indeed leaving a spherical hole at the 
middle of a l l the superclusters and no deviation from the w(8) power-law 
was produced. This i s to be expected since few of the p a i r s measured by 
w(e') at small 0 come from the nearest r i c h c l u s t e r s i n the simulations. 
A main piece of evidence for the general power-law d i s t r i b u t i o n 
of galaxies i n c l u s t e r s comes from the cross-correlations of Abell c l u s t e r 
centres and the Lick catalogue galaxies (Seldner and Peebles, 1978) . The 
cross-correlation function d i r e c t l y measures the projected number density 
-2.3 
run around Abell c l u s t e r centres and n(r)« r " was f i t t e d to the curve 
-2 .3 
a f t e r de-projection. n(r) « r " f i t s almost as well. This i s a strong 
piece of evidence supporting the above PLC model. Furthermore, the cross-
correlation function of Seldner and Peebles continues out to a radius of 
more than 20 Mpc. 
I t i s important also to point out that the power-law c l u s t e r model 
trea t s c l u s t e r s l i k e Coma and Virgo i n a natural way and not as s t a t i s t i c a l 
fluctuations. Jones (1976h) analysed the galaxy d i s t r i b u t i o n around the 
Virgo c l u s t e r using de Vaucouleur's (1974) distance determinations. He 
found that a power-law f i t t e d the number density f a l l - o f f from the centre 
of Virgo out to a distance of over 20 Mpc. Also, Chincarini and Rood 
(1976) found that a power-law of index -2.27 f i t t e d the number density run 
of the Coma c l u s t e r out to a radius of 35 Mpc. 
3.4.2 Theoretical Consequences 
F i r s t l y , such a simple model also giving r i s e to the observed 2 
and 3 point covariance functions means that the basis for the assumption 
of a h e i r a r c h i c a l d i s t r i b u t i o n i s not as strong as previously thought. 
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As the h i e r a r c h i c a l model i s a model usually associated with isothermal 
perturbation theory t h i s means that the case for pure isothermal fluctua-
tions i n the early universe i s l e s s convincing as wel l . 
Secondly, i t may now be possible to argue that the observed 2 - and 
3-point covariance functions do not t o t a l l y exclude the adiabatic theory 
of galaxy formation. Doroshkevich and Shandarin ( 1 9 7 8 ) predict that i n 
an = 0 . 1 , H q = 50 km s ^ Mpc ^ universe the preferred scale of super-
1 2 
c l u s t e r (or "pancake") i s between 4 0 - 5 0 Mpc. Assuming 1 0 M as the 
0 
mass of a galaxy i t can be seen that the mass involved i n the power-law 
c l u s t e r simulations i s of a comparable order of magnitude. A power-law 
density f a l l - o f f i n the supercluster, of index E "»2, could r e s u l t by 
relaxation processes as indicated by Binney ( 1 9 7 6 ) . As shown above the 
re s u l t i n g d i s t r i b u t i o n could well represent the observed 2 and 3 point 
galaxy covariance functions a t small separations. 
F i n a l l y , making the assumption that c o l l e c t i v e relaxation e f f e c t s 
play a role i n forming c l u s t e r s of galaxies, Press and Lightman ( 1 9 7 8 ) 
find that a power-law density c l u s t e r (index of density f a l l - o f f between 
2 . 0 and 2 . 5 ) w i l l r e s u l t . Again the above r e s u l t shows that t h i s process 
may also be consistent with the 2 - and 3-point covariance functions. 
Thus, by these considerations, i t i s important to t e s t whether 
h i e r a r c h i c a l or power-law clu s t e r i n g better models the present day galaxy 
d i s t r i b u t i o n . There i s an evident need for a new s t a t i s t i c a l a n a l y sis 
that can discriminate between h i e r a r c h i c a l and power-law cl u s t e r i n g . Such 
an analysis i s described i n the next section. 
5 0 
3.5 MEAD'S ANALYSIS 
3.5..l Description 
Mead's analysis was o r i g i n a l l y suggested for one-dimensional 
transect problems i n ecology (Mead, 1974). However, the two dimensional 
version described here was f i r s t suggested by Besag and Diggle (1977). 
Mead's analysis i n two dimensions i s carri e d out on gridded data 
i n a square area. Thus, i f galaxy positions on a square photographic 
plate are recorded as (x,y) co-ordinates then, as a preliminary to Mead's 
analysis, each position i s counted into one of NxN square bins on the 
plate. N must be a power of two and for the galaxy catalogues N usually 
took the value 128. 
The smallest area Mead's analysis t e s t s for c l u s t e r i n g i s the 
area covered by 2 x 2 (e.g. area A^ i n Figure 3.7) of the raw 128 x 128 
counts, a^. Mead's analysis t e s t s t h i s scale by the following procedure. 
F i r s t l y , the sub-totals A^ = a^ + a^ + + a^, A 2» A^ and A 4 are obtained 
i n c e l l B^. (Here the c a p i t a l l e t t e r s indicate the t o t a l number of 
galaxies i n a square area and they also reference that p a r t i c u l a r square 
area on Figure33 . Then the t e s t s t a t i s t i c tP~^ = |A - A 0I + IA - A_| 
+ |A - A j + |A2 - A 3| + |Ag - A 4| + |A^  - A 4| i s computed for square 
B^. This i s repeated for a l l the 1024 (N = 128) "B s i z e " squares on the 
grid and T_f^ = Z T _ ^ i s computed. I n some sense T_[^ i s expected 
B i B. B 1 
to be large i f there are cl u s t e r s present "on the average" of a s i z e A. 
(Note that T ^ i s testing scales of si z e A - to prevent confusion the B 
i s now dropped and thus T ^ = T n ^ ^ - T o obtain quantitative significance 
l e v e l s for the s i z e of T ^ the procedure of Besag and Diggle (1977) i s 
then followed. A randomisation of the a^'s i n Square B^ i s performed and 
(2) 












the 1024 "B s i z e " squares i n the area and a new s t a t i s t i c T = Z T i B. i 
i s formed on the randomised data. This process i s repeated 99 times so 
that by the end there i s T* 1*, the s t a t i s t i c computed on the raw data and 
T ( 2 ) , T ( 3 ) , T ( 4 ) , , T ( l 0 0 ) , the s t a t i s t i c s computed on the 99 
different randomisations of "4's within 16's" of the data. I f T ^ > T ^ ' 
T*3', , T* 1 0 0^ then there i s evidence for clustering on scale A at 
the 1% l e v e l . I f exactly one of the randomised s t a t i s t i c s T ^ i s larger 
than T ^ then the above statement can be repeated about scale A but t h i s 
time at the 2% l e v e l etc. The complete procedure i s repeated on the B 
t o t a l s (B = A 1 + A 2 + A 3 + A 4 » etc.) to t e s t for c l u s t e r i n g at scales of 
s i z e B and a l l scales up to 64 x 64 of a 128 x 128 grid ( i . e . 6 scales i n 
a l l ) . In Figure 3.8a are shown the r e s u l t s of such a Mead's analysis with 
a 128 x 128 grid on a 2-dimensional 128 x 128 unit area with 600 simulated 
uniformly distributed c l u s t e r centres each with 6 points uniformly d i s t r i r 
buted around them inside a c i r c u l a r c l u s t e r of diameter 16 units. A s c a l e 
i s picked out somewhere between the 8 unit and 16 unit scales of c l u s t e r i n g 
at the 1% l e v e l which i s sensible since 16 units i s the maximum scale of 
correlation i n t h i s simulation. 
Mead's analysis' advantages over other s i m i l a r types of analyses 
e.g. binning analysis (Webster, 1976) are as follows -.-
(1) Getting s i g n i f i c a n t r e s u l t s at small scales does not 
invalidate the t e s t a t larger s c a l e s . 
(2) S i m i l a r l y large scale inhomogeneities i n the data do not 
a f f e c t the t e s t s at smaller scales since the Mead's analysis always 
contrasts density enhancements with j u s t the density l o c a l l y and not the 
global density. 
(3) Mead's analysis i s s e n s i t i v e to c l u s t e r i n g of c l u s t e r i n g . For 
instance, i n F i g u r e Z f l j i f the pattern of c l u s t e r s (dashed c i r c l e s ) d i s p l a y e d 
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here were to be repeated over the whole area, then Mead's Analysis would 
give evidence for clustering at the A s i z e and C s i s e but not the B s i z e . 
(4) Mead's analysis t e s t s only one type of deviation from 
randomness (unlike binning analysis) which makes interpretation of i t s 
r e s u l t s easier. 
The main disadvantage of Mead's analysis i s the small and discrete 
number of scales tested - i t only t e s t s 6 scales on a 128 x 128 grid. 
3.5.2 Modified Mead's Analysis 
As experience with Mead's analysis was gained i t became obvious 
that the method of picking out scales of clustering described above would 
not work i n cases where the clu s t e r i n g was, i n some sense, strong. I n 
te s t s on two-dimensional simulations l i k e the one mentioned already 
(Figure 3.8a) but where the 2-point covariance function was higher ( i . e . 
where the o v e r a l l density remained the same but the numbers i n each c l u s t e r 
were higher) scales lower than the preferred scale were also raised to the 
1% significance l e v e l i n a Mead's ana l y s i s . This i s an e f f e c t of te s t i n g 
for c i r c u l a r clustering with a necessarily square grid. Figures 3.9a and 
3.10a show Mead's analysis applied to 36CO points distributed i n c i r c u l a r 
c l u s t e r s of 16 units as before but now i n turn with 10 and 20 points per 
cl u s t e r . The e f f e c t on the Mead's analysis i s obvious. To resolve t h i s 
problem and find the most s i g n i f i c a n t scale, the f i r s t suggestion was to 
do the randomisations more times, allowing a f i n e r scale of s i g n i f i c a n t 
l e v e l s . However, computer time l i m i t s make t h i s impractical. So an 
approximation had to be made which turned out to be extremely successful. 
... 100 
At scale A the mean of the T 's, T m e a n , = .£ T U ' /99 and i t s standard 
lOO 1 - 2 
error S = ( 1 ,Z ( T ^ ' - T 0 1 6 3 " ) 2 ) were calculated and then the quantity A 99.9B i = 2 ' 
_ / M ( D J i e a n . ., , , . m ( l ) , . _ mean S =(T - TT )/S„ - the number of s.e.'s T l i e s from T . As A 
can be seen from Figures 3.8b, 3.9b and 3.10b, these have a f a i r l y 
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consistent relationship with the percentage l e v e l s . This can also be 
seen from Figure 3.15 , the Mead's r e s u l t s for 3 actual deep galaxy 
datasets where the c l u s t e r i n g i s r e l a t i v e l y weak. Here S has been 
plotted as the ordinate and the consistent percentage l e v e l s are the 
numbers i n the brackets beside each point. Knowledge of the e f f e c t of 
"strong clustering" makes the interpretation of the r e l a t i v e heights of 
the Mead's analysis peaks more important than the quoting of the absolute 
significance l e v e l s . The s i z e of the covariance function at small 0 for 
the Zwicky and Jagellonian catalogues indicates that there the standard 
error representation w i l l be required to allow interpretation of peaks past 
the 1% l e v e l . The r e l a t i v e heights of the "S" peaks would allow some 
interpretation of the data to be made even without the three-dimensional 
simulations with which to compare. With the three-dimensional simulations 
an unambiguous interpretation of the data i s possible. 
Figures 3.8b, 3.9b and 3.lOb show that although the 2-point 
covariance functions of these simulations f a l l s from 2 units to 8 units, 
the Mead's r e s u l t s are lower at the 2 unit scale than at the 8 unit s c a l e . 
I n Figure 3.11 the r e s u l t s of a Mead's analysis on a simulation with 2 
di f f e r e n t saales i s presented (450 c l u s t e r s of 4 units diameter with 4 
points per c l u s t e r plus 180 c l u s t e r s of 16 units diameter with lO points 
per c l u s t e r ) . Two peaks can be c l e a r l y seen and that the f i r s t i s much 
higher than the second i s expected due to the increased density i n the 
smaller c l u s t e r s . That the Mead's analysis of the larger scale i s un-
affected by the presence of the smaller s c a l e i s shown i n Figure 3.12 where 
the simulation consisted of 180 c l u s t e r s of 16 units diameter with ten 
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3 . 6 COMPARISON OF MEAD'S ANALYSES FOR DATA AND SIMULATION 
3..6.1 Zwicky Catalogue 
The Zwicky catalogue, of course, l i s t s galaxy positions as spherical 
coordinates on the sky. I t i s not possible to do Mead's analysis i n 
spherical coordinates (unlike covariance analysis) so the galaxies had to 
be projected f i r s t , using the usual equal area projection. The large square 
area i n Figure 3.6.a was used for the Mead's analysis (a t o t a l of 2670 
gal a x i e s ) . The projection, being an equal area one, w i l l only d i s t o r t the 
shapes of density inhomogeneities and not t h e i r density contrasts. This 
should not a f f e c t the Mead's analysis too much, ce r t a i n l y not at the most 
interesting f i r s t few sca l e s . Exactly the same procedure and s i z e of area 
(of s i m i l a r number density) was used for the Mead's analysis on the simula-
tions, The r e s u l t s are presented i n Figure 3.13. The s o l i d l i n e i n 
Figure 3.13a represents the data, the dashed l i n e i n Figure 3.13b the aver-
age Mead's r e s u l t s for the ensemble of four power-law c l u s t e r simulations 
whose w(6)'s were presented e a r l i e r (R = 25 Mpc, e = 2.3, n = 525). The 
dot-dash l i n e i n Figure 3.13c represents the average Mead's r e s u l t for the 
four h i e r a r c h i c a l simulations (9 l e v e l s , R = 25 Mpc). As these stand i t 
can be seen that a t the second scale (9 *v» 1.4°) at l e a s t , the h i e r a r c h i c a l 
simulation gives a much higher peak than either the observed data or the 
power-law simulation (the standard errors are the empirical ones). However, 
i t must be remembered that t h i s h i e r a r c h i c a l simulation's w(6) showed a 
drop off at small 6 ( i . e . there were too few close pairs i n the hierarchy) 
and therefore the Mead point a t scale 1 (8 ^ 0.7°), high as i t i s , i s 
a r t i f i c i a l l y too low. So also presented as the dotted l i n e i n Figure 3.13c 
i s the r e s u l t for 10 h i e r a r c h i c a l l e v e l s i n 25 Mpc radius c l u s t e r s although 
i t i s known that t h i s gives a factor of 2 too high a covariance function. 
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scale being d i f f e r e n t from the observed but that the basic shape of the 
Mead's re s u l t s for the crude hierarchy i s d i f f e r e n t from the observations. 
As expected the tenth l e v e l makes the f i r s t s cale j o i n the general trend 
for the r e s t of the s c a l e s . This trend i s d e f i n i t e l y downwards unlike the 
trend for the power-law c l u s t e r simulations which i s marginally upwards 
for the f i r s t 3 scales and for the data which i s b a s i c a l l y f l a t up to the 
t h i r d scale. The Mead's r e s u l t s seem to give d e c i s i v e l y different r e s u l t s 
for the crude hierarchy compared to the data. The r e s u l t s for the power-
law c l u s t e r simulations while giving an unobserved peak at scale 3 (6 >v2.70) 
seems to represent the data much better. Note also that the Mead's r e s u l t s 
for the data begin to drop off at scale 4 (9 ^ 5.5°) roughly corroborating 
the break i n w(9) at about 6°. 
3.6..2 Jagellonian Catalogue 
Mead's analysis was also c a r r i e d out on the Jagellonian catalogue. 
This was a more straightforward exercise than for Zwicky - the galaxy 
positions here are recorded as (x,y) counts on a 6° x 6° area and no equal 
area projection i s needed. The catalogue comes as 96 x 96 counts i n 
3.75' x 3.75' c e l l s . For the purposes of the Mead's analysis the area 
was divided up into one 64 x 64 area and f i v e 32 x 32 areas and the Mead's 
s t a t i s t i c s were t o t a l l e d up to the f i f t h l e v e l . The Mead's analysis 
r e s u l t s for the d i s t r i b u t i o n are presented as the s o l i d l i n e in Figure 3.14. 
Also presented are the r e s u l t s of a Mead's analysis for a power-law c l u s t e r 
o o 
simulation car r i e d out on a 6 x 6 square area using exactly the same 
method, luminosity function etc., as for the 1 5 m limited Zwicky simulation. 
m, . was taken to be 20™ a f t e r P h i l i i p p s e t a l (1978) and the number densi-ty lim 
to be 330 galaxies/sq. degree to match the observed. This simulation 
with the usual c l u s t e r radius of 25 Mpc, E = 2.3 and n = 525 gave a -0.75 
power-law i n w(8) with approximately the same amplitude as observed. The 
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Figure 3.14 Mead's analysis for the Jagellonian catalogue, for a power law 
c l u s t e r simulation (R = 25 Mpc, e = 2.3, n = 525, m l i m = 20.0) 
and a h i e r a r c h i c a l simulation (R = 25 Mpc, 10 levels and 
m,. = 20.0). lim 
agreement between the model Mead's r e s u l t s and the data r e s u l t s i s good. 
The preferred scale on both i s at the same place as the drop-off from 
o 
t h e i r respective power-law w(6)'s 1 ) . The simulation shows the danger 
there would be i n interpreting these peaks and drop-offs i n terms of maxi-
mum correlation lengths. Both the simulation and the data show a Mead's 
analysis peak i n the region of 10 Mpc (using a t y p i c a l angular diameter 
* 
distance D = 800 Mpc with t h i s luminosity function). But we know that 
i n the simulation a t l e a s t the maximum correlation length i s 5 x t h i s . 
The Mead's peak (and the w(6) break) only corresponds to the diameter 
outside which the c l u s t e r density contrast, at D # i s too small to be 
picked up by the s t a t i s t i c s . The important point i s not the s i z e of the 
preferred scale but the shape of the Mead's r e s u l t s . A suggested reason 
for the more pronounced peak produced by the Jagellonian data than by the 
Zwicky data i s that i t i s a l i m i t i n g magnitude e f f e c t . As the l i m i t i n g 
magnitude increases not only does the sample go deeper but i t a l s o goes 
* 
f a i n t e r . Thus at D a c l u s t e r core might be better defined by inclusion 
of f a i n t e r members than i n the Zwicky catalogue. A j u s t i f i c a t i o n for t h i s 
i s that the power-law c l u s t e r simulation shows the same e f f e c t . 
However, the major r e s u l t again comes from the comparison with a 
crude h i e r a r c h i c a l simulation. This simulation's Mead's analysis i s shown 
by the dot-dash l i n e i n Figure 3.14. Again there was trouble with the 
9-level hierarchy because of i t s w(8) drop off at small 8 - t h i s time only 
a -0.5 power-law w(8) came through the projection instead of the -0.75 that 
might be expected with the hierarchy's 1.76 "thinning factor". This i s i n 
accordance with the work of Dautcourt (1977) who predicts t h i s as the 
e f f e c t on w(6) of a drop-off i n g(r) - the 3-D equivalent of w(8) - at 
small r . The 10-level hierarchy upon which the r e s u l t s in Figure 3.14 are 
based gave a -0.7 power-law but gave an amplitude of w(8) two times as high 
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as the actual Jagellonian data. So care must be taken when comparing 
these Mead's r e s u l t s with the other two. Even with t h i s proviso, the 
hierarchy's Mead's r e s u l t s again seems to have a completely d i f f e r e n t 
shape from the data and the power-law c l u s t e r Mead's analyses. On the 
basis of both Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.13 i t can be firmly s a i d that the 
power-law c l u s t e r model i s more consistent with the data than the h i e r -
a r c h i c a l model. 
3.6:3 Deep Data 
Mead's analysis was also c a r r i e d out on even deeper data samples 
than the Jagellonian f i e l d . I n Figure 3.15 are shown the Mead's r e s u l t s 
for the f i e l d of Dodd et a l (1976) (dashed l i n e ) , and for the f i e l d of 
E l l i s e t a l (1977) measured by COSMOS from J and R Schmidt p l a t e s . Both 
Dodd's and E l l i s ' f i e l d s measure approximately 2 sq. degrees with roughly 
4000 galaxies i d e n t i f i e d on each. No simulations were c a r r i e d out a t 
these depths because these are not magnitude limited samples. These samples 
can roughly be compared, though, to samples limited a t around 21-22 J 
magnitudes (see E l l i s et a l , 1977). The basic shape of the e a r l i e r Mead's 
r e s u l t s i s again observed - the highest peak for a l l the samples occurs 
not at the f i r s t couple of scales where P h i l l i p p s et a l (1978) showed that 
o 
w(6) i s high but at a t h i r d s c a l e C\» 0.1 ) where w(9) i s lower. The 
reason for the l a t e r highly s i g n i f i c a n t Mead's r e s u l t s at scales 5 and 6 
o o 
(0.36 and 0.72 respectively) on the J149 area i s the known large scale 
inhomogeneity i n the galaxy counts on t h i s plate due to variations i n i t s 
photographic emulsion (see P h i l l i p p s e t al,1978). To a l e s s e r extent i n -
homogeneities are also v i s i b l e on the R f i e l d and the Dodd f i e l d . Roughly, 
the Mead preferred scale and the w(0) break point convert to approximately 
2 Mpc (with D *v< 1200 Mpc) . However, as in section 3.6, 2 Mpc i s a 
maximum clustering contrast length not a maximum possible correlation 
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Figure 3.15 Mead's analysis for the area i n J and R of E l l i s , 
"et'al , (1977) and for the data of Dodd et a l . (1976). 
The percentage l e v e l s that correspond to the S values are 
given as the numbers i n brackets. 
length - at these depths only the very core of a cl u s t e r w i l l stand out 
against the background of galaxies from even more distant c l u s t e r s . The 
shape of the Mead's r e s u l t s i s again the important point - t h e i r behaviour 
resembles that now expected from galaxies distributed i n power-law c l u s t e r s 
rather than i n a crude hierarchy. This indicates that the r e s u l t s found 
i n the l a s t section are reproducible from datasets independent of the 
Jagellonian catalogue. 
3.7 MEAD'S ANALYSIS ON N-BODY SIMULATIONS 
A major experimental boost for isothermal perturbation theory i s 
the r e s u l t that i n N-body numerical experiments s t a r t i n g from a random 
galaxy d i s t r i b u t i o n E(r) can be interpreted as a -1.9 power-law, (Aarseth, 
Gott and Turner, 1979 Efstathiou, 1979', F a l l , 1978) which roughly agrees 
with the observed w(6). The h i e r a r c h i c a l model i s supposed to approximate 
the d i s t r i b u t i o n of galaxies that r e s u l t s from a Hubble expansion with 
gravity acting i . e . the di s t r i b u t i o n expected from a perfect N-body simu-
l a t i o n . I t was of i n t e r e s t , therefore, to find out the r e s u l t s of apply-
ing Mead's analysis to the projected d i s t r i b u t i o n from an N-body run. 
These r e s u l t s , from a simulated universe of lOOO bodies with ft = 1 at an 
expansion factor of 2 (dashed line) and 12 ( s o l i d l i n e ) are shown i n 
Figure 3.16. The scales are given as fractions of the radius, R, of the 
N-body sphere. The area the Mead's analysis was car r i e d out on was a 
square inside with the N-body sphere f i t t e d and onto which the mass points 
from the simulations were projected. This d i f f e r s from the projected 
Zwicky catalogue i n that no luminosity function was involved i n the projec-
tion. So detailed comparisons with the Zwicky catalogue Mead's analysis 
would be i n v a l i d . However, the shape of the Mead's r e s u l t s , p a r t i c u l a r l y 
i n the case of the expansion factor of 12, i s highly suggestive of a h i e r -
a r c h i c a l d i s t r i b u t i o n i n the l i g h t of section 5's r e s u l t s . 
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gure 3.16 Mead's analysis for the N-body simulations i n an ft = 1.0 
universe at expansion factors of 2 and 12. The scales are 
given as fractions -«f the radius, R, of the N-body sphere. 
This indicates that the h i e r a r c h i c a l model may be a very good approximation 
to the dis t r i b u t i o n a r i s i n g from the N-body experiments. However, there i s 
a question-mark over the relationship between these experiments and the 
process which gave r i s e to the actual d i s t r i b u t i o n of galaxies. Any 
reformulation of the crude h i e r a r c h i c a l model that r e s u l t s i n eliminating 
i t s inconsistent Mead's analysis behaviour has also to come up with an 
answer as to how the new h i e r a r c h i c a l model re l a t e s to the N-body simula-
tions . 
3.8. CONCLUSIONS 
I t has been demonstrated that neither correlation functions nor 
the m u l t i p l i c i t y function can very powerfully discriminate between the 
hi e r a r c h i c a l model and the simple power-law clus t e r model. Since the 
l a t t e r model has a definite preferred scale of clu s t e r i n g t h i s shows that 
the usually quoted evidence for a continuous pattern of galaxy c l u s t e r i n g 
(and thus for the isothermal theory of galaxy formation) i s l e s s strong 
than previously thought. The new s t a t i s t i c a l a n a l y s i s . Mead's analysis 
of galaxy catalogues points strongly away from the h i e r a r c h i c a l model and, 
tentatively, towards the power-law c l u s t e r model. N-body simulations 
suggest that the h i e r a r c h i c a l model can approximate well the behaviour of 
i n i t i a l l y random points clustering under gravity. However, Mead's 
analyses on the observations indicate that some process other than gravity 
alone could be a major factor i n producing galaxy c l u s t e r s . I t w i l l be 
interesting to see how more sophisticated versions of the h i e r a r c h i c a l 
model stand up to Mead's analyses of the data and N-body simulations, i f 
another version of the "continuous clustering" model cannot be found that 
resolves these problems then the consequences for isothermal theory may 
be serious. 
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On the other hand, the p o s s i b i l i t y of interpreting the 2-point 
covariance function's feature and the behaviour of Mead's s t a t i s t i c at 
small angle as evidence for a preferred scale of galaxy clustering i s 
encouraging for proponents of the adiabatic theory of galaxy formation. 
A problem raised for the theory by t h i s interpretation i s that the large 
s i z e of the preferred scale may make i t d i f f i c u l t to understand how 
galaxies could have formed i n the way the theory suggests ( F a l l and 
Bonnometto, i n preparation). However, we s h a l l see i n Chapter 6 that 
correlation analyses of the deep samples indicate a preferred scale of 
smaller s i z e ? which may solve t h i s problem. 
An interesting further project w i l l be to apply Mead's analysis 
technique to the Abell c l u s t e r catalogue. I n a s i m i l a r manner to the 
above, i t could thus be investigated whether c l u s t e r s are distributed 
h i e r a r c h i c a l l y or not. I f i t so happened that they were, then t h i s would 
indicate that a d i f f e r e n t process (most probably the isothermal mechanism) 
formed c l u s t e r s of c l u s t e r s than formed c l u s t e r s of galaxies. This would 
be taken as further evidence for the adiabatic theory. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
PRODUCING GALAXY CATALOGUES USING U.K. SCHMIDT PLATES AND COSMOS 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
In the future many galaxy catalogues w i l l be produced by 
automated plate measuring machines. Examples of such machines already i n 
existence are the COSMOS machine a t the Royal Observatory, Edinburgh and 
A.P.M. at the I n s t i t u t e of Astronomy, Cambridge. I n the detection and 
measurement of f a i n t images on photographic plates these machines have the 
important advantages of being quicker and more objective than even the 
most highly s k i l l e d human eye. However, as we s h a l l see, the machine 
production of galaxy catalogues r a i s e s i t s own problems and these have to 
be understood and overcome before any meaningful astronomical interpreation 
of the data can be made. I n t h i s chapter there will.^be- described., 
data reduction techniques developed to produce galaxy catalogues from 
COSMOS measurements. P a r t i c u l a r reference w i l l be made to the techniques 
required to produce consistent samples from large areas of wide f i e l d 
photographs. These techniques were developed i n the course of obtaining 
galaxy catalogues i n two colours from U.K. Schmidt plates of the S.G.P. 
f i e l d . The r e s u l t s of s t a t i s t i c a l analyses of these new catalogues w i l l 
be described i n Chapters 5 and 6. 
4.2 PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIAL 
The basic photographic material for our investigations here are 
fiv e wide-field plates taken with the U.K. Schmidt Telescope at Siding 
Springs. Table 4.1 gives f u l l d e t a i l s of these plates and Figure 4.1 
shows a map of the S.G.P. f i e l d . Some of these plates form part of the 




F i e l d RA Dec DKST No Date Exposure 
SGI? 0 h 53™ -28° 03 J 3721 Nov. 4 1977 80 min 
R 2775 Dec. 19 1976 90 min 
SRC 412 01 h09 m -30° 00 J 1920 Nov. 25 1975 60 min 
R 3780 Dec. 4 1977 90 min 
SRC 475 01 h06 m -25° 00 J 1916 Nov. 25 1975 60 min 
Notes: J = Kodak I l i a - J plus Schott GG 395 
R = Kodak I l i a - F plus Schott RG 630 
(in Paper I the Kodak 098 emulsion was used) 
Co-ordinates are plate centres for 1950.0 epoch. 
-20 - 542 541 540 539 
-25- 476 
J19IC 
475 474 473 
J 3721 
R2775 
S G P 
J1920 
R37B0 
-30-413 412 411 410 







Figure 4.1 Map showing 6°x6° SRC f i e l d s i n the immediate v i c i n i t y 
of the South Ga l a c t i c Pole (SGP). SRC f i e l d numbers 
are given. The numbers of the UKST plates used here 
are also shown i n the appropriate f i e l d . 
chosen for these analyses because i t was hoped that obscuration effects 
caused by our own galaxy might be l e s s l i k e l y to occur there. A l l the 
plates chosen for analysis were of high quality (taken i n good seeing 
conditions) and only the central unvignetted portions of the plates were 
used i n the analysis. 
4.3 THE COSMOS MACHINE 
4.3.1 Description 
COSMOS (CO-ordinates, Sizes,Magnitudes, Orientations and Shapes) 
i s b a s i c a l l y a f a s t , r a s t e r scanning microdensitometer with computing 
f a c i l i t i e s and software which allow on-line data processing. F u l l d e t a i l s 
of the machine's hardware are given i n Pratt (1977) and only a b r i e f 
description of the relevant points i s given here. The machine i s designed 
to work i n one of three modes - Mapping Mode (MM) which outputs p i x e l 
transmissions over an area with no on-line reduction ; Coarse Mode (CM) 
which outputs f u l l y on-line reduced data giving the positions of images 
above a cer t a i n isopho.te plus some 8 other parameters ; and Fine Mode (FM) 
which gives on-line reduction over small areas with many more parameters 
per image than CM. Data used here w i l l derive mainly from COSMOS'S CM 
output. However, data has also been obtained from MM and reduced using 
alternative o f f - l i n e software (McGillivray and Dodd, 1979) to provide consistency 
checks on re s u l t s obtained using CM. 
In both CM and MM COSMOS measures i n steps across a 1024 ym 
"lane" down which the machine ra s t e r scans before s t a r t i n g the next "lane". 
The s i z e of these steps determines the COSMOS p i x e l s i z e . For CM runs the 
step was taken to be 8 ym but for MM runs i t was constrained to be at l e a s t 
16 ym because of the amount of output which would otherwise be involved. 
COSMOS measures at each step i n CM and MM using a cathode ray 
tube whose "spot" has an e f f e c t i v e width of 32 ym. This measures l i g h t 
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transmitted through the plate on a transmission sc a l e quantised into 
128 l e v e l s . This transmission scale, on any p a r t i c u l a r run, may be 
converted into r e l a t i v e i n t e n s i t y units v i a the " c h a r a c t e r i s t i c curve" 
obtained from the "wedge" provided on most astronomical photographs. 
This provides the meachine with a r e l a t i v e photometric s c a l e . I n t h i s 
way the machine photometrically measures each p i x e l of the area to be 
g 
scanned. The machine's speed i s such that i t i s capable of doing 10 such 
measurements per hour. 
4.3.2 Primary Data Reduction 
This stage of the data reduction may be s p l i t into two equally 
important parts - consistent image detection (or definition) and then 
the measurement of the selected images (see also Kron 1978). The major 
part of the primary reduction procedures was done using packages developed 
by the COSMOS team at the Royal Observatory, Edinburgh. Since much 
depends on the e f f i c i e n c y of these packages a description of them w i l l 
be given now. 
F i r s t of a l l the reduction procedures changed between the f i r s t 
COSMOS CM runs (e.g. the runs used by E l l i s et a l (1977) ) and the CM runs 
used here. Improvements have been made, mainly i n the background following 
routines, to enable much larger areas to be consistently scanned. These 
larger areas were found to be necessary to ensure that the catalogues of 
fa i n t images obtained are representative samples and therefore suitable 
for s t a t i s t i c a l a n a l y s i s . 
The problem with t h i s new requirement i s that over large areas of 
a single Schmidt plate, the "sky" brightness varies considerably. These 
variations are mainly due to unevenness i n the s e n s i t i v i t y of the plate 
emulsion but they can also be caused by " r e a l " sky variations due to the 
presence of i n t e r s t e l l a r or i n t e r g a l a c t i c clouds. By choosing the areas 
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for study away from the g a l a c t i c plane, at the SGP, i t i s hoped to 
minimise the l a t t e r e f f e c t (but see Chapter 6 ) . However, to obtain 
consistent brightness measurements of two t r u l y s i m i l a r objects from two 
areas of plate that have different emulsion s e n s i t i v i t i e s , a procedure 
equivalent to background subtraction i s required. 
Of course, t h i s background subtraction (or background following) 
cannot be l e f t j u s t to the l a t e r measurement/photometry stage. I t must 
enter intothe image detection stage as w e l l . I f the only p i x e l s considered 
as possible candidates for photometry as images were those above some 
fixed isophote, t h i s would bias the numbers and brightnesses of images 
detected towards the more s e n s i t i v e areas of the plate. A badly inconsistent 
image detection stage cannot be righted by even the most sophisticated 
subsequent measurement procedure. With COSMOS CM the background subtrac-
tion was therefore done on-line. This also has the advantage that "noise" 
p i x e l s which f a l l below the detection threshold can be rejected quickly 
thus reducing data handling problems. 
The background subtraction algorithm i s based on the assumptions 
that :-
(a) A l l observed sky variations are caused by variations i n 
emulsion s e n s i t i v i t y . 
(b) This s e n s i t i v i t y depends only on the emulsion thickness at 
a p a r t i c u l a r point. 
(c) Whatever the thickness of the emulsion, i t s c h a r a c t e r i s t i c 
curve remains constant. 
Thus i t can be shown that for 2 t r u l y s i m i l a r objects in 2 
separate areas of plate. 
1° = I C x I S k Y / I S k y <4-D A l 2 1 ' 2 
C C SJcv Sky where I , I are the central i n t e n s i t i e s of images 1 and 2 and I #I~ 
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are the average background i n t e n s i t i e s around these images. 
Similar equations hold for other " t r u l y " comparable isophotes. 
We are interested here i n setting consistently a l o c a l threshold i n t e n s i t y 
l e v e l above which pix e l s are to be regarded as signal and below which 
p i x e l s are to be regarded as noise. This "threshold cut" must therefore 
be set always at the same true isophote independent of variations i n the 
photographic emulsion thickness. From (1) t h i s isophote i s given by 
i j * = i j * (1 + f) ( 4.2) 
where f i s a constant f r a c t i o n . Here the threshold i n t e n s i t y i s said to 
be f x 100 % of sky. 
Sky 
To obtain I the frequency histogram of p i x e l transmission across 
every r a s t e r of each lane i s obtained. The median value of t h i s 
d i s t r i b u t i o n i s found. These values are smoothed i n 1024 ym x 1024 ym 
bins and a low order polynomial f i t t e d down each lane. The f i t t e d value 
of T at a p a r t i c u l a r bin i s then defined as the sky background transmission 
l e v e l for that bin. This i s converted to intens i t y u n i t s , I , , v i a the 
sky 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c curve, I _ , = (1 + f ) I s k v calculated and I , . converted 
thresh . f thresh 
back to transmission units, T . . The lane i s then remeasured and only 
thresh 1 
p i x e l s with transmission lower than T t h r e s i l a r e taken as s i g n a l . Figure 4.2 
shows the sky background contour map obtained for the plate J3721. 
COSMOS then on-line (in CM) pattern analyses each p i x e l into i t s 
parent image. To ease data handling problems images which then have l e s s 
than lO p i x e l s are rejected. From eyeball comparisons the pattern a n a l y s i s 
has been seen to be working well for a l l images except for very bright 
s t e l l a r images which i t tended to break up into many smaller images (see 
Figure 4.3). The area around such images has to be d r i l l e d out as "holes". 
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Figure 4.2 Sky background brightness map as outputted for p l a t e J3721 
by COSMOS. The contours represent areas of constant 
background transmission. The v a r i a t i o n s are thought to 
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Figure 4.3 Large images are broken up by the COSMOS pattern analyser. 
Therefore areas such as that shown here have to be removed ; 
(or " d r i l l e d " ) from the COSMOS datasets (see Figure 4.10). 
These "holes" are ignored i n the subsequent s t a t i s t i c a l 
analyses. 
Details of these holes are given for each plate i n Table 4.2 
Unfortunately, no indications are given by the COSMOS pattern 
analyser of the probability that a p a r t i c u l a r image i s a merged image. 
However, a t the threshold cuts we are using here loss of images due to 
merging i s not expected to be a serious problem. 
For each image the required parameters can now be measured and 
recorded on magnetic tape. The parameters measured i n CM are given i n 
Table 4.3. No more sophisticated photometric procedures were used i n 
t h i s measurement stage than were used i n the detection stage. I t w i l l be 
seen that t h i s accuracy of measurement i s adequate for our purposes here. 
4.4 OBTAINING RELATIVE MAGNITUDES FROM COSMOS CM DATA 
I t can be seen from Table 4.3 that for CM runs the integrated 
p i x e l i n t e n s i t y , T.^, was not outputted as an image parameter. This was 
because the hardwiring of the machine CM software was too i n f l e x i b l e to 
allow i t s computation. This i n f l e x i b i l i t y was one of the reasons why 
E l l i s et a l resorted to selecting t h e i r galaxy samples cn the basis of 
isophotal image angular diameter, d, which can be computed from the 
outputted parameters, instead of selecting by brightness. However, i t i s 
more desirable to s e l e c t on the basis of integrated p i x e l i n t e n s i t y , E^,' 
and the reason for t h i s i s because the errors on are l e s s than those 
on d. This can be c l e a r l y seen by considering the errors i n A, the t o t a l 
number of p i x e l s above threshold for a p a r t i c u l a r image. For a c i r c u l a r 
image with a c e n t r a l l y peaked p r o f i l e the major contribution to A w i l l 
be from p i x e l s whose i n t e n s i t i e s are very close to the threshold value. 
Because sky has random noise imposed on i t and because machine measurement 
i s imperfect and subject to error, these p i x e l s are the ones with which i t 
can be said with l e a s t certainty that they t r u l y l i e above the threshold 
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COSMOS IMAGE PARAMETERS 
1. X - coordinate of image centroid. 
2. Y - coordinate of image centroid. 
3. Maximum X coordinate of image. 
4. Minimum X coordinate of image. 
5. Maximum Y coordinate of image. 
6. Minimum Y coordinate of image. 
7. Area. 
8. Minimum Transmission of Image. 
9. Local Threshold Transmission. 
10. Code r e l a t i n g to orientation of image. 
A l l coordinates measured i n units of — s of microns. 
Area i s quantised i n 8 ym x 8 ym p i x e l s . 
Transmissions are d i g i t i s e d into 127 l e v e l s ( 0 —*• 127) . 
i t can be seen that when A i s small the f r a c t i o n a l error i n A can be very 
large indeed. These arguments apply with even greater force to the 
measurement of the angular diameter, d. 
On the other hand with E^ . the pix e l s near the threshold are 
weighted l e s s and the central, high i n t e n s i t y p i x e l s weighted more. The 
l a t t e r are l e s s subject to fluctuations because they l i e higher above the 
sky noise. Thus i f E^ were available i t would be possible to right some 
of these errors made i n the detection procedure by doing a secondary 
selection within the detected images based on r e j e c t i n g images whose E ^ s 
were too f a i n t . 
Although E was not available, a method was devised to obtain, 
image magnitudes from the COSMOS CM data parameters. The errors on t h i s 
estimated magnitude were greater than on E^ but l e s s than on A or d. 
The method involved using M.M. to f i r s t find the a r e a l i n t e n s i t y 
p r o f i l e of a number of CM measured images. such p r o f i l e s are shown i n 
Figure 4.4* Also shown are the Gaussians 
I ( r ) - I e ^ ( 4- 3> o 
which pass through the central i n t e n s i t y I Q ( r = 0) and the threshold 
i n t e n s i t y 1 ^ (r = a) . These Gaussians give reasonably good f i t s to 
the MM p r o f i l e s and therefore by integrating under t h i s p r o f i l e r e l a t i v e 
magnitudes can be obtained for a l l images. Indeed the magnitudes obtained 
were tec h n i c a l l y t o t a l magnitudes since the integration was done to 
i n f i n i t y but i n practice the difference between t o t a l and isophotal 
magnitudes i s found to be small at the threshold cuts of sky used here. 
The smaller errors on the magnitude, m, then, say, on area A, a r i s e because 
the weighting has been taken, to some extent, away from peripheral p i x e l s 
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100 200 300 
A { 8 Mm x 8pm pixels ) 
Figure 4 - 4 Profiles from COSI*DS m data of images on plate J1920 ir. terms 
of intensity, I (arbitrary units), as a function of area A. 
Straight lines are Gaussian f i t s to the central intensity and 
area at threshold. The isophotal magnitudes, obtained by 
pixel addition, differ from the Gaussian f i t t e d isophotal 
magnitudes by only C^.Ol for the 1^.2 star and cP.14 for the 
galaxy. As total magnitudes are used i n the analysis, 
this difference i s lessened by the obvious tendency of the 
Gaussian f i t to underestimate the amount of light In the wings 
below the threshold. 
towards the central p i x e l and I t s transmission, T , . The error i n 
min 
T i s small because i t l i e s high above sky noise and i t i s constrained min 
i n one direction because i t i s a minimum value. Of course, the errors 
are s t i l l higher than i f 1^ were available. However, we are s t i l l able to 
make a secondary selection of objects by estimated brightness to improve 
the s e l e c t i o n accuracy of our samples. 
Also to improve the photometry low percentage threshold cuts of 
sky were used (see Table 4.2 ) . This meant that a larger number of 
p i x e l s were measured per image thus reducing errors. I n the secondary 
se l e c t i o n procedure care was taken to define our sample l i m i t s s u f f i c i e n t l y 
bright so that not more than a few percent - of images had l e s s than 50 
measured p i x e l s . This also was done to reduce photometry errors. 
We used the small overlap area between plates J3721 and J1920 
to compare magnitudes obtained using the above techniques for images 
detected on both plate s . The standard error on our magnitudes was found 
to become s l i g h t l y worse as the images reached f a i n t e r l i m i t s . Averaging 
these errors over magnitude bins (weighting towards those bins with more 
images) gave an estimate of the average standard error i n our samples to 
be ± 0.25 m. 
This error estimate, of course, represents only random error. I t 
w i l l be arerued in. Section 4.5 that comparison-of COSMOS, and standard photo-
metry shows- systematic COSMOS photometric errors only a f f e c t bright s j t e l l a r 
images. E f f o r t s are being made to confirm t h i s r e s u l t by comparing f a i n t 
O0SMOS' galaxy magnitudes with .more .accurate! PDS magnitudes. 
This detection procedure as described above should be consistent i n 
each part of the plate with the only effect of t h i s residual photometric error 
being towards including more tr u l y f a i n t objects everywhere. This small bias 
w i l l not a f f e c t the angular homogeneity of detection and thus w i l l not r e s t r i c t 
the s t a t i s t i c a l analyses of galaxy d i s t r i b u t i o n used i n Chapter 6. 
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4.5 ABSOLUTE CALIBRATION OF COSMOS MAGNITUDES 
The r e l a t i v e magnitudes obtained above have now to be calibrated 
on an absolute s c a l e . There existed 2 possible sources of ca l i b r a t i o n -
the U.K.S.T. night sky photometer-readings on the night each plate was 
taken and s t e l l a r and galaxy photometry already available on these f i e l d s . 
Unfortunately, the UKST night sky photometer i s immoveable and takes 
simultaneous readings at the South C e l e s t i a l Pole introducing an unknown 
correction when transferring to the f i e l d concerned. We also have evidence 
for substantial variations i n the night sky brightness a t Siding Spring 
over the 2 year period between the taking of plates J1916/1920 and that 
of plate J3721 ; small overlap regions show the sky for plates J1916/1920 
to be 0 m5 brighter than that for J3721. This makes i t impossible to use 
any subsequent photometry of the sky brightness i n these regions. 
Certain deficiencies i n COSMOS photometry at bright l i g h t l e v e l s 
also put r e s t r i c t i o n s on how t h i s c a l i b r a t i o n can be done using s t e l l a r 
sequences. F i r s t l y , the COSMOS photomultiplier has a poor dynamic range. 
This means that :' a bright measured transmission- w i l l generally corres-
pond to a wide range i n i n t e n s i t y . The res u l t i n g inaccuracy i s worsened 
due to large quantisation errors i n the transmission due to t h e i r being 
d i g i t i s e d . 
Secondly, the COSMOS photomultiplier "spot" has a wide j width 
of 32 ym. This means that when stepping with an 8 ym increment COSMOS 
measurements smooth over a large number of 8 y m p i x e l elements. This 
has the e f f e c t of smoothing many noisy p i x e l i n t e n s i t i e s which would have 
to be smoothed anyway. However, by smoothing i n t h i s way, COSMOS i s 
averaging i n transmission and therefore i s smoothing non-linearly i n 
int e n s i t y . This approximation does not matter for f a i n t i n t e n s i t i e s 
where the relationships with transmission i s almost l i n e a r anyway but i t 
7o 
w i l l be important for bright s t a r s . 
Thirdly, the COSMOS spot also has a "halo" which extends for 
perhaps 200 urn i n radius. This e x i s t s because the speed of COSMOS* scan 
makes i t impossible to use "stops" to cut down t h i s halo's s i z e . Again 
t h i s halo makes COSMOS transmission measurements underestimate true values 
and makes the photometry of bright, sharply profiled,objects even l e s s 
r e l i a b l e . For fa i n t images, however, t h i s error becomes l e s s and l e s s 
important. 
These problems mean a substantial scale error e x i s t s in COSMOS 
magnitudes for brighter images and therefore only f a i n t s t e l l a r sequences 
can be used to ca l i b r a t e COSMOS readings. Unfortunately, r e l i a b l e 
f a i n t sequences are at present rare i n the Southern Hemisphere. We have 
used an unpublished electronographic sequence from Dr. M.R.S. Hawkins 
(Royal Observatory, Edinburgh) and one unpublished Racine prism sequence 
from Dr. J Graham ( Cerro Tololo) . 
Each of these sequences has i t s own possible s c a l e errors. There 
was known to be problems with non-linear response of the nuclear emulsion 
used to obtain the electronographic sequences. With the Racine sequence 
m 
a 6 prism step was used to proceed from calibrated bright s t a r s to f a i n t 
images. This large step was unsupported by any f a i n t photoelectric photo-
metry. Therefore care must be taken i n the comparisons below between COSMOS 
photometry and these sequences. 
I t i s f i r s t useful to find from the more r e l i a b l e bright sequence 
members the extent of the scale error i n COSMOS magnitudes for bright images. 
From COSMOS measurements of the SGP2 sequence stars find the parameters o of 
eqn. 4.3 for each s t a r . This gives a measure of the width of the image. 
Since s t a r s are point sources spread i d e a l l y only by atmospheric e f f e c t s 
t h e i r i n t e n s i t y p r o f i l e s should be f i t t e d by Gaussians which vary i n 
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amplitude but not i n width whatever the magnitude of the s t a r . Figure 4.5 
shows these a's plotted against magnitude as recorded by Hawkins. As 
expected on the basis of the above COSMOS scale error arguments, the width 
of s t e l l a r images i s correlated with brightness to about as f a i n t l i m i t s 
as 19Jmag.Fainter than t h i s s t e l l a r widths are roughly constant with 
increasing magnitude. Thus COSMOS scale error i s only expected to af f e c t 
m 
s t a r s brighter than 19 . For galaxies with t h e i r lower surface brightness 
t h i s l i m i t may be pushed even lower. 
Figure 4.6 shows the graphs of COSMOS r e l a t i v e magnitudes plotted 
against the sequence photometry. I d e a l l y l i n e s through the points should 
o o have 45 slopes. The non-45 slope for bright images i s partly due to COSMOS 
scale error. Fainter than t h i s . reasonably, s i m i l a r behaviour i s 
o 
shown by the sequences. The 45 l i n e which most reasonably f i t s the points for 
both . sequenced, p"ast 19.5 crosses the M -M . =0.0 l i n e at^'roughly -22 .9 implying 
C SJcy 
t h i s as the value for on J3721. However, there i s large uncertainty 
i n t h i s value. This uncertainty i s caused by the known possible scale errors 
i n che sequence and' i s increased'because of the randos errors in. the. COSlSDS 
magnitude*- sysftfana. 
There was also available photometry of the s p i r a l galaxy NGC 253 
(Pence, private communication) which l i e s i n the f i e l d of plate J3721. 
PDS measurements of t h i s plate by Drs. J Godwin and D. Carter ^Oxford) gave 
Sky —2 Pj = 23.0 ±.2mag arcsec • (see Fig.4.1). This i s a more r e l i a b l e value 
than those obtained from the sequences and so we adopt t h i s value for the 
J3721 sky brightness. Small overlap regions between J3721 and the other 
J plates allows us to c a l i b r a t e t h e i r magnitude scales as well (see Table 
4.2) . 
In the R band we are l e s s well off for photometry. A l l that i s 
available to us i s the Hawkins electronographic sequence and the correction 
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between h i s magnitude system and our own i s uncertain. However, the 
Skv —0 value of u t h i s sequence indicates, 21.75 mag a'rcsec" » produces 
R 
observed R number consistent with predictions (see chapter 5) and so we 
t e n t a t i v e l y use t h i s value to give our absolute R s c a l e . But the R 
photometry for these f i e l d s c l e a r l y requires much more investigation. 
4.6 STAR GALAXY SEPARATION 
The extension of our deep galaxy studies to larger areas of plate 
also meant that improvements had to be made i n the automatic star-galaxy 
separation algorithsm. In the e a r l i e r work of P h i l l i p p s et a l , 1978, 
the. technique used was that of McGillivray et =al. (1976)where the lower surface 
brightness of galaxies forms the distinguishing c r i t e r i o n . Here the same 
basic technique was used. A small area of plate i s "eyeballed" and s t a r -
galaxy separated by eye. Differences i n i d e n t i f i c a t i o n between d i f f e r e n t 
observers are small down to the 50 p i x e l l i m i t with a 7% cut. A T . -log A 
min 3 
diagram (see Figure 4.9) i s drawn for these images and the t h i r d order of 
polynomials f i t t e d to the s t e l l a r objects by l e a s t squares. Good f i t s 
are obtained by s p l i t t i n g the curve into parts for f i t t i n g , then'each part 
of the curve i s moved to the right by an a r b i t r a r y amount to provide a 
good upper envelope to the observed s t a r d i s t r i b u t i o n . With perfect 
measuring the s t a r s should l i e on a l i n e but random errors spread t h i s 
l i n e out. The horizontal part of the s t a r curve at low values of T . 
mm 
i s caused by saturation due to the wide COSMOS spot more and more under-
estimating the central transmission of brighter s t a r s . The flattening of 
slope at the f a i n t end i s caused by the increased proportion of sky 
measured with each image. 
This curve then sets the l o c a l star-galaxy separation c r i t e r i a -
above t h i s curve a l l objects are galaxies,: below s t a r s . Errors involved 








10 100 1 0 0 0 
A 
Figure 4.8 The distribution of minimum transmission, T . . and isophotal 
2 
area A for a l l images within a 1 cm area of a J plate. Plus 
signs represent images c l a s s i f i e d by eye as galaxies; dots 
represent stars. The curve i s the most successful seb of 
cubics dividing the distribution with area A ^ 50 into the two types 
when the curve i s used l o c a l l y . 
The major possible source of error i s introduced i n using t h i s 
star-galaxy separation over widely varying areas of plate. Two major 
corrections to the star curve have to be made. The f i r s t corrects the 
shape of the curve f o r changes i n emulsion s e n s i t i v i t y . A brighter back-
ground than i n the o r i g i n a l eyeballed area pushes the f a i n t e r stars i n 
Figure 4.1? downwards since the brighter background contributes to the i 
measured T . of these images. I t can be shown,(Fong. private communica-min * ' 
tion) that i f the upper envelope from the o r i g i n a l area (average background 
transmission To) i s given by 
T . = g (log A) nun 
then i n an area where the average background i s T^ 
g(log A) T T - (A+B) T +AB{- AB (T -T,) I — o 1 1 -4 o 1 T . c 
m l n gdog A) (T -T,)+ T Tn +(A+B) T + AB ( 4 " 4 ) 
O 1 O 1 o 
where A and B are constants defined by the plate's characteristic curve 
and t h i s i s used i n the new area as the c r i t e r i a f o r star-galaxy separation. 
As well as the variations i n emulsion s e n s i t i v i t y , there i s another 
e f f e c t which vgries these star-galaxy separation c r i t e r i a over the plate. 
The COSMOS spot has a constant depth of focus of roughly ± 25 pm but the 
plate to be measured can sag by ± 100 um i n the centre of the COSMOS plat e -
holder. This means that the e f f e c t i v e atmospheric seeing f o r the plate i s 
increased where images are r e l a t i v e l y defocussed. This affects star-galaxy 
separation because the actual d i v i s i o n between stars and galaxies i s moved 
further to the r i g h t i n Figure 4.8 than-otherwise would be predicted. 
This e f f e c t i s taken i n t o account by f i r s t drawing an ef f e c t i v e 
"seeing" map for the whole p l a t e . This i s done by finding the median width 
of a l l images i n each of 25 (= 5 x 5) 0.6 sq. deg. bins across the plat e . 
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These median widths give an estimate of the r e l a t i v e amounts of sag i n each 
part of the plate. A 2-dimensional interpolation i s carried out between 
the b i n centres on a 40 x 40 g r i d to smooth these estimates. The star-
galaxy separation curve f i t t e d i n Figure 4.? i s then sh i f t e d along the 
log A axis by an amount kA S where AS i s the change i n median seeing i n another 
area and k i s a f i t t e d constant f o r each plate . 
The movement of the corrected curves f o r each plate was checked by 
p l o t t i n g T . - log A scatter plots and the predicted curves for small mm 
regions over the whole measured area. For J3721 extensive eyeball checks 
were also carried out to v e r i f y these procedures. The f i n a l o verall 
proportion of bins i d e n t i f i c a t i o n by the automatic procedure was found to 
be 10%. Inevitably, t h i s number of image . misidentifications consisted 
of s l i g h t l y d i f f e r e n t proportions of stars and galaxies i n d i f f e r e n t regions 
but t h i s d id not bias the re s u l t i n g d i s t r i b u t i o n t o any marked extent. 
Shown i n Figure 4.3 are the resulting correlations between number 
density and background transmission for stars and galaxies from 2 plates;these show 
no sizeable biases. Figure' 4.lo shows the images c l a s s i f i e d as stars and 
galaxies on the 3 regions i n J and R. The randomness of the star d i s t r i b u -
t i o n as opposed to the clumpy galaxy d i s t r i b u t i o n i s further q u a l i t a t i v e 
evidence f o r the success of the above methods. The number density of stars 
and galaxies detected to magnitude l i m i t s 21.5 i n J and 19.75 i n R f o r 
the various plates are also shown i n Table 4.2. 
Having defined our deep, magnitude l i m i t e d galaxy catalogues thus 
we now move on to t h e i r s t a t i s t i c a l analysis. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
SELECTION EFFECTS OPERATING ON DEEP SCHMIDT PLATES 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
To carry out comparisons of the correlations obtained from deep 
samples with those obtained from shallower catalogues we need to f i n d an 
"average depth" for the deep samples. I n the absence of reds h i f t informa-
t i o n for i n d i v i d u a l galaxies t h i s depth must be estimated by considering 
the theoretical galaxy number-redshift r e l a t i o n , n ( z ) , (or, equivalently 
the galaxy selection function, <{>(z) ) for the sample. The selection of 
a galaxy at a p a r t i c u l a r r e d s h i f t depends not only on the brightness l i m i t 
of the sample but also on a number of other factors including the luminosity 
function of galaxies, t h e i r k-corrections, luminosity evolution and the 
re l a t i v e proportions of t h e i r d i v i s i o n i n t o more phological types. Many 
d i f f e r e n t models fo r these galaxy properties have been suggested and a l l 
are subject to much uncertainty (see E l l i s 1979) f o r a review. 
Fortunately information about these parameters i s contained i n our 
samples, i n a manner independent of the galaxy d i s t r i b u t i o n . We can t e s t 
between these models by seeing which combination best predicts the observed 
number-magnitude relationships. This approach i s similar to tha t of E l l i s 
et a l (1977) who f i t t e d the number-angular diameter relationship with the 
same aim. This approach w i l l also be investigated here. 
Another handle on these models can be gained through the observed 
galaxy number - (J-R) d i s t r i b u t i o n . Thus we also discuss i n t h i s chapter 
the method of obtaining t h i s d i s t r i b u t i o n for one of the J-R plate pairs 
and the results from i t s subsequent modelling. 
Having found the best f i t t i n g models we can calculate n(z) and 
<(>(z) (see Peebles 197.3, Ph i l l i p p s et a l , 1978). <|>(z) i s then used i n 
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Limber's formula (see Chapter 2) to predict the correlation amplitudes 
expected at these depths. 
F i n a l l y , we also discuss b r i e f l y the number-magnitude relations 
and colour d i s t r i b u t i o n s for the s t e l l a r samples. Although these have 
been produced almost by default, they contain, p o t e n t i a l l y much information 
both on s t e l l a r populations at the galactic poles,and quasars. 
5.2 MODELS 
We sh a l l look b r i e f l y here at the input models from which theor-
e t i c a l number counts can be computed. Certain of the parameter choices 
are similar to those used i n E l l i s et a l (1977). 
We always adopt the Schechter form f o r the galaxy luminosity 
function (Schechter, 1976) with the values of his a and 3 parameters f o r 
the various galaxy types taken from Tinsley (1977) and shown i n Table 5.1. 
The absolute normalisation fo t h i s luminosity function was given by taking 
Schechter's <(> to be 0.0022 as recommended by Felten (1977). This value 
has been corrected upwards for the e f f e c t of galactic obscuration which 
has been input i n t o our models as 0.25m i n J and 0.12m i n R (at the 
galactic pole). The r e l a t i v e proportions of galaxy types was taken from 
Pence (1976) but the e f f e c t of assuming a mix more weighted towards l a t e 
types (Tinsleyj, 1977) i s also discussed (see Table 5.1) . The value of 
* 
Schechter's M was taken for these types also from Tinsley (1977). These 
magnitudes are isophotal and are corrected to t o t a l magnitudes using the 
relations 
J T = B(0) - 0.5 
= r(0) (see Kron, 1978, Dixon ri978) 
The width of the luminosity function was cut f o r a l l types at 
* 
M ±4.0 mag. 
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TABLE 5.1 





M J a J-R K (z) K R(z, 
E 12.5% -20.70 1 .25 1.65 5.0z - 1.4z2 1.09z + 1.28z2 
SO 25 -20.70 1 .25 1.65 5.0z - 1.4z2 1.09z + 1.28z2 
Sab 25 -20.80 1 .25 1.45 4.0z - 1.5z2 1.02z + 0.92z2 
Sbc 17.5 -20.95 1 .25 1.10 3.2z - 1.4z2 -0.03z + 1.23z2 
Scd 13 -20.30 2 .00 0.96 3.0z - 2 2.0z -0.'21z + l . l l z
2 
Sdm 7 -20.35 2 .00 0.85 2.0z - 1.5z2 -0.63z + 1.03z2 
Notes: 1. A l l data assumes H 
o 
— 50 km s 1 „ -1 Mpc 
2. Luminosity functions follow Schechter's (1976)relations with 
f a i n t end slope a (see EFP eqns 3 & 4) , 3 = 0.025. 
3. K-terms as a function of re d s h i f t z, K(z), were calculated 
using data taken from Pence (1976). 
4. Galactic absorbtion A = Om.25, A = om.16 was assumed. 
J R 
5. Felten's (1977) normalisation of •* = 0.CO22 was taken f o r 
the luminosity function o v e r a l l . This normalisation applies 
outside the Galactic poles, i . e . before any absorbtion 
correction. 
6. Evolutionary corrections f o r the standard model were derived 
from the slow star formation models of Tinsley (1978). 
The model for the galaxy k-corrections i n J and R f o r the various 
types i s taken from Pence (1976). These are less certain i n J at high 
r e d s h i f t than i n R. The model for galaxy luminosity evolution was supplied 
by Tinsley (private communication) and features, i n p a r t i c u l a r , evolutionary 
brightening of e l l i p t i c a l s and S<j>'s i n J. This model i s called a slow star 
formation (SSF) model and predicts much less brightening than Tinsley's 
previous "conservative" evolution used by E l l i s et a l , constraints on t h i s 
model coming from observations on the n i g h t sky brightness ( Dube et al,1977), 
it 
The colour indices of galaxies which allows us to convert M 's 
from J to R are again taken from Tinsley (1977) and are as shown i n 
Table 5.1. 
With these models theoretical number counts can then be calculated . 
This i s done by computing from the luminosity function the number of galaxies 
at each r e d s h i f t that are brighter than the sample l i m i t (taking into 
account k corrections, evolution, e t c ) . This general method applies whither 
the sample i s l i m i t e d i n isophote and area or i n apparent magnitude. 
5.3 NUMBER-ANGULAR DIAMETER RELATIONS 
In the work of Phillipps,eta]( 1978) the deep samples were l i m i t e d 
by isophotal angular diameter. I n E l l i s et a l (1977) the selection 
effects i n such samples were examined, we can l i m i t the present COSMOS 
samples either i n angular diameter or i n apparent magnitude. Limiting the 
samples by apparent magnitude i s more conventional and makes easier any 
comparisons with shallower samples. I t i s worthwile, however, to f i r s t 
investigate how well we can model the d i s t r i b u t i o n of angular diameters 
i n these samples. 
To do t h i s we follow the same procedure as i n E l l i s et a l i n which 
reasonable galaxy luminosity p r o f i l e s are convolved with a Gaussian "point 
spread" function and the image angular diameter calculated at the isophote 
78 
relevant f o r the sample. I f t h i s diameter f a l l s below the sample size 
l i m i t then the galaxy i s excluded from the predicted counts (for f u l l e r 
account see Ph i l l i p p s 1979). 
Presented i n Figure 5.1 are the observed d i f f e r e n t i a l angular 
diameter counts, n(d), f o r our 5 samples. The angular diameters are 
calculated from the COSMOS image parameters according to the algorithm 
of E l l i s et a l . These counts are l i m i t e d by the COSMOS 10 p i x e l detection 
cut o f f , but are uncertain at d < 5'* because star galaxy separation was 
not v e r i f i e d by eye to such small scales. The slopes at large d are con-
sistent among the J samples and also among the R samples. The larger 
numbers i n the J3721 sample compared to the J1916/J1920 samples are as a 
res u l t of t h i s sample being complete to a f a i n t e r isophote, (see Table 4.2). 
To i l l u s t r a t e the problems involved i n t h i s approach, we consider 
the modelling of the J3721 n(d). Here we are i n a better position than 
E l l i s et a l because value for the threshold isophote can be determined from 
the absolute photometry (see Section 4.5). This value i s calculated t o be 
-2 
25-.75mag arcsec f o r the J3721 scan. 
E l l i s et a l showed that the form of n(d) not only depended on the 
value f o r t h i s isophote but also on the width of point spread function used. 
This width was estimated f o r these samples from f i t t i n g Gaussians to the 
central i n t e n s i t y and area, A, c f a number of stars (see e.g. Figure 4.4). 
The "seeing" width adopted for t h i s plate was 3.2". 
Using the parameters with the Pence mix and other parameter values 
i n Table 5.1, the n(d)'s are predicted as shown i n Figure 5.2. Curves are 
shown calculated both with and without SSF evolution. 
As we s h a l l see the parameters used i n the s o l i d curve give a good 
representation to the observed n(m) curves. However, Figure 5.2 shows that 
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1 0 1-5 
LOG (c!) ( a r c s e c ) 
Predicted d i f f e r e n t i a l angular diameter counts f o r plate J3721, 
Curve P represents the prediction f o r the model using the 
Pence mix with no evolution and curve P + SSF the predict i o n 
for Pence mix with SSF evolution. The isopde.te used was 
-2 1 1 26.0 J mag arcsec and the seeing was 3.2 
at large d where neither the r e d s h i f t dependent parameters nor seeing 
have much e f f e c t . The only way to produce agreement here would be to 
-2 
make the isophote f a i n t e r by up to 1.5 mag arc sec which i s unquestionably 
too f a i n t . I t seems that images (at large d) as measured by COSMOS are 
j u s t too extensive. 
The probable cause i s the halo around the COSMOS spot. Even 
when the spot centre i s a substantial distance away, a bright object w i l l 
s t i l l be making a substantial contribution to the measured l i g h t v i a t h i s 
halo. This would make the angular size of b r i g h t images much larger than 
expected. The way to take account of t h i s i n the model would be by using 
a more r e a l i s t i c point-spread function than a Gaussian, but t h i s i s d i f f i -
c u l t because the exact shape of the COSMOS spot p r o f i l e i s unknown. Thus 
we prefer to model the n(m) curves to obtain our selection functions. As 
we have seen the e f f e c t of t h i s halo i s not as drastic on our magnitudes 
since these are weighted by the central i n t e n s i t y which i s less affected 
by t h i s problem. 
5.4 NUMBER MAGNITUDE RELATIONS 
Many observed number-magnitude relations have been presented i n 
recent years using a variety of techniques. Presented f i r s t i n Figures 5.3a 
and 5.3b are summaries of the i n t e g r a l results i n the J and i&passbands 
respectively (where results were obtained i n d i f f e r e n t magnitude systems the 
usual approximate correction factors were applied). Most previous work 
has been done near the J band and although the counts seem reasonably 
consistent over the range of in t e r e s t here, i t can be seen that outside 
t h i s range, there are some large variations between the d i f f e r e n t observers. 
Some of t h i s v a r i a t i o n i s probably caused by inadequate corrections f o r the 
di f f e r e n t , magnitude systems ; the rest can only be caused by systematic, 
differences i n either photometric scale, .or, perhaps, i n star.galaxy separation 
techniques. I n the R band the v a r i a t i o n between observers seems less. However 
80 
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F i g u r e 5.3(a) Observed J i n t e g r a l g a l a x y number magnitude counts from 
our UKST samples and the o t h e r samples r e f e r e n c e d . These 
counts s l o p e s agree r e a s o n a b l y over the s h o r t range o f 
i n t e r e s t here ( m 18 $ m $ 21.5 ) but d i s a g r e e a t both f a i n t e r J J 
and b r i g h t e r magnitudes. 
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F i g u r e 5.3(b) Observed R i n t e g r a l galaxy number magnitude counts from UKST 
and o t h e r samples. 
t h i s i s probably only c o i n c i d e n c e s i n c e the c o r r e c t i o n s f o r the v a r i o u s red p a s s -
bands are even l e s s c e r t a i n than f o r the b l u e . Thus the p o i n t to be made 
before t r y i n g to model, f o r i n s t a n c e , the slop e of t h e n(m)'s i s t h a t i t i s by 
no means c e r t a i n what th e observed n(m) s l o p e a c t u a l l y i s . Under these 
c i r c u m s t a n c e s i t i s thought b e s t to con c e n t r a t e on modelling only our own 
r e s u l t s . T h i s has the advantage o f c o n s i s t e n c y and i t a l s o means t h a t we 
w i l l be b e t t e r p l a c e d to al l o w i n the modelling f o r the e f f e c t s of any 
e r r o r s . 
Presented i n F i g u r e s 5.4a and 5.4b are t h e COSMOS number counts 
p l o t t e d i n d i f f e r e n t i a l form. To give a wider b a s e l i n e i n J , the number 
counts o f Kron (1978) a r e a l s o p l o t t e d . The agreement between th e s e two 
over t h e i r o v e r l a p r e g i o n i s good w i t h the n(m) s l o p e a t m = 21.5 being 
measured as 0.44 i n the logarithm. The f i r s t s t e p i s t o f i n d t o what 
magnitude l i m i t our samples a r e complete and u n a f f e c t e d by the COSMOS iO 
p i x e l d e t e c t i o n c u t o f f . The dashed l i n e i n F i g u r e 5.5 shows t h a t a number 
magnitude p r e d i c t i o n i n c o r p o r a t i n g the s i z e c u t o f f a t the ap p r o p r i a t e 
isophote d i f f e r s l i t t l e from a p r e d i c t i o n f o r a simple magnitude-limited 
sample to m = 21.5. Even p a s t t h i s p o i n t the data shows no f a l l o f f i n J 
the observed n(m). By s i m i l a r c o n s i d e r a t i o n s the R samples were a l s o 
found to be complete a t 19.75 mag. 
The dashed l i n e i n F i g u r e 5.5 was convolved w i t h a Gaussian o f 
h a l f - w i d t h 0.3 m, the estim a t e d average e r r o r i n the magnitudes. T h i s was 
done to check t h a t the n(m) c u r v e s were not too s e n s i t i v e to photometric 
e r r o r . The dot-dashed l i n e i n F i g u r e 5.5 i s the r e s u l t and t h i s shows 
n e g l i g i b l e d i f f e r e n c e from the unconvolved p r e d i c t i o n i n the reg i o n of i n t e r e s t . 
The o b s e r v a t i o n s i n J are s t e e p e r than the p r e d i c t i o n based on 
the Pence mix w i t h no l u m i n o s i t y e v o l u t i o n . The i n c l u s i o n o f SSF luminos-
i t y e v o l u t i o n s u b s t a n t i a l l y improves the agreement. However, i t cannot 
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F i g u r e 5.4 (a) D i f f e r e n t i a l number counts p e r square degree f o r 
g a l a x i e s i n 0.5 magnitude i n t e r v a l s p l o t t e d a g a i n s t 
J magnitude f o r v a r i o u s s u r v e y s . The UKST counts were 
taken from a l l 3 J p l a t e s . The s o l i d c urve i s t h e 
p r e d i c t i o n o f t h e s t a n d a r d model. The dashed l i n e has 
no l u m i n o s i t y e v o l u t i o n . The agreement between the 
UKST counts and other w e l l c a l i b r a t e d data confirms the 
a c c u r a c y o f our photometry. 
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F i g u r e %.4 ( b ) A s F i g u r e 5.4(a) but f o r R c o u n t s . The UKST 
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F i g u r e 5 - 5 P r e d i c t e d d i f f e r e n t i a l number magnitude counts 
f o r g a l a x i e s i n the J band. The dashed curve 
a p p l i e s to a sample d e f i n e d by the COSMOS image 
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s i z e l i m i t . a t the y T =. 26.0 mag. a r c s e c 
isophote. The s o l i d curve a p p l i e s to-ia deep 
sample unaff e c t e d by such s i z e and s u r f a c e 
b r i g h t n e s s s e l e c t i o n e f f e c t s . Both p r e d i c t i o n s 
use the standard model. The agreement,for 
J < 21.5 i n d i c a t e s the COSMOS s e l e c t i o n procedure 
does n o t b i a s our magnitude l i m i t e d samples. 
thus be concluded t h a t these n(ra) curves r e p r e s e n t evidence f o r galaxy 
l u m i n o s i t y e v o l u t i o n . T h i s i s seen by c o n s i d e r i n g the p r e d i c t i o n s from 
the T i n s l e y mix of galaxy types ; F i g u r e 5.4a shows t h a t a model u s i n g 
t h i s mix and assuming no l u m i n o s i t y e v o l u t i o n g i v e s j u s t as good a f i t 
to the da t a . Thus number counts by themselves cannot d i s t i n g u i s h between 
the e f f e c t s o f l u m i n o s i t y e v o l u t i o n and v a r y i n g the mix o f galaxy t y p e s . 
I f we are only i n t e r e s t e d i n p r e d i c t i n g the amplitudes o f c o r r e l a -
t i o n f u n c t i o n s f o r the deep samples then t h i s r e s t r i c t i o n i s not too s e v e r e . 
What we need f o r t h i s purpose from the number counts i s an i d e a o f the 
e f f e c t i v e K - c o r r e c t i o n which i n c l u d e s the e f f e c t s of K-dimming and luminos-
i t y e v o l u t i o n . T h i s e f f e c t i v e c o r r e c t i o n r e p r e s e n t s a l l the e f f e c t s of 
i n c r e a s i n g r e d s h i f t on the abs o l u t e magnitude o f a galaxy. T h i s enables 
<Hz) t o be c a l c u l a t e d , i r r e s p e c t i v e o f the source o f r e d s h i f t dependence. 
I t s h a l l be seen i n S e c t i o n 5.5 t h a t combining the n(m) r e l a t i o n s w i t h 
c o l o u r i n f o r m a t i o n h e l p s to i s o l a t e the mix dependence. For the moment 
we choose the Pence mix w i t h SSF e v o l u t i o n as d e f i n i n g the e f f e c t i v e 
c o r r e c t i o n . T h i s w i l l d e f i n e our standard l u m i n o s i t y parameters i n J ; 
sta n d a r d i n t h i s c o n t e x t i n d i c a t e s t h a t models based on the parameters f i t 
the observed n(m)'s. 
I n the R band the number counts p r e d i c t i o n based on the Pence mix 
show rea s o n a b l e agreement w i t h the d a t a but the o b s e r v a t i o n s show no r e a l 
p r e f e r e n c e between models w i t h o r without e v o l u t i o n . However, s i n c e the 
deeper counts show ve r y f l a t s l o p e s o f around 0.40 a t m = 21.0 (see 
Fi g u r e 5.1b) we adopt the no-evolution model as standard f o r the R p a s s -
band. ( E v o l u t i o n a r y b r i g h t e n i n g always steepens the n(m) s l o p e ) . 
The e f f e c t of v a r y i n g another parameter, the width o f the luminos-
i t y f u n c t i o n c u t o f f , was a l s o i n v e s t i g a t e d . Changing the width from M 
± 4.0 to M ± 7.0 made no s i g n i f i c a n t change to the n(m) p r e d i c t i o n s . 
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5.5 GALAXY COLOURS DISTRIBUTION 
More in f o r m a t i o n about the s e l e c t i o n e f f e c t s o p e r a t i n g i n these 
samples i s o f f e r e d through t h e d i s t r i b u t i o n o f J-R galaxy c o l o u r s . A 
computer programme was w r i t t e n which i d e n t i f i e d an image on a J p l a t e w i t h 
an image on a companion R p l a t e i f the transformed c o o r d i n a t e s o f the 
c e n t r o i d s o f t h e two images were the same ( w i t h i n a s m a l l t o l e r a n c e ) . T h i s 
programme was a p p l i e d t o the J-R p a i r J3721/R2775 and i n t h i s way found 
J-R c o l o u r s f o r 95% of the J3721, m $ 21.5 sample i n a c o n s i s t e n t f a s h i o n 
J 
over the p l a t e s . 
F i g u r e 5.6 shows the J : J-R: number contour p l o t as measured f o r 
t h i s sample. I f allowance i s made f o r the wider spread i n (J-R) due to t h e 
l a r g e r e r r o r s i n our photometry then t h e r e i s reasonable agreement between 
the s e d i s t r i b u t i o n s and those obtained by Kron (1978). However, ca r e must be 
shown i n comparing these two because Kron's red passband i s d i f f e r e n t from the 
red band used here. 
Shown t o the same s c a l e i n F i g u r e 5.8a are the t o t a l n(J-R) r e s u l t s 
f o r s t a r s and g a l a x i e s , m $ 21.5. The galaxy c o l o u r s peak a t (J-R) M..2 
J 
bluewards o f t h e s t e l l a r peak a t (J-R) M..8. Shown i n F i g u r e 5.8 a r e the 
observed n(J-R) d i s t r i b u t i o n f o r g a l a x i e s s p l i t i n t o J magnitude b i n s as 
shown. T h i s can be looked a t as a s e r i e s o f c r o s s - s e c t i o n s a c r o s s F i g u r e 5.6. 
To reduce the chance o f COSMOS s c a l e e r r o r a f f e c t i n g these r e s u l t s only images 
f a i n t w a r d s of m =19.5 are co n s i d e r e d . F or comparison, F i g u r e 5.9 a, b, c J 
shows, as the s o l i d l i n e s , the e q u i v a l e n t p r e d i c t e d r e s u l t s f o r our t h r e e 
models. The r e s u l t s of convolving t h e s e p l o t s w i t h a Gaussian e r r o r f u n c t i o n 
i s shown here a s the c l a s h e d l i n e s . The width of the e r r o r f u n c t i o n i n (J-R) 
i s 0.35 m, computing by m u l t i p l y i n g the e r r o r i n t h e i n d i v i d u a l magnitudes, 
0.25 m (see Chapter 4 ) , by t o o b t a i n t h i s e r r o r i n the d i f f e r e n c e . 
Despite t h i s smoothing by our e r r o r s , i t seems c l e a r t h a t both the 
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Figure 5.8 Observed n(J-R)'s i n the J magnitude bins shown for galaxies 
on plate J3721. This can be looked on as a s e r i e s of c r o s s -
sections across Fig.5.6. 
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F i g u r e 5.9a P r e d i c t e d n(J-R) 's i n J magnitude b i n s as shown, based 
on t h e Pence mix. Dashed l i n e shows the p r e d i c t i o n 
convolved w i t h a r e a l i s t i c e r r o r f u n c t i o n . 
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F i g u r e 5.9b As 5.9(a) except p r e d i c t i o n s a r e based on t h e Pence mix 
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F i g u r e 5. 9c As 5.9 (a) except p r e d i c t i o n s axe based on the T i n s l e y 
mix (with no e v o l u t i o n ) . 
data. The domination of b l u e l a t e type s p i r a l s i n the T i n s l e y mix 
produces too narrowly peaked a d i s t r i b u t i o n a t J-R = l.o f o r f a i n t g a l a x i e s . 
The Pence mix w i t h SSF e v o l u t i o n seems to produce too many re d g a l a x i e s a t 
f a i n t l i m i t s because of i t s s t r o n g e v o l u t i o n a r y b r i g h t e n i n g of e l l i p t i c a l s 
and SO's. The Pence mix w i t h no e v o l u t i o n i s the b e s t of the t h r e e although 
i t a l s o peaks redwards of the o b s e r v a t i o n s . Because the e f f e c t s of r e d s h i f t 
a r e s m a l l a t 1 9 . 5 m the d i f f e r e n c e between o b s e r v a t i o n and theory here c o u l d 
be taken as evidence of an e r r o r i n the a b s o l u t e c a l i b r a t i o n i n our (J-R) 
m 
v a l u e s of 0.2 which would r e s u l t i n a redwards s h i f t o f the observed n(J-R) 
c u r v e s . Such an e r r o r i s e n t i r e l y p o s s i b l e i n view o f the u n c e r t a i n t i e s i n 
our a b s o l u t e c a l i b r a t i o n and i s a l s o suggested by comparison of our f a i n t s t a r 
c o l o u r s w i t h those o f Kron (see S e c t i o n 5 . 7 ) . Even w i t h t h i s s h i f t a l l o w i n g 
the b r i g h t e r g a l a x i e s t o be f i t t e d , the Pence mix s t i l l r e q u i r e s an e v o l u t i o n a r y 
m 
b r i g h t e n i n g i n t h e b l u e passband o f around 0.2 f o r a l l g a l a x i e s t o f i t t h e 
n ( J - R ) ' s a t m_ = 21.0. Some s o r t o f e v o l u t i o n was a l s o r e q u i r e d , i t w i l l be J 
r e c a l l e d , t o f i t t h e J number magnitude counts. Thus we may have some 
evidence from the galaxy c o l o u r s t h a t t h e form of the e v o l u t i o n i s d i f f e r e n t 
from t h a t p r e d i c t e d by T i n s l e y ' s SSF models. T h i s evidence i s made l e s s s t r o n g 
because of t h e u n c e r t a i n t y i n the a c c u r a c y of t h e K - c o r r e c t i o n models. However, 
the power o f t h e galaxy c o l o u r d i s t r i b u t i o n as a t o o l to i n v e s t i g a t e galaxy 
l u m i n o s i t y e v o l u t i o n has been shown. T h i s power w i l l be improved when 
machine measured p l a t e s i n a wider range of c o l o u r s become a v a i l a b l e . 
F i n a l l y , s i n c e only an e f f e c t i v e K c o r r e c t i o n term i s r e q u i r e d to s c a l e 
the c o v a r i a n c e f u n c t i o n s we may, f o r t h i s purpose, r e t a i n the Pence mix w i t h 
SSF model as d e f i n i n g our standard J parameters, 
5.6 GALAXY SELECTION FUNCTIONS 
Using t h e s t a n d a r d parameters th e n(z) diagrams a r e c a l c u l a t e d (as 
i n E l l i s e t a l (1977) ) and shown f o r samples l i m i t e d a t v a r i o u s magnitudes i n 
J and R i n F i g u r e s 5.10a,and 5.10b. Although th e deep J and deep R samples 
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R n(z) peak i s broader than i t s J counterpart. This i s as a r e s u l t of 
of the different e f f e c t i v e K corrections i n J and R. Also, i t should be 
noted that especially i n the deep samples the n(z) dis t r i b u t i o n s are very 
wide. 
Having obtained these n(z)'s the galaxy s e l e c t i o n functions <|>(z) 
for the samples can be calculated again as i n E l l i s et a l . These are shown 
i n Figure 5.11. 
5.,7 STELLAR n(m) AND n(J-R) RELATIONS 
An interesting by-product of our galaxy cataloguing procedure i s 
the creation of complete s t e l l a r catalogues. These are int e r e s t i n g because 
of the information they hold on s t e l l a r populations at the g a l a c t i c poles. 
Much care must be taken with the s t a r s since the COSMOS scale error has a 
worse e f f e c t on these than on galaxies. Therefore, we s h a l l only consider 
s t e l l a r magnitudes f a i n t e r than 19.5 m i n J where t h i s scale error i s small. 
F i r s t l y , are presented the ensemble averaged n(m) counts for s t a r s 
i n J and R (see Figure 5.12). Comparing these two we see that at f a i n t 
l i m i t s the R counts f a l l o f f substantially quicker than t h e i r J counter-
parts. This i s consistent with the existence of a population of f a i n t 
blue s t e l l a r images. 
More evidence for such a population i s brought out by considering 
the n(J-R) versus J diagram as shown i n Figure 5.12. A double peaked colour 
d i s t r i b u t i o n of st a r s with m $ 19.5 can be e a s i l y seen. The movement of 
J 
the bluer peak redwards at m = 19.5 i s most probably the e f f e c t of the 
J 
COSMOS scale error which becomes important for our J s t e l l a r photometry 
at about t h i s point. However, the evidence for two populations of s t e l l a r 
images at fainte r l i m i t s i s c l e a r . This r e s u l t i s consistent with the 
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errors i n our photometry) who also found a double peaked d i s t r i b u t i o n 
(see h i s Figure 26). The red peak i n Kron's data occurs a t B-V ^1.6, 
suggesting that i t may be i d e n t i f i e d with a population of main sequence 
M type dwarfs. These would have J-R ^2.2 whereas the peak i n the present 
data l i e s at J-R ^2.0 supporting the possible 0.2 m absolute c a l i b r a t i o n 
error suggested e a r l i e r . 
I n i t i a l l y , i t was thought that the bluer peak might have consisted 
of quasars. However, the number of blue objects seen at m <20, i s much 
J 
more than the number of quasars expected at t h i s l i m i t . Also, inspection 
of some of the brighter images from t h i s peak on an objective prism plate 
revealed that few of these images were quasar candidates. I t i s much more 
l i k e l y that these images are g a l a c t i c s t a r s . The blue peak here i s centred 
on J-R "v l.o corresponding, roughly, to Kron's blue peak at B-V ^ 0 . 6 . 
Stars of t h i s colour can be i d e n t i f i e d with G type dwarfs. The i d e n t i f i c a -
tion of these two populations of s t a r s i s supported by the findings of 
Morton and Trit t o n (1979) who, using various spectroscopic methods also find 
that the most numerous gypes of s t a r s a t f a i n t apparent magnitudes are G 
and H types. 
I f t h i s c l a s s i f i c a t i o n i s correct then the M types have absolute 
B magnitude, 9 m, which i f Kron's data i s to be believed, places them at up 
to 10 kpc away from the g a l a c t i c plane. The G types have absolute B 
magnitudes 5.5 which places them even further away, i n the range 5 -*• 50 kpc. 
This i s very good evidence for the existence of a large halo of old s t a r s , 
extending to distances of 50 kpc above the g a l a c t i c plane. The angular 






In t h i s Chapter we investigate the d i s t r i b u t i o n of galaxies i n 
the deep catalogues by measuring the 2-point galaxy correlation function, 
w(8). Much information of importance to cosmological theory can be gained 
by comparing the r e s u l t s obtained from the deep samples with those obtained 
i n the shallower catalogues. These comparisons (sometimes c a l l e d "scaling 
t e s t s " ) are of i n t e r e s t both at small angle and at large angle. 
At small angle the shallower catalogues give a reasonable -0.77 
power-law for the dependence of w(8) with 8 and .this i s also the form 
expected from .the w(6) of the deep samples. Using the selection functions 
found i n Chapter 5 i t i s possible to compare through Limber's formula the 
amplitudes of the power-law found i n deep and shallow catalogues. Limber's 
Formula i s derived making the assumption1 of the homogeneity of the galaxy 
d i s t r i b u t i o n over the l a r g e s t s c a l e s (j> 50 h 1 Mpc) and thus s c a l i n g , a t 
the broadest l e v e l , forms a t e s t of t h i s assumption. An example of the 
type of inhomogeneous model being tested i s one where the nested clustering 
of the CH model i s extended to a r b i t r a r i l y large scales (see de Vaucouleur's 
(1971) and Wesson (1976) for discussion of t h i s cosmological model). 
At a more detailed l e v e l the s c a l i n g of the covariance amplitudes 
can t e s t for dynamical evolution i n galaxy c l u s t e r i n g at small separations, 
over the lookback time of the sample. The successful execution of such a 
t e s t demands high precision of the s e l e c t i o n functions estimated i n Chapter 
5 from the number counts (and the remarks in Section 5.4 over the number 
counts r e l i a b i l i t y must be remembered here). Given t h i s condition any 
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small discrepancy between prediction and observation could only be 
interpreted i n terms of c l u s t e r i n g evolution. 
P h i l l i p p s et a l (1978) considered a simple model for S's possible 
re d s h i f t dependence of 
S(r,z) a ( - ) 
3 
r) (6.1) 
with 3 taking the values 0 or ± 1. We s h a l l define 3 = O to be the 
no-evolution case. Here c l u s t e r s stay fixed with time i n proper coordinates. 
The value 3 = 1 corresponds to the case where c l u s t e r s expand with the 
universe and 3 = -1 to the case where c l u s t e r s are collapsing at the same 
rate as the universe i s expanding. These l a t t e r two values for 3 are 
regarded as giving upper l i m i t s to phy s i c a l l y acceptable models of c l u s t e r i n g 
evolution. The 3 = 0,no evolution^case corresponds to the isothermal 
theory picture because t h i s theory predicts that the most highly non-linear 
l e v e l s of i t s h i e r a r c h i c a l galaxy d i s t r i b u t i o n w i l l be i n v i r i a l equilibrium 
and therefore stable i n proper coordinates. The adiabatic theory's predic-
tions for clustering growth i s more vague but i t i s f e l t that since the 
protoclusters collapse along only one a x i s , expansion with the Hubble 
flow may continue along the others and so perhaps the 3= 1 value may be 
the most relevant here. Amplitudes of w(6) i n the deep samples can -then 
be calculated for the d i f f e r e n t 3 values by i n s e r t i n g the appropriate 
£(r,z) from equation (6.1) into the r e l a t i v i s t i c Limber's formula (see 
P h i l l i p p s et a l ) . 
These techniques were f i r s t applied by P h i l l i p p s et a l to a sample 
of about 3000 galaxies contained i n machine measured scans of a 2 square 
degree region of a J-R plate pair of the same Schmidt f i e l d . Small angle 
s c a l i n g t e s t s revealed a puzzling discrepancy of ^ 2.5 i n both passbands 
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i n the sense that the deep samples appeared to be l e s s clustered. The 
uncertainty i n the sel e c t i o n e f f e c t s was thought to be i n s u f f i c i e n t to 
resolve the discrepancy. Also the amount of evolution needed to f i t the 
data was of such a s i z e as to be e n t i r e l y unphysical. I t was concluded 
that sampling problems were the most l i k e l y explanation. I n i t i a l l y / i t 
was not known how large an area of sky wduld be required to make a deep 
sample " f a i r " for t h i s purpose. Here each of our samples comprise an area 
approximately 7 times that of P h i l l i p p s et a l . 
With t h i s increase i n sample s i z e , i t i s now also possible to check 
the reproducibility of the feature at large angle found by Groth and Peebles * 
(1977) i n t h e i r correlation analysis of the Lick Catalogue. The possible 
existence of such a feature i s an exciting prospect for .theories of galaxy 
formation since i t may define a c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s c a l e of clust e r i n g . As 
indicated i n Chapter 1 both adiabatic and isothermal theories make q Q 
dependent predictions for the position of such a break. Assuming such a break 
exists then i t i s also important to investigate the asymptotic slope of £(r) 
past the feature. I n the isothermal theory, at l e a s t , t h i s holds clues 
to the early d i s t r i b u t i o n of matter i n the universe. I t i s therefore very 
important to est a b l i s h whether t h i s feature i s r e a l , that i s , produced by 
true s p a t i a l clustering, or whether i t r e s u l t s from systematic e f f e c t s 
operating i n the Lick Catalogue (although Groth and Peebles give arguments 
against t h i s l a t t e r p o s s i b i l i t y ) . I n the long term, i t may be possible 
to obtain €(r) d i r e c t l y by analysing complete r e d s h i f t catalogues (see 
Kirshner et a l , 1979). However, present r e d s h i f t samples are too small 
to allow an unequivocal estimate of £(r) to be made a t the scales of 
i n t e r e s t . Also estimation of w(6) rather than £ has the advantage that 
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i t s normalization (and thus i t s estimated form) i s independent of 
assumptions about the absolute space density of galaxies although, of 
course, estimates v i a w(8) of the s p a t i a l position of the feature are 
not . A c r u c i a l t e s t of the r e a l i t y of any feature found i n t h i s way w i l l 
be to see how i t scales both i n t e r n a l l y , within our deep samples, and also 
with the Groth-Peebles feature. 
Thus our investigation into the behaviour of w(6) at these depths 
divides p r i n c i p a l l y into two parts, the behaviour a t small angle and the 
behaviour a t large angle. After f i r s t describing i n Sections6.2 to 6.4 
the p a r t i c u l a r estimation procedure used for w(8) we consider the small 
angle r e s u l t s , t h e i r s c a l i n g behaviour and implications of the r e s u l t s for 
theory i n Sections6.5 to6.8. We then go on to discuss the estimates and 
sca l i n g at large angle i n Sections 6.9 to6.11. 
In addition, we also discuss i n Section 6.12 the correlations 
found in colour subsamples of the galaxy samples. In Section 6.13 i s 
presented a b r i e f description of the correlations a r i s i n g from the s t e l l a r 
images in the deep samples. F i n a l l y i n Section 6.14, the main conclusions 
from the correlation analyses are summarized. 
6.2 ESTIMATION OF THE ANGULAR CORRELATION FUNCTION 
The estimation of the angular correlation function, w(8), was 
done in two parts using two of the estimators described i n Chapter 2. 
For angular separation 8<0.1°, we f i r s t computed the number of pai r s of 
galaxies i n bins of constant width AlogO, excluding those galaxies which 
f e l l i n the d r i l l e d regions. The same number of points were then randomly 
distributed over an i d e n t i c a l l y d r i l l e d area and the procedure repeated. 
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The r e s u l t i n g estimator i s 
w(8) = N^ej/to (8) - 1 (6.2) a r 
where i s the number of actual p a i r s at separation 6 and the equi-
valent for the random di s t r i b u t i o n . 
For larger angles, 8>0.1°, the galaxies were f i r s t binned into 
2 
64 x 64 bins of s i z e M.2 arcmin . Taking the galaxy separation as the 
distance between bin centres, the covariance function for t h i s region was 
estimated using the r e l a t i o n 
w(8) = N (8) / (N. (8)n) - 1 (6.3) p b 
where N i s the t o t a l number of pairs computed i n the separation range P 
(8- A8/„, 8 + A8/J , N^(8) i s the number of bins used to find N and n 2 2 b p 
i s the average number of galaxies per bin. Any bin that overlapped a 
d r i l l e d region was excluded. 
6.3 UNFILTERED RESULTS 
Using these estimators we obtain the correlation function given 
i n Figure 6.1 for the 5 plat e s . Although the estimates agree a t small 
angles they d i f f e r markedly for 6>0.1°. I n t h i s region the correlation 
functions show a change to steeper slope for the p a i r J3721/R2775 and 
for J1916. However, the function here f a l l s only slowly for the J-R p a i r 
J1920/R3780. The consistency of the J and R correlation functions for 
each f i e l d suggests that t h i s difference i s not an arte f a c t of photographic 
or measurement f a u l t s on individual p l a t e s . 
I t might be argued that the difference i s caused simply by 
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F i g u r e 6.1 U n f i l t e r e d angular c o r r e l a t i o n f u n c t i o n s 'for 
g a l a x i e s on the f i v e p l a t e s l i s t e d i n Table 4.2 
The samples are l i m i t e d a t J = 21.5 and R = 
19.75. The e s t i m a t e s a r e separated i n the o r d i n a t e 
f o r c l a r i t y . E s t i m a t e s of p l a t e s J1920 and 
R3780 (both f i e l d 412). show a d i f f e r e n t form to 
those f o r the other p l a t e s . 
therefore only provides evidence that our samples are not " f a i r " . 
However, th i s explanation i s most unlikely since the difference occurs at 
a scale of only 0.1 times the dimensions of the measured area. 
Figure 4.lA»shows the galaxy d i s t r i b u t i o n for plate J1920. I t 
reveals a s t r i k i n g gap i n the di s t r i b u t i o n of more than 3° i n length and 
0.5° i n width stretching i n a north westerly dir e c t i o n . This deficiency 
w i l l make other areas of the plate look overdense on large scales and hence 
r a i s e w(6). The gap can also be seen i n the galaxy d i s t r i b u t i o n on plate 
R3780, though, i n t h i s case i t i s l e s s pronounced. I n contrast the galaxy 
di s t r i b u t i o n on plate J3721 i s r e l a t i v e l y f l a t on the largest s c a l e s . 
To t e s t whether an absorbing cloud may be responsible for t h i s 
deficiency on the f i e l d of J1920/R3780, the extinction i n the J and R 
passbands (C and C respectively) were calculated from number magnitude J R 
counts. Comparing counts inside and outside the gap we obtain C = 0.25 
J 
± 0.05 mag. and C =0.12 ± 0.05 mag., consistent with reddening produced 
R 
by i n t e r s t e l l a r dust (Allen, 1973). I f such an absorbing cloud does e x i s t 
then the uniformity of the s t e l l a r d i s t r i b u t i o n on t h i s f i e l d suggests that 
i t l i e s at some distance from the g a l a c t i c disk. E f f o r t s are now being 
made to obtain 21 cm observations which w i l l hopefully c l a r i f y the o r i g i n 
of t h i s interesting feature. 
Thus there i s some reason to believe that an e f f e c t not i n t r i n s i c 
to galaxy d i s t r i b u t i o n i s operating on the largest scales on the f i e l d of 
J1920/R3780. The best estimates of w(8) are therefore, not given by 
Figure 6.1, but by an estimator applied to the data af t e r i t has f i r s t been 
f i l t e r e d to remove t h i s induced large scale gradient. 
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6.4 FILTERED RESULTS 
A "moving average" f i l t e r was applied to the data by replacing 
n.., by the smoother counts 
n i j = n " i j ^ i j i f j = 1» ••••64 (6.4) 
Here, n i s the average count per bin over the entire area and f ^ i s the 
average count per bin i n the occupied area within the immediately surround-
o o 
ing 32 x 32 bins ( i . e . 1.9 x 1.9 area). The estimator of eqn.(6.2) i s 
then applied using n ^ . For small 8 the same f ^ i s used, except that i n 
t h i s case, n / f ^ j weights each point (both i n the data and the random 
distribution) before applying eqn.(6.1). 
Figure 6.2 shows the f i l t e r e d estimates for w(8). At small 
scales there i s l i t t l e change from the u n f i l t e r e d r e s u l t s for any of the 
plates. As expected, the estimate for J3721 i s unchanged even at large 
sca l e s . However, the new estimates for J1920 and R3780 now correspond well 
with those from the other two f i e l d s . 
The appearance of a change i n slope at the same scale length as 
that seen on the other two f i e l d s i s not formed by the action of f i l t e r i n g . 
We show t h i s by considering averaged r e s u l t s from four 2-dimensional 
simulations. These simulations consist of d i s t r i b u t i n g 20000 objects i n 
uniform c l u s t e r s with c l u s t e r centres randomly placed over an area s i m i l a r 
to those of the samples. The c l u s t e r s have lOO objects each and have 
diameters of 0.8°. The averaged w(8)'s computed from these simulations 
by our u n f i l t e r e d estimator are shown i n Figure 6.3 alongside and i n 
agreement with the a n a l y t i c a l l y calculated w(8) for t h i s model (see 
Section 2.3). These w(8)'s are of comparable magnitude to the observed. 
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F i g u r e 6.2 F i l t e r e d angular c o r r e l a t i o n f u n c t i o n s f o r g a l a x i e s 
p r e s e n t e d as i n F i g u r e 6 i l . Each estimate shows 
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Testing the f i l t e r . The s o l i d l i n e represents the a n a l y t i c r e s u l t 
for a c l u s t e r i n g process of randomly d i s t r i b u t e d 0.8°diam.clusters 
with 20 members uniformly d i s t r i b u t e d i n 2-diraensions i n s i d e 
each c l u s t e r . The average density and l e v e l of c l u s t e r i n g i s 
s i m i l a r to the data's. The crosses represent the average 
covariance function estimated from 4 u n f i l t e r e d simulations 
of t h i s process but which has a large a r t i f i c i a l "zone of 
avoidance". The open c i r c l e s represent the average covariance 
function obtained a f t e r f i l t e r i n g i n the same manner as for the 
data. 
a "zone of avoidance". This meant that i n — of the sample area there was 
3 
only a — chance of accepting a generated object. This gives r i s e to 
a large-scale density inhomogeneity, s i m i l a r i n s i z e to that shown by 
the J1920 f i e l d . Thus shown also i n Figure 6.3 are the estimates of w(0) 
from f i l t e r e d and u n f i l t e r e d estimators. The u n f i l t e r e d r e s u l t s display 
large scale behaviour l i k e that found from the J1920 f i e l d whereas the 
f i l t e r e d r e s u l t s show good agreement with the "true" w(9) a r i s i n g from 
the small s c a l e c l u s t e r i n g component even to scales as large as 0.8°. 
The f i l t e r has had only a negligible e f f e c t on scales smaller than t h i s . 
I t has c e r t a i n l y produced no break at 8"^  0.3° as was obtained from plate 
J1920 and thus t h i s feature's existence seems independent of the f i l t e r i n g 
procedure. 
Thus i t appears that w(8) i s reproducible for .005° <8<1° on 
a l l 5 plates of 3 d i f f e r e n t f i e l d s . This, of course, does not preclude 
the p o s s i b i l i t y that some subtle systematic e f f e c t i s conspiring to 
produce a common behaviour. The f a c t , however, that unfiltered r e s u l t s 
from J-R plate p a i r s of the same f i e l d give consistent r e s u l t s shows that 
i f any such systematic effects are present, they do not dominate our 
estimates. F i n a l l y , i t i s worth noting that the same correlation r e s u l t s 
were obtained from independently reduced MM data for J3721. 
In Figure 6.4 we show the ensemble averaged un f i l t e r e d c o r r e l a t i o n 
functions for the three J plates cut at l i m i t i n g magnitudes of 19.5, 20.5 
and 21.5. Their f i l t e r e d counterparts are shown i n Figure 6.5a. The 
s i m i l a r i t y between the two sets i s because the f i l t e r i n g i s only necessary 
for one f i e l d . Figure 6.5b shows the ensemble averaged correlation 
functions for the two R plates at l i m i t i n g magnitudes of 17.75, 18.75 and 
19.75. I n Figure 6.6 are also shown the f i l t e r e d , ensemble averaged 
r e s u l t s for two J " s l i c e s " - samples limited i n magnitudes, 19.5 § m $ 20.5 
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f u n c t i o n s a t v a r i o u s l i m i t i n g magnitudes f o r three 
J p l a t e s . The s o l i d l i n e s show therange over 
which power-laws were f i t t e d f o r the s c a l i n g 
comparisons. 
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Knsemble averaged 2-poinL galaxy cor r e l a t i o n s for the 
J plates i n the magnitude ranges shown. The small angle 
slopes here are much l e s s steep than for shallower J 
samples (see Table 6.1 ) . 
and 20.5 $ m_ $ 21.5. Empirically determined error bars are given 
j 
where appropriate. 
6.5 SMALL ANGLE POWER LAW FITS 
I t i s important to compare correlations for the di f f e r e n t samples 
i n a consistent manner. This i s d i f f i c u l t because, although power-laws 
always give reasonable f i t s to our r e s u l t s , the index of the best f i t t i n g 
power-law, i s not always that obtained for shallow samples. To enable 
comparisons v i a Limber's formula, we f i t t e d a -0.8 power-law at each depth 
over a fixed range of s p a t i a l separations. The s p a t i a l distances were 
calculated from the angular separations by assuming an e f f e c t i v e angular 
diameter distance for each sample. The f i t t e d range I s indicated i n 
Figures 6.5. The correlations at small angular separations should not be 
affected by machine problems since, even for the J <19.5 sample, 95% of the 
galaxies have an isophotal angular diameter greater than the lower 8 l i m i t . 
The large 9 l i m i t i s c a r e f u l l y placed so as to avoid any problems with 
the steepening of w(9) a t large sc a l e s . 
Table 6.1 gives the best f i t t i n g amplitudes A for the form 
w(9) = A8 ~ ° " 8 (6.5) 
A was f i t t e d using log-log least-squares techniques. The best f i t t i n g 
power-law indices 6 , and t h e i r corresponding amplitudes B for the more 
general form 
-6 
w(6) = B8 (6.6) 
are also given i n the Table. These were also f i t t e d using a log-log l e a s t 
squares procedure. I n most cases we give the empirically estimated 





A((5 = 0.8) 




182.2± .1.5 (2.89 ± .467)xlo" 2 -0.731.076 1.41x10" •2 
M <20.5 
J 
530.9±. .17.9 (1.88 1 .213)xlo" •2 -0.671.023 5.71xlo" •2 
M <21.5 J 1478.3± 83.9 (1.50 1 .166)xlo" 
2 -0.571.025 8.24x10" •2 
19.5<Mj^20.5 358.21 8.3 - -0.551.032 2.31x10" •3 
20.5<M_$21.5 J 933.6± 41.8 - -0.471.032 1.19x10" 
•3 
R 
146 .51 20.5 (2.93+ 1.28) xlo" 2 -0.69+0.06 l.Olxlo" 2 
MR<18.75 439.5± 34.5 (1.69± .433)xlo" 2 -0.7310.022 8.0 xlo" •2 
11^19.75 
1 
1225.0±125.0 (1.09± .202)xlo" 2 -0.6910.020 4.26xl0~ •2 
Notes: The f i t s were done between the l i n e s shown, i n Figures 9. 
The errors quoted for 5 <vre l e a s t squares errors of f i t . 
A l l other errors were empirically determined by averaging 
between plates . 
The amplitude A has been corrected upwards by a factor of 
1.23 to account for 10% contamination of the galaxy samples 
by s t a r s during automatic s t a r galaxy separation. 
making up the ensemble. 
F i n a l l y in Table 6.1 amplitudes are also corrected for cont.im.lna-
tion by star s due to the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n errors that must e x i s t i n any form 
of star-galaxy separation. Our s t e l l a r samples are e f f e c t i v e l y randomly 
distributed on a l l scales greater than the l i m i t to which the power-laws 
were f i t t e d . I f w i s the observed correlation function for a sample 
composed of fractions f and f for galaxies and s t a r s respectively, then 
g s 
2 2 w = f w + f w (6.7) g gg s ss 
where w refe r s to the true galaxy correlation function and w to that gg ss 
for the accidentally included s t a r s . 
(We assume no cross-correlation between sta r s and gal a x i e s ) . Eyeball 
checks show that f and f are about 0.9 and 0.1 respectively for a l l our g s 
samples. Thus i f w = 0 for a l l 8 i n our range, w = w/0.81 and the 
ss gg 
true amplitude i s higher by 23%. 
6.6 SMALL ANGLE SCALING COMPARISONS 
The corrected amplitudes for the integral J and R ensembles are 
plotted together with the predictions i n Figure 6.7. The amplitudes 
measured by Peebles and co-workers for the shallow catalogues are also 
shown. 
The scaling behaviour of the deep samples agrees well with the 
predictions of the standard models described i n Chapter 5 ; there i s no 
large discrepancy such as that found for the samples of P h i l l i p p s et a l 
(1978). With the exception of the deepest J cut, the amplitudes agree 
with the predictions of the standard models to an accuracy of better than 
20% which i s well within the indicated errors, (see Section 6.8 for a 
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scale to the Zwicky amplitude as well as those amplitudes obta:.ned from 
the S-W and Jagellonian samples. This i s an encouraging r e s u l t i n support 
of the basic cosmological assumptions of the homogeneity and isotropy of 
the universe on very large s c a l e s . I t indicates that the same model of 
galaxy clustering i s applicable out to a luminosity distance of 
* 700 h 1 Mpc. I t i s also encouraging to note that the standard parameters 
(Table 5.1) used to f i t the galaxy number-magnitude counts reasonably 
explain the deep-angle correlation functions. The two t e s t s are not 
i d e n t i c a l , for the scaling relations depend c r i t i c a l l y on the shape of 
<J>(z) being p a r t i c u l a r l y s e n s i t i v e to changes i n K-corrections and luminosity 
evolution. 
6.7 THE OBSERVED SLOPES 
Table I I I shows that the best power-law index (eqn. 6.6) i s 
sometimes su b s t a n t i a l l y f l a t t e r than the value -0.77 ± 0.05 quoted by 
Peebles (1974a) for the l o c a l samples. The R plates and the shallowest J 
samples give a mean 6 = -0.71 ± 0.012, which i s reasonably consistent with 
the l o c a l value. The indices for the deeper J samples and e s p e c i a l l y for 
the J s l i c e s , however, appear to become f l a t t e r with increasing depth. A 
possible systematic machine effect i s unlikely as only the J samples are 
affected. 
A ready explanation of t h i s phenomenon i s provided by the 
preferential selection of s p i r a l s as the J samples reach f a i n t e r ; the 
E/SO K-correction i n J i s much greater than for s p i r a l s . Thus, considering 
that E/SO's are more highly clustered than s p i r a l s , the observed f l a t t e n i n g 
i s not surprising. We have further checked using the approximate c o r r e l a -
tion r e s u l t s of Davis and Geller (1976) for the d i f f e r e n t morphological types 
that the scaling c a r r i e d out above i s not seriously affected by t h i s 
selection e f f e c t . 
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For the R passband, the difference between the K-corrections for 
E/SO's and for s p i r a l s i s much less and, as observed, would then have l i t t l e 
e f f e c t on the power-law index. Ware evidence for the truth of t h i s 
Explanation i s presented i n Section 6.12. 
analysed. 
6.8 DISCUSSION OF SMALL ANGLE RESULTS 
The sc a l i n g discrepancy of P h i l l i p p s et a l cannot be explained 
by contamination of the samples by s t a r s , as f would then have to be 
s 
0.4 (equation 6.7). The discrepancy was thought to be due to the small 
'v, 2 
areas covered (^  2 deg ) , i . e . sampling problems. The amplitudes 
obtained by dividing plate J3721 of t h i s sample into four areas of compar-
able depth and s i z e gave a standard error of ± 20% i n the f i t t e d amplitude, 
2 
which does indeed indicate that 2 deg at these depths might not provide 
a f a i r sample for small-scale clustering analyses. 
However, although the f i e l d of P h i l l i p p s et a l could well be a 
rather sp e c i a l one, an additional explanation for the discrepancy may be 
that the photometry of the f a i n t e s t images for those samples was much more 
inaccurate than for the present COSMOS runs. 
P h i l l i p p s et a l ' s smallest images would frequently consist of 
only 'v- 15 pixel s ( c f . 50 p i x e l s here) . Although E l l i s et a l (1977) showed 
such samples were reasonably well-defined, the models could not allow for 
the effects of random errors both i n the COSMOS measurements and i n the 
emulsion on the plates themselves. Fluctuations i n image s i z e a t the l i m i t 
could be so large as to contaminate the sample with galaxies actually much 
fa i n t e r than the supposed l i m i t , thus broadening <j>(z) and lowering the 
correlations. 
This explanation i s supported by experiments with COSMOS where 
the ef f e c t i v e number of pi x e l s per image was reduced. Discrepant 
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correlation amplitudes (to factors ^ 2) were obtained at the f a i n t e s t 
l i m i t s where previously the data had scaled reasonably accurately, and 
indeed, P h i l l i p p s et a l did find a reduction i n the discrepancy when 
analysis was confined to larger images. 
As has been noted, the deepest J sample w(9) amplitude does not 
scale as well as the amplitudes from the other 5 samples. The amplitude 
here i s some 50% higher than i s predicted with the standard J model. The 
s i z e of the correlations being larger than predicted i s s l i g h t l y disturbing 
since, as we have seen, most errors tend to diminish the correlations. 
However, i f we have overestimated the amount of s t a r contamination i n t h i s 
p a r t i c u l a r sample then simply by omitting the corresponding correction 
factor we find that t h i s deep r e s u l t l i e s within one standard error of the 
prediction. Therefore, since the errors on the amplitudes may be larger 
than those indicated i n Figure 6.7 because of such systematic e f f e c t s , we 
s h a l l not, at present, attach too much significance to t h i s r e s u l t . 
A detailed interpretation of the present scaling r e s u l t s i s . 
d i f f i c u l t because the errors are often as large as the e f f e c t s we might 
reasonably expect to detect. Nevertheless, i t i s worth noting the e f f e c t 
of varying some of the standard parameters on the f i t s to the observed 
amplitudes i n Figure 6.7. Removing SSF luminosity evolution from the J 
standard model improves the f i t to the J sample amplitudes (but, of course, 
produces a l e s s good f i t to the number counts of Chapter 5 ) . The R ampli-
tudes seem to prefer very l i t t l e luminosity evolution i n agreement with the 
rough indications from the COSMOS R number counts. Extending the width of 
* * 
the luminosity function from M ± 4.0 to M i 7.0 had a negligible e f f e c t 
on these r e s u l t s i n J or R. We note f i n a l l y , that i t i s possible to 
further improve the model agreement i n both J and R by introducing 
correlation evolution. This i s done by putting 0 = 1 i n the prediction 
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for the standard model, which corresponds to the case of clu s t e r s expanding 
with the Hubble flow. I f the models of Chapter 5 were to be trusted then 
th i s would indicate that c l u s t e r s are not in v i r i a l equilibrium. But 
c l e a r l y the size of the errors i n Figure 6.7 means that such a detailed 
discussion must await machine measured data to faint e r l i m i t s (a) to better 
define the galaxy number magnitude relations and hence the "e f f e c t i v e " 
galaxy K-corrections and (b) to determine any evolutionary trends over a 
wider range i n limiting magnitudes. This means that the t e s t of isothermal 
clustering growth rates must await the a v a i l a b i l i t y of such samples as well. 
However, the present r e s u l t s should provide a firm base from which these 
investigations can confidently be extended to these deeper l i m i t s . 
6.9 SCALING COMPARISONS AT LARGE SCALES 
We have seen (Table 6.1) that at small scales the correlation 
estimates are well represented by a power-law of index *v» - 0.7 or shallower. 
We turn attention now to the large angle r e s u l t s where the i n t e r e s t i s i n 
establishing whether the break away from t h i s power-law behaviour, seen by 
Groth and Peebles i n th e i r analysis of the Lick Catalogue, i s reproduced i n 
the samples analysed here. 
o 
An inspection of Figures 6.5 show that for 0 > 0.3 the estimates 
o 
break sharply away from the power-law and that af t e r ^ . 5 there are no 
o 
w(Q) points s i g n i f i c a n t l y d i f f e r e n t from zero. Indeed points at 0> 0.3 
would have to be raised by over 5 empirically determined standard errors 
to maintain the power-law f i t s . 
I t may be thought that t h i s feature i s caused by an integral 
constraint which applies to our estimators of w(8) 
t 





This r e l a t i o n a r i s e s because the average d e n s i t y , X , required to obtain 
w (0), has been estimated, not i n ensemble average, but from the individual 
samples. However, t h i s constraint has only a small effect on our 
estimates as can be seen by considering the m £ 21.5 sample. I f we use 
J 
an ensemble averaged number de n s i t y X 1478.3 from Table 6.1) then i t 
' av' 
can be shown (see Groth & Peebles, 1977 eqn. 31) that the mavimum difference 
that t h i s makes to w(0) for any of the individual plates i s the addition 
of the terra I 1 - ] = 0.01. The addition of t h i s amount to the ( l " — ) \ 1478 / 
m $ 21.5 w(8) of Figure 6.7 has l i t t l e e f f e c t and thus the feature has 
not been produced i n t h i s way. 
The c r u c i a l t e s t of the r e a l i t y of t h i s feature i s to check 
whether i t scales correctly with depth. To perform the scaling t e s t we 
adopt the method of Groth and Peebles (1977), where a two power-law model 
i s inserted i n the r e l a t i v i s t i c version of Limber's formula. We choose the 
indices to be -1.8 and -2.8, but the required factors are i n s e n s i t i v e to 
reasonable variations in these indices. Table 6.2 gives the values of 
the scaling factors x, y and D* at our various depths. These factors 
err 
are defined exactly as i n Groth and Peebles. To allow a f a i r comparison 
of the large scale behaviour of w(0) we chose the parameters from 
Figure 6.7 which best described the small angle sc a l i n g behaviour. Since 
these do not adequately describe the small angle scaling r e s u l t for the 
m < 21.5 sample, we have not used t h i s sample i n the diagrams that follow. 
The r e s u l t s of scaling Figure 6.5 v i a Table 6.2 to the Zwicky 
depth are shown i n Figure 6.8a. The scaling behaviour at large angle i s 
seen to be l e s s consistent than at small angles showing some s l i g h t system-
a t i c e f f e c t s as the samples go deeper. However, i n view of the uncertainties 
i n the estimation we regard the scaling agreement shown in Figure 6.8a as 
remarkably good. In Figure 6.8b the deepest J and R cuts from Figure 6.8a 
TABLE 6.2 
Scaling Factors for the Feature 
Samples X y * h Deff (Mpc) 
J 
19.5 0.920 0.780 336.1 
20.5 0.888 0.721 479.5 
21.5 0.853 0.665 668.7 
R 
17.75 1.020 0.934 300.0 
18.75 0.984 0.856 432.6 
19.75 0.937 0.768 608.9 
J < 19 5 
m J < 2 0 5 
R< 17-75 10 
R < 1 8 7 5 
A A R<19-75 • E3 
AB 
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F i g u r e 6.8 (a) Angular c o r r e l a t i o n f u n c t i o n s f o r the 
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Figure 6.8 (b) Angular c o r r e l a t i o n s f u n c t i o n s f o r the deepest 
samples of F i g u r e 6-£(a) together w i t h the Zwicky 
and s c a l e d Shane-Wirtanen r e s u l t s . The 
f e a t u r e i n the UKST samples occur a t s m a l l e r 
s e p a r a t i o n s . 
are reproduced along with the r e s u l t s from the Zwicky catalogue and the 
scaled L i c k counts(as estimated by Groth and Peebles). Although the agree-
ment at large scales between the Zwicky catalogue and the deep samples i s 
reasonable, the agreement i s not so good with the S-W r e s u l t s . The feature 
i n the S-W r e s u l t s occurs at ^ Zwicky = l 0 ° w n e r e a s i n o u r sarop l e i t occurs 
o 
at QZwi.cky = ^ ' T n u s o u r estimate corresponds to a break i n £ at around 
3h ^ Mpc instead of at 9h ^ Mpc. Since t h i s discrepancy p e r s i s t s even i n 
our shallowest sample whose l i m i t i s within l™1 of the S-W l i m i t , the 
difference cannot be resolved by a judicious choice of any parameter i n the 
scaling procedure. 
Before discussing these r e s u l t s further we now demonstrate that 
there i s no bias in our w(6) estimators which a r t i f i c i a l l y creates or moves 
the feature by showing that an independent s t a t i s t i c a l a n a l y s i s , Mead's 
analysis, corroborates our large scale correlation estimates. 
6.10 MEAD'S ANALYSIS• 
Mead's Analysis has been described i n d e t a i l i n Chapter 3'. To 
recap b r i e f l y , a s t a t i s t i c S(0) , designed to reveal the angular s i z e of 
any preferred scale i n the galaxy clust e r i n g , i s calculated. The s t a t -
i s t i c has the advantage that small estimates are unaffected by large 
scale number density gradients i n the data. Thus, no f i l t e r i n g ambiguities 
are encountered. Now, i f we were to interpret the feature discussed above 
to be the scale length of a preferred c l u s t e r s i z e seen at an average 
distance for our sample, then we should also expect to see a peak i n the 
S(0) s t a t i s t i c at the appropriate angle. 
The Mead's Analysis of the J< 21.5 ensemble i s shown i n Figure 6.9 
o o 
The S(9) s t a t i s t i c c l e a r l y peaks in the region 0.12 to 0.24 and f a l l s 
o 
sharply away for scales greater than the w(8) break point of 0.3 . Further-
more, S(8) behaves no d i f f e r e n t l y on J1920, the f i e l d we had to f i l t e r , than 
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break 
F i g u r e 6-9 
• 0 3 -061 -12 -24 -49 -98 196 
& ( d e g ) 
Mead's a n a l y s i s of the ensemble-averaged sample 
l i m i t e d a t J = 21.5, The o r d i n a t e r e p r e s e n t s the 
degree of c l u s t e r i n g a t v a r i o u s angular s e p a r a t i o n s , 
The peak i n the s t a t i s t i c occurs at approximately the 
angle correspond Jig to the feature .observed i n the 
correlation function. 
on J3721. The a n a l y s i s , t h e r e f o r e , g i v e s very c o n v i n c i n g evidence i n support 
of the r e a l i t y o f the f e a t u r e . The s m a l l s c a l e behaviour or S(0) a l s o 
g i v e s f u r t h e r support to the c o n t e n tion t h a t the c o r r e l a t i o n s t a t i s t i c s are 
more c o n s i s t e n t with g a l a x i e s being d i s t r i b u t e d i n c l u s t e r s with power-law 
d e n s i t y f a l l - o f f s than i n a h i e r a r c h i c a l p a t t e r n (see Chapter 3 ) . 
6.11 DISCUSSION OF LARGE ANGLE RESULTS 
Although we have shown i n S e c t i o n 6.6 t h a t our s m a l l - s c a l e w(8) 
e s t i m a t e s are c o n s i s t e n t with those expected from s h a l l o w e r c a t a l o g u e s , 
t h e r e i s now some d i s c r e p a n c y between the l a r g e s c a l e behaviour of the 
deep samples and t h a t of the S-W counts. We have d i s c u s s e d c a r e f u l l y 
sources of p o s s i b l e e r r o r i n our e s t i m a t e s . These i n c l u d e the p o s s i b i l i t i e s 
t h a t :-
(a) our sample i s n e t a " f a i r " one on l a r g e s c a l e s (see 
S e c t i o n 6.3). 
(b) the f i l t e r i n g o f J1920/R3780 has b i a s e d the r e s u l t s (see 
S e c t i o n s 6.4 and 6.10). 
(c) t h e r e i s a "sample s i z e " b i a s i n our e s t i m a t o r of w(0) on 
a l l the p l a t e s (see S e c t i o n 6.10). 
(d) some s y s t e m a t i c e r r o r has been introduced i n t o our galaxy 
d i s t r i b u t i o n d uring, say, s t a r - g a l a x y s e p a r a t i o n (see Chapter 4 ) . 
Arguments have been given a g a i n s t a l l these e x p l a n a t i o n s and these 
become st r o n g e r when taken together with the f a c t t h a t our samples s c a l e 
reasonably w e l l with r e s p e c t to one another, and a l s o by the f a c t t h a t the 
f i l t e r e d r e s u l t s are r e p r o d u c i b l e from one p l a t e to another. I f t h e r e i s 
an e r r o r , we c o n s i d e r (d) to be the most l i k e l y source, s i n c e such e f f e c t s 
a r e the most d i f f i c u l t to d e t e c t . 
On the other hand, th e r e are a l s o s e r i o u s d i f f i c u l t i e s i n 
e s t i m a t i n g the p o s i t i o n of the f e a t u r e on the s h a l l o w e r s u r v e y s . We have 
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a l r e a d y mentioned the d i f f i c u l t i e s encountered with G a l a c t i c o b s c u r a t i o n . 
Although the f e a t u r e i s seen i n the e s t i m a t e s f o r the Zwicky catalogue i t s 
p o s i t i o n does not s c a l e to b e t t e r than a f a c t o r of ^2 to the S-W f e a t u r e 
(see F i g u r e s 13-14, Groth and Peebles 1977). Furthermore, the smoothing 
a p p l i e d by Groth and Peebles to the S-W counts would not remove the e f f e c t s 
of emulsion or o b s c u r a t i o n v a r i a t i o n s over a s i n g l e p l a t e . I f such " w l t h i n -
p l a t e " e f f e c t s were common, they would a c t l i k e the o b s c u r a t i o n on J1920, 
keeping the S-W c o r r e l a t i o n s a r t i f i c i a l l y high. A good check on contamina-
t i o n by s m a l l s c a l e o b s c u r a t i o n w i l l be to apply the Mead's a n a l y s i s to the 
S-W counts. 
The i m p l i c a t i o n s these r e s u l t s have f o r galaxy formation theory 
run as f o l l o w s . I f the i s o t h e r m a l p i c t u r e i s assumed then the break 
corresponds to the t r a n s i t i o n between the l i n e a r and n o n - l i n e a r regions of 
galaxy c l u s t e r i n g . I f the t r u e p o s i t i o n of the f e a t u r e i s g i v e n by our 
e s t i m a t e s a t 3h ^ Mpc then t h i s d e s t r o y s the agreement between o b s e r v a t i o n 
and the p r e d i c t i o n f o r £(r) a t l a r g e s c a l e s from the BBGKY equations i n an 
ft = 1.0 u n i v e r s e (Davis e t a l , 1977). However, the f e a t u r e a t t h i s p o s i t i o n 
would p o s s i b l y be c o n s i s t e n t with i s o t h e r m a l theory i n an ft = 0.3 -*• 0.5 
u n i v e r s e (see by comparing F i g u r e 6.8 w i t h F i g u r e 2 of Davis e t a l ) . T h i s 
may be c o n s i s t e n t with s t a t i s t i c a l i n v e s t i g a t i o n s of galaxy c l u s t e r i n g 
dynamics u s i n g r e d s h i f t c atalogues from which e s t i m a t e s of Q of 0.4 a r e 
obtained (Peebles, 1979). 
The slope of the c o r r e l a t i o n e s t i m a t e s p a s t the f e a t u r e are a l s o 
of i n t e r e s t i n i s o t h e r m a l theory. Based on the -1.77 s l o p e obtained f o r 
£(r) a t s m a l l s e p a r a t i o n s i s o t h e r m a l theory p r e d i c t s (Davis e t a l , 1977) 
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t h a t a t l a r g e angle 
5 ( r ) a r 
and thus 
w(9) a e ~ 2 
Drawn on F i g u r e 6.8 a r e l i n e s of slope -2 and -6. The p o i n t s seem 
to much b e t t e r f i t the s t e e p e r s l o p e . But before c l a i m i n g t h a t i s o t h e r m a l 
theory thus f a i l s t h i s o b s e r v a t i o n a l t e s t we would need to be more c e r t a i n 
t h a t s y s t e m a t i c e r r o r s were not a f f e c t i n g our e s t i m a t e s of w(6) a t these 
l a r g e s c a l e s . T h i s would demand much more p r e c i s e s c a l i n g agreement between 
our l a r g e s c a l e e s t i m a t e s of w(0) than i s shown i n the p r e s e n t samples. 
The a d i a b a t i c theory a l s o makes p r e d i c t i o n s f o r the p o s i t i o n o f 
the break. Here t h i s f e a t u r e i s a r e l i c of the i n i t i a l l y p r e f e r r e d c l u s t e r -
ing s c a l e and ^ dependent p r e d i c t i o n s have been made f o r i t s s i z e . 
(Doroshkevich & Shandarin, 1978). The value of ft corresponding to a break 
a t 9h 1 Mpc i s 0.01 whereas a t 3h 1 Mpc i t corresponds to a v a l u e f o r Q 
o f 0.2. 
F i n a l l y , although i n t h e o r e t i c a l and other a s p e c t s of t h i s d i s -
c u s s i o n we have emphasised the d i f f e r e n c e s between our r e s u l t s and those o f 
Groth and Peebles, i t must not be forgotten t h a t both a n a l y s e s i n d i c a t e the 
e x i s t e n c e of a f e a t u r e i n £; (r) . C o n s i d e r i n g the d i f f e r e n t methods c f compil-
ing the catalogues w i t h a l l the d i f f i c u l t i e s i n v o l v e d , the d i s c r e p a n c y i n 
p o s i t i o n , i n experimental terms a t l e a s t , may not be too s e r i o u s . 
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6.12 GALAXY COLOUR SUBSAMPLES 
I n the f u t u r e w i t h more s o p h i s t i c a t e d machine measurement of 
Schmidt p l a t e f i e l d s i t may be p o s s i b l e to ob t a i n the i n d i v i d u a l c o r r e l a t i o n 
r e s u l t s f o r deep samples of e l l i p t i c a l and s p i r a l g a l a x i e s . Davis and 
G e l l e r (1977) found f o r i n d i v i d u a l l o c a l samples t h a t the c o v a r i a n c e f u n c t i o n s 
of e l l i p t i c a l s and SO's were s t e e p e r than those o f s p i r a l s . U l t i m a t e l y i t 
w i l l be very i n t e r e s t i n g to s c a l e these r e s u l t s to t e s t i f the c o r r e l a t i o n 
e v o l u t i o n of s p i r a l g a l a x i e s d i f f e r s from t h a t o f e l l i p t i c a l s . 
I n any such p r o j e c t a means of a u t o m a t i c a l l y s e p a r a t i n g out 
e l l i p t i c a l and s p i r a l g a l a x i e s i n deep samples would be needed. The J-R 
co l o u r of the g a l a x i e s would probably f e a t u r e prominently i n any suggested 
s e p a r a t i n g a l g o r i t h m s i n c e e l l i p t i c a l s and SO's are known to be i n t r i n s i c a l l y 
redder than s p i r a l s . With the p r e s e n t data, we can a t l e a s t make some 
p r e l i m i n a r y i n v e s t i g a t i o n s by d i v i d i n g the g a l a x i e s i n t o subsamples on t h e 
b a s i s o f t h e i r c o l o u r and working on the assumption t h a t the redder sub-
samples i s more l i k e l y to be e l l i p t i c a l dominated. 
Thus we divide, the J3721, m T $ 21.5 sample i n t o roughly equal 
h a l v e s a t J-R = 0.0. The d i s t r i b u t i o n of g a l a x i e s w i t h i n each subsaraple 
i s shown i n F i g u r e 6.10a and F i g u r e 6.10b. A v i s u a l comparison immediately 
shows t h a t the redder g a l a x i e s tend to be p r e f e r e n t i a l l y found i n c l u s t e r s 
c o n s i s t e n t with t h e i r c o n t a i n i n g E and SO g a l a x i e s . The c o r r e l a t i o n 
f u n c t i o n f o r the two subsamples a r e shown i n F i g u r e 6.11. F i r s t l y , the 
redder g a l a x i e s have a much st e e p e r c o r r e l a t i o n f u n c t i o n slope a t s m a l l 
s c a l e s than the blue g a l a x i e s , as might be expected from F i g u r e 6.10. 
S i n c e Davis and G e l l e r ' s r e s u l t showed s i m i l a r d i f f e r e n c e s i n the c o r r e l a t i o n 
of the e l l i p t i c a l /SO and s p i r a l g a l a x i e s the suggestion again i s t h a t the 
red sample i s dominated by E ' s and SO's whereas the blue i s dominated by 
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Figure 6.11 2-point correlations of galaxies on plate J3721 in 
J-R colour subsamples. The bluer galaxies show a shal 
sloped covariance function than the redder galaxies. 
rough way the tendency of the J w(0) s l o p e s to become f l a t t e r w ith depth. 
I t w i l l be r e c a l l e d t h a t i t was suggested t h a t t h i s might be e x p l a i n e d i f 
s p i r a l s were l e s s c l u s t e r e d than e l l i p t i c a l s because e l l i p t i c a l s a r e 
s e l e c t e d out of deep 5 samples because of t h e i r l a r g e K c o r r e c t i o n s . 
F i g u r e 6.11 i n d i c a t e s , i n a s i m i l a r manner to the r e s u l t s of Davis and 
G e l l e r t h a t such a d i f f e r e n c e may w e l l e x i s t . I t would be of i n t e r e s t to 
do s c a l i n g t e s t s by a l s o c u t t i n g the samples a t b r i g h t e r magnitudes. 
However, even i n t e r n a l s c a l i n g here i s d i f f i c u l t because (a) the c o r r e l a t i o n 
f u n c t i o n s f o r the v a r i o u s types from the l o c a l samples a r e not y e t w e l l 
enough e s t a b l i s h e d and (b) there are l a r g e u n c e r t a i n t i e s i n the e f f e c t i v e K-
c o r r e c t i o n s f o r the subsamples s i n c e the number counts f o r these a r e l e s s 
w e l l e s t a b l i s h e d than f o r the complete sample. These d i f f i c u l t i e s w i t h 
s m a l l angle s c a l i n g w i l l only be r e s o l v e d when i t i s p o s s i b l e to more 
p r e c i s e l y i s o l a t e the e l l i p t i c a l /So p o p u l a t i o n . The p r o s p e c t s f o r t h i s 
p r o j e c t w i l l be d i s c u s s e d i n Chapter 7. 
At l a r g e r angle i t i s i n t e r e s t i n g to note t h a t the break f o r the 
b l u e , s p i r a l dominated sample occurs a t a s m a l l e r angle than f o r the redder 
sample. T h i s r e s u l t i s s l i g h t l y unexpected on the b a s i s of the s imple 
p i c t u r e of galaxy d i s t r i b u t i o n where e l l i p t i c a l s and SO's a r e p r e f e r e n t i a l l y 
found i n the s m a l l c e n t r a l cores of c l u s t e r s with s p i r a l s d i s t r i b u t e d around 
them in. a l a r g e r , l e s s concentrated h a l o . However, the d i f f e r e n c e between 
the break p o i n t s i s not too l a r g e and may p o s s i b l y be accounted f o r by the 
d i f f e r e n t s e l e c t i o n e f f e c t s (K c o r r e c t i o n s e t c ) o p e r a t i n g to produce 
d i f f e r e n t average depths i n the two samples. T h i s would mean t h a t the 
l a r g e r angular p o s i t i o n of the f e a t u r e i n the red samples d i d not n e c e s s a r i l y 
imply a l a r g e r s p a t i a l p o s i t i o n of the f e a t u r e f o r e l l i p t i c a l s . 
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6.13 STELLAR SAMPLE CORRELATION ANALYSES 
In Figure 6.12 are presented the ensemble averaged r e s u l t s from 
the J and R s t e l l a r samples limited at viij = 21.5 and m^  = 19.75 respectively. 
The r e s u l t s i n J and R are s i m i l a r showing zero correlation on scale s 
o 
greater than 0.01 but showing evidence for anti-correlation over a range 
of scales smaller than t h i s . Machine merging of images i s undoubtedly 
causing some of t h i s anticorrelation. However, i t i s interesting to 
consider i f t h i s i s responsible for a l l of i t . Shown in Figure 6.12 for 
comparison purposes are the ensemble averaged galaxy correlations at those 
depths. They show much l e s s a n t i c o r r e l a t i o n but t h i s i s an unfair t e s t 
since i t i s known that the power-law behaviour of w(9) extends to very small 
scales and t h i s w i l l cause many galaxy pairs to be formed. Apart from t h i s 
indication i t i s d i f f i c u l t to t e s t the r e a l i t y of t h i s feature, b a s i c a l l y 
because the COSMOS output does not allow any clue as to the number of 
merged images i n the sample. 
I t i s also worthwhile to investigate the di s t r i b u t i o n of colour 
subsamples of the s t e l l a r images. Recalling the two peaked d i s t r i b u t i o n 
found i n the n(J-R) r e l a t i o n of Section 5 , the s t e l l a r images are divided 
into halves accoridng to t h e i r (J-R) being larger or smaller than 0.3, a 
value which bluewards contains the majority of the blue peak and redwards 
the majority of the red. 
Dot plots of these two subsamples are shown in Figures 6.13a, b. 
There i s some evidence for a s l i g h t density enhancement of objects i n the 
SW corner of the blue sample but t h i s was found to coincide with an area 
where defocussing of the plate appeared to be more of a problem (see 
Chapter 4) and t h i s could e a s i l y have caused the s l i g h t bias towards higher 
densities here. This small inhomogeneity i n the dist r i b u t i o n w i l l not cause 
too much of a problem, especially at the inte r e s t i n g smaller s c a l e s , for 
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Figure 6.14 2-point c o r r e l a t i o n functions for s t a r s on plate J3721 
i n the J-R colour subsamples. 
the correlation estimates. These are shown for both the blue and red sub-
samples i n Figure 6.14. Interestingly the red now shows no anticorrelation 
o 
up to 0.01 and indeed shows some evidence for positive correlations. The 
blue sample s t i l l shows strong anticorrelation over these small s c a l e s . 
I t i s possible to invent astronomical explanations for these phenomena such 
as the red sample being dominated by a population of redder s t a r s which would 
be old enough to have formed many binary p a i r s . This type of explanation 
has possibly been made more l i k e l y because i t i s harder to explain on the grounds 
of simple machine merging why the bluer s t a r s are affected more than the 
red. But machine effects are s t i l l the most l i k e l y reason for the s t e l l a r 
w(6)'s behaviour at small scales ; the number of pair s involved at small 
separation i s so small that even a s l i g h t bias, say, in our matching 
procedures, could produce the observed difference between the blue and red 
subsamples .-
6.14 CONCLUSIONS 
We have seen from analyses of deep machine-measured samples of 
galaxies taken from 5 UKST plates of 3 f i e l d s around the South Galactic 
pole that :-
(i) The amplitude of the small sc a l e galaxy correlations i s i n 
good agreement with that expected from the r e s u l t s of shallower 
surveys. This scaling was done assuming a galaxy luminosity 
function and an e f f e c t i v e K-correction which were consistent also 
with galaxy number-magnitude counts presented here using COSMOS 
and from other sources. The s c a l i n g agreement i s powerful 
evidence- that the l o c a l l y derived s p a t i a l correlation function 
i s applicable to depths of ^ 700h - 1 Mpc. The errors are s t i l l too 
large to place useful constraints on clustering evolution. 
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( i i ) On large angular scales the correlation functions show 
good evidence for a feature at separations corresponding to 
3 h Mpc. Although the large angle correlations scale 
reasonably amongst our samples, t h i s position i s a factor of 
* 3 smaller than the feature found by Groth and Peebles (1977) 
i n t h e i r analysis of the Shane-Wirtanen counts. However, consider-
ing the uncertainties involved such a discrepancy may not be too 
serious. 
( i i i ) Bluer galaxies have been found to have a f l a t t e r w(8) slope 
than redder galaxies, consistent with the idea that redder e l l i p t i c a l 
and SO galaxies are p r e f e r e n t i a l l y found i n c l u s t e r s . 
The implications of these r e s u l t s i n terms of the isothermal and 
adiabatic theories of galaxy formation have been discussed. '^cie 






To conclude the th e s i s , t h i s f i n a l Chapter contains a summary of 
the r e s u l t s we have obtained from the s t a t i s t i c a l analyses presented i n 
the preceding Chapters. A summary i s also given of the implication of 
these r e s u l t s for standard galaxy formation theories. 
Before t h i s , however, we s h a l l also look at the longer term 
prospects for continuing s t a t i s t i c a l investigation of galaxy properties. 
Thus i n Section 7.2 we consider the p o s s i b i l i t y of obtaining complete 
redshift catalogues using spectroscopic methods and the r e s u l t s that may 
a r i s e therefrom. I n Section 7.3 we look a t the exciting prospects for 
obtaining approximate redshifts of galaxies using photographic methods. 
Section 7.4 looks at how very deep correlation evolution t e s t s may be 
possible using "catalogues" of galaxies a r i s i n g from absorption l i n e 
spectra of cosmological quasars. F i n a l l y , Section 7.5 contains the ov e r a l l 
conclusions from the work presented i n t h i s thesis together with a discussion 
of methods whereby the questions more d i r e c t l y a r i s i n g from t h i s work may 
shortly be answered. 
7.2 COMPLETE REDSHIFT CATALOGUES 
At the moment much ef f o r t i s being expended i n using spectroscopic 
methods to obtain magnitude limited galaxy catalogues with complete red-
s h i f t information Huchra et a l (1979) 6btained redshifts for 
and analysed the very shallow Shapley Ames catalogue. Kirshner et a l 
(1979) have presented a deeper catalogue, containing 166 galaxies i n 8 
fi e l d s across the northern g a l a c t i c hemisphere, limited at 15 mag. i n J . 
I l l 
Tonry and Davis (1979) are endeavouring to produce a much more extensive 
o o 
catalogue (over 1000 galaxies) covering the area defined by % 40 6 >70 , 
to a s l i g h t l y shallower magnitude limit,14.5 mag. The Durham group i s 
also producing a redshift survey to a much faint e r l i m i t , 17 mag in J , i n 
the southern g a l a c t i c hemisphere to try and eliminate any biases i n the 
shallower samples due to the l o c a l supercluster. The s t a t i s t i c a l analyses 
of surveys such as these contain much potential information on the dynamics 
and the d i s t r i b u t i o n of galaxies. 
The dynamical information in such samples i s contained in the 
average, r e l a t i v e peculiar velocity differences between pair s of galaxies, 
V21" A variety of methods have been suggested for estimating t h i s number. 
These include the comparing of correlations functions found i n redshift 
space with those found i n projection, and also the correcting of the 
observed histograms of the t o t a l r e l a t i v e velocity differences at various 
separations, for the e f f e c t s of Hubble flow (see Davis et a l r 1978, Geller 
and Davis (1978) for reviews ) . This average velocity can then be used i n 
applications of s t a t i s t i c a l v i r i a l theorems to make estimates of fl , the 
cosmological density parameter, on the assumptions that the galaxy d i s t r i -
bution i s a useful measure of the mass d i s t r i b u t i o n and that the galaxy 
clu s t e r i n g i s s t a t i s t i c a l l y stable. Preliminary estimates give n=0.2-K3.7 from 
the sample of Huchra et a l and ft = 0.4 from the sample of Kirshner et a l , 
(see Peebles 1979). I t i s also possible to make a t e s t of the isothermal 
theory with these catalogues - isothermal theory predicts that: the average 
peculiar velocity difference w i l l stay constant as a function of separation. 
The v e l o c i t y differences found at large separation w i l l also t e s t the 
hypothesis that superclusters have large peculiar v e l o c i t i e s r e l a t i v e to each 
other (Rubin e t " a l , 1974, Smoot et a l 1978). 
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The redsh i f t samples also provide extra information on the 
distribution of galaxies. They w i l l make s l i g h t l y easier the application 
to galaxy catalogues of s t a t i s t i c s such as the m u l t i p l i c i t y function that 
have bad projection properties (although there w i l l s t i l l be d i f f i c u l t i e s 
because the samples are brightness rather than Volume limited).This w i l l enable 
more effective t e s t s to be made between the h i e r a r c h i c a l and power-law 
clu s t e r models. Estimating the correlation at large scales w i l l be easier 
with 3-dimensional data i n the sense that the break point w i l l be l i f t e d 
higher above the s t a t i s t i c a l noise. The drawback here i s that the back-
ground normalisation i s much more d i f f i c u l t than for the 2-dimensional 
estimator of Chapter 6 and the form of the covariance function at large 
angles i s very s e n s i t i v e to t h i s normalisation. However, i t w i l l be 
interesting to compare the r e s u l t s between the various methods of estimating 
? ( r ) . Complete redshi f t catalogues w i l l also make possible more objective 
t e s t s of "chains", "holes" and a l l structure which are claimed to be seen 
in the incomplete r e d s h i f t catalogues available at present ( T i f f t 1978, 
Gregory and Thompson, 1978). 
F i n a l l y complete redsh i f t samples w i l l allow other s t a t i s t i c a l 
investigations apart from those concerned with galaxy d i s t r i b u t i o n . Most 
important amongst these other investigations i s a more accurate deter-
mination of the luminosity function of f i e l d galaxies. 
7.3 REDSHIFTS BY PHOTOGRAPHIC METHODS 
Obtaining redshifts by spectroscopic methods i s a slow procedure, 
consuming large amounts of telescope time. But these methods provide 
probably the only way to determine galaxy v e l o c i t i e s accurately enough for 
the dynamical investigation ( these require errors i n velocity of under 
100 km s However, the production of useful three-dimensional pictures 
of galaxy d i s t r i b u t i o n demands l e s s high precision i n redshift determination 
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and i t i s interesting to consider i f approximate galaxy r e d s h i f t s could 
be found using fa s t e r methods. 
One general method which has been suggested i s to t r y and i s o l a t e 
galaxies redshift dependence i n some multidimensional space of image para-
meters, measured on photographic plates by measuring machines. A p a r t i c u l a r 
example of t h i s method might involve measuring plates for one f i e l d taken 
i n 3 or 4 widely spaced, narrow, o p t i c a l passbands-.. Thus magnitudes of an image 
measured i n the different bands would be used to define an approximate 
image spectrum. Parameters r e l a t i n g to the width of the image p r o f i l e 
would also be measured on one or more the plates. These p r o f i l e parameters 
together with some of the colour information would f i r s t be used to separate 
early and l a t e type galaxies, then best f i t s could be made to the rough 
colour spectrum based on the r e d s h i f t dependent average K-corrections for 
the various types. This method would work better for e l l i p t i c a l galaxies 
which have more distinguishing features i n t h e i r spectra than s p i r a l s . This 
would give, at l e a s t , a chance of determining reasonably accurate average 
redshifts for e l l i p t i c a l dominated c l u s t e r s . 
I t i s possible to make preliminary t e s t s of t h i s method with the 
present data.' Here for the J3721 plate we have three useful parameters to 
work with - the J magnitude, the J-R colour and a width parameter (a ) . 
This width parameter i s defined by the equation 
2 2 
(<*' ) = a - S(x,y) 
where a i s the ha l f width of the Gaussian f i t t e d to the image ce n t r a l and 
threshold i n t e n s i t i e s (as i n Chapter 4) and S(x,y) i s a normalising factor 
to account for the variation i n image s i z e over the plate because of plate 
sag. The value of S(x,y) taken i s that found by interpolating average 
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image widths in contiguous bins over the plate (see Section 4.4) . The 
• 2 
quantity (a ) can then be plotted against J-R colour for a l l the J3721 
galaxies for which colours are available. This i s done i n 0.5 mag bins i n 
Figure 7.1. Contours have been drawn on t h i s graph to pick out the areas 
most densely populated by galaxy images. Before looking at th e o r e t i c a l 
predictions for where e l l i p t i c a l s and s p i r a l s should l i e i n t h i s diagram, 
i t i s immediately noticeable that the galaxies c l e a r l y divide into at 
l e a s t two populations - a broad band which runs diagonally from wider blue 
objects to narrower red objects and a narrower band which remains at 
constant width as a function of colour. 
The theoretical predictions for t h i s diagram were done i n the 
case of e l l i p t i c a l s assuming the luminosity p r o f i l e of Abe11 and Nihalas 
(1966) and Holmberg's (1969) absolute magnitude - p r o f i l e r e l a t i o n . The 
equivalent relations for s p i r a l s were taken from Freeman (1970). These 
are the same laws as used by E l l i s et a l (1977) to predict number-angular 
diameter r e l a t i o n s . Here both the apparent image angular diameter (at 
the isophote.appropriate for the J-R sample) and apparent central i n t e n s i t y 
were calculated for galaxies of various types over a range of r e d s h i f t s . 
Gaussians were then f i t t e d to these, j u s t as i n the observations, to find 
2 
the predicted (a*) for these images. A theoretical diagram can then be 
produced (see Fig. 7.2) which can be compared d i r e c t l y with the observations. 
These comparisons are only v a l i d for m >19 mag. faintwards to avoid problems 
•7 
with the known scale error i n the COSMOS magnitude system for brighter images. 
This comparison shows a s t r i k i n g resemblance between theory and 
observation. The broad band found i n Figure 7.1 i s i n the position predicted 
for s p i r a l s i n the models, and the narrower band l i e s roughly i n the region 
predicted for e a r l i e r types. Thus even with the limited data at our disposal 
here i t seems that a rough separation of galaxy types may be possible. Also 
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theoretical colour width diagram i s the galaxy's redsh i f t and since t h i s 
movement i s v i s i b l e i n Figure 7.1 as w e l l , there seems some hope that a 
small increase i n photometric accuracy may make the obtaining of approximate 
redshifts a r e a l p o s s i b i l i t y . 
I t i s important to note that the random photometric errors i n the present 
sample have not been enough to smooth the main features i n Figure 7.1. 
This i s because although the errors are large the s t a t i s t i c a l noise i s 
small because of the large number of images involved. The i d e n t i f i c a t i o n 
of the trends i n Figure 7.1 would have been much more d i f f i c u l t i f only ^ 
of the images had been measured, even i f t h e i r photometry had been good 
to ± .05 m. 
Thus there i s cause for cautious optimism obtaining approximate 
redshifts by these techniques and i t i s hoped to t r y the method out with 
new measurements of the SGP f i e l d i n J , V and R using a new set-up of 
the COSMOS machine which allows more accurate p i x e l integrated magnitudes 
to be outputted. 
7.4 QSO SPECTRA 
An exciting prospect for investigating galaxy distributions at 
very high r e d s h i f t i s based on the assumption that QSO's are at the 
cosmological distances implied by t h e i r r e d s h i f t s . I t has been suggested 
on t h i s assumption that the many unidentified absorption l i n e s seem short-
wards of the Lyman a emission l i n e i n the spectra of quasars are hyman 
a l i n e s produced by the absorption of l i g h t i n hydrogen clouds attached to 
galaxies, intervening i n the l i n e of sight between ourselves and the quasar. 
The numbers of l i n e s seen i s consistent with such a hypothesis i f galaxies 
have 50 Kpc haloes ( E l l i s 1978, Peterson 1978). I f t h i s suggestion i s 
accurate then by converting the wavelength of these l i n e s into redshifts 
and then into comoving coordinates,basically 3- dimensional galaxy covariance 
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function can be estimated for a nearly c y l i n d r i c a l volume around the 
l i g h t path from the quasar. This c y l i n d r i c a l volume w i l l be of the 
order of 5CO h 1 Mpc long (determined by the length of the L.yraan a-
Lyman 6 i n t e r v a l at the reds h i f t of the quasar) at a redsh i f t of 2.5 or 
more ( i t must be t h i s large to allow the quasar's Lyman a emission l i n e ' 
to be redshifted into the opt i c a l bands). 
Very high resolution measurements of QSO spectra are needed for 
t h i s project to succeed. This i s to allow the d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n of absorption 
l i n e s from individual galaxies in the same c l u s t e r . These are important in 
defining the correlations on the very in t e r e s t i n g smallest s c a l e s . At low 
resolution these l i n e s may be merged into a single absorption l i n e of 
larger equivalent width. However, i f a good estimate of the spectral 
resolution i s known i t may be possible to use data of only moderately high 
resolution by correcting s t a t i s t i c a l l y for l i n e merging. 
Having obtained estimates of £(r) i n t h i s way i t would f i r s t be of 
i n t e r e s t to investigate i f the correlation functions followed a -1.8 power-
law on small s c a l e s . I f t h i s were to be found t h i s would be a strong 
suggestion that the absorption did a r i s e either i n or around galaxies, then 
the task would be to compare the amplitude of the correlations with that 
derived l o c a l l y . At such large redshifts t h i s would form a stern t e s t of 
theoretical predictions of clustering evolution. 
Some work has already been done i n t h i s way by Sargent et a l 
(1979) using moderately high resolution spectra. These authors find that 
the covariance functions of the Lyman a l i n e s l i e close to zero over a wide 
range of separations. However, preliminary investigations by the present 
author using reasonably high resolution spectra produced r e s u l t s which were 
consistent with a -1.8 power-law over the appropriate range of s c a l e s . 
Here estimation techniques were used which took accurate account of edge 
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and resolution e f f e c t s . Using such techniques and spectra of the highest 
resolution exciting r e s u l t s may be possible i n the near future. 
7.5 SUMMARY OF CONCLUSION FROM PRESENT WORK 
In the preceding chapters an account has been given of re s u l t s 
obtained from s t a t i s t i c a l analyses of both shallow and deep galaxy catalogues. 
By applying the s t a t i s t i c s reviewed i n Chapter 2 to simulated shallow 
catalogues, i t has been shown that these s t a t i s t i c s may not provide as 
strong evidence for the h i e r a r c h i c a l model as had previously been believed. 
This means that the evidence i s also l e s s strong for purely isothermal 
fluctuations i n the early universe. A new s t a t i s t i c a l a n a l y s i s , Mead's 
analysis, applied to a variety of catalogues showed that although the 
h i e r a r c h i c a l model may represent well the d i s t r i b u t i o n found i n N-body 
simulations a simple power-law c l u s t e r model may better represent the 
observations. I t has been argued that such a model with i t s d e f i n i t e 
preferred scale of clustering might well be consistent with the adiabatic 
theory of galaxy formation. 
Further t e s t s of the models of galaxy d i s t r i b u t i o n could come 
from a detailed analysis of the Abell c l u s t e r catalogue. I t has already 
been discovered that the correlations between c l u s t e r s are ten times the s i z e 
of those between galaxies(Hauser & Peebles,1973). This i s unexpected on 
the basis of isothermal theory which predicts that the c l u s t e r i n g of cl u s t e r s 
should have a si m i l a r form to the clustering of galaxies. I t would be of 
great i n t e r e s t to see i f Mead's analysis applied to t h i s catalogue revealed 
that the d i s t r i b u t i o n of cl u s t e r s was h i e r a r c h i c a l . This would be more 
evidence that the d i s t r i b u t i o n of cl u s t e r s was d i f f e r e n t from the d i s t r i -
bution of galaxies and might indicate that the process which formed c l u s t e r s 
of c l u s t e r s was different from the process which formed c l u s t e r s of galaxies, 
consistent with the predictions of adiabatic theory. 
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Methods have also been described for producing deep magnitude 
limited galaxy catalogues from areas the s i z e of several Schmidt plates, 
using the COSMOS measuring machine. Selection functions for these samples 
have been derived from t h e i r number-magnitude and colour magnitude r e l a t i o n s . 
These relations have been shown to be consistent with those obtained by 
other investigators.. The sc a l i n g t e s t s of the small angle correlation 
functions for the deep samples show that the s i z e of correlations found 
are consistent with predictions based on l o c a l l y derived correlation 
functions, showing none of the discrepancies found i n previous investiga-
tions. This scaling agreement i s powerful evidence for the homogeneity 
of galaxy clustering on scales 50 h 1 to 7O0 h ^ Mpc. Detailed inspections 
of the observed sc a l i n g r e s u l t s shows a s l i g h t preference for models of 
cl u s t e r i n g evolution where c l u s t e r s expand with the universe. However, 
sampling and systematic errors are r e a l l y s t i l l too large to exclude any 
ph y s i c a l l y f e a s i b l e model of clustering evolution. 
From colour subsamples of the catalogues, the r e s u l t of Davis and 
G e l l e r (1976) has also been confirmed, that early type galaxies have a 
steeper small scale covariance function slope than l a t e r types. 
To continue the work of trying to put constraints on correlation 
evolution the next step i s to apply the techniques developed here to 4 m 
p l a t e s . From the base provided by the present r e s u l t s , the wider range 
i n l i m i t i n g magnitude afforded by these deeper plates should allow any 
possible evolutionary trends to be better established. 
The correlation functions at larger angles contain another major 
r e s u l t i n that a feature i s found s i m i l a r to that noted by Groth and Peebles 
(1977) i n t h e i r analysis of the Lick catalogue. However, here the position 
of the break occurs at 3 h ^ Mpc instead of 9 h ^ Mpc. Although these 
r e s u l t s could well be considered i n reasonable agreement taking account of 
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the large experimental errors, the difference i s important i n terms of 
theory and we have discussed the implications for galaxy function theories 
i f the feature were to be found at smaller separation than had previously 
been believed. Our large angle correlation estimates are made more beli e v -
able by virtue of t h e i r reasonably good int e r n a l scaling behaviour. The 
next objective for t h i s p a r t i c u l a r project must be to s i m i l a r l y measure a 
diff e r e n t plate from a separate f i e l d with another machine such as the 
APM machine at Cambridge (Kibblewhite et a l , 1979). I f our large angle 
correlation function r e s u l t s were to be reproduced, t h i s would be strong 
evidence indeed that systematic effects were operating in the analysis of 
the Lick catalogue. 
F i n a l l y there have also been presented number magnitude counts and 
correlation analyses for the deep s t e l l a r catalogues which were produced 
at the same time as t h e i r galaxy equivalents. I t seems ce r t a i n that 
s t e l l a r images divided f a i r l y sharply into two populations i n terms of 
their (J-R) colour. ' The correlation r e s u l t s for the two populations have 
been analysed and t h e i r r e s u l t s discussed. 
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